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Introduction

In what has come down to us of Greek literature, six rather curious fragments of texts identify the Hyperboreans, a totally mythical people, with the Celts, a real people and one of the Greeks’ northern neighbors, or the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones. These fragments were written by Antimachus of Colophon, Protarchus, Heraclides Ponticus, Hecataeus of Abdera, Apollonius of Rhodes and Posidonius of Apamea. Our immediate task is to examine which texts make or imply this identification, in what context the Hyperboreans were identified with Celts, and, lastly, why these authors identified a totally mythical people with a real one. It is my contention that these texts were not written by chance. It is not because Heraclides of Pontus was a crank, or Hecataeus of Abdera enjoyed inventing tall tales. These are facile explanations which do not answer the questions mentioned above. The answers, I believe, are to be sought within the foundations of Greek culture and literature, in the backgrounds of the authors themselves, in the current philosophical trends of their times, and in the history of Celtic-Hellenic contacts in the western theater of Greek colonization.

In order to attempt to answer the questions mentioned above, the work is divided into three main sections: the first section is called “The Hyperboreans and the Golden Age” and focuses on the place of the Hyperborean legend within the parallel mythical world of the Greeks, that is, in their imaginary world of gods, legends, myths, superheroes and mythical utopias. Examining closely how the Hyperboreans were looked upon by the Greeks, what their myth consisted of, how it changed over time and how the Hyperborean homeland was transposed from place to place in the course of Greek literary history is the subject of the second section entitled: “The Hyperboreans and Hyperborean Identity.” This section pays particular attention to how the fragments of texts that identify the Hyperboreans with Celts, or the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, fit into the evolution of the Hyperborean myth. Finally, section three, which I call “The Hyperboreans and the Celts: a Case of Mistaken Identity?” examines the texts that make this identification, and the authors who wrote them, endeavoring to discover, when possible, why they wrote these texts. An appendix has also been included for the purposes of reference and to assist any reader who wishes to consult the original texts and fragments that make or imply this identification.

The ancient Greeks and Celts were two European peoples who had a common Indo-European background, including similar religions, beliefs, cultural elements, social stratification, warlike mentality, drive for colonization, languages, divinely inspired and
praise poetry. Perhaps the first contacts between them came about through the mutually beneficial activity of trade. Celts of the Bronze Age, or those peoples who were direct ancestors of the Celts in central Europe, sometimes called Proto-Celts, had extensive trading contacts with the Greeks: they had in all probability contributed to inventing the greaves, shields, body-armor, helmets and spears used by the Greeks during the Bronze Age. Celts of the Bronze Age acted as middlemen in the trade of amber from the Jutland coast. They also directly supplied their own raw materials, such as copper, gold, silver, tin and salt, as well as other highly marketable commodities, such as slaves, hides, garments, honey, wax and perishable goods, to the Celts and non-Celtic peoples of the Mediterranean basin. According to theories put forward by some scholars, notably Drews, they may have participated in the demise of the Mediterranean Bronze Age civilizations by supplying those who attacked these civilizations with technologically advanced weaponry and body-armor, as well as training them in northern fighting tactics. They may have even participated in the fighting themselves.

It was perhaps to gain direct access to northern markets that Greeks, like their direct ancestors the Mycenaenaeans, went west and began to found trading posts, settlements and colonies. Boardman, among others, has argued they implanted their foundations in strategic positions so they could tap into preexisting north-south bronze-age trading routes. A little later, about 600, the Phocaeans from Asia Minor founded Massalia, the modern city of Marseille in southern France, near the Rhone river mouth. A number of Greek colonies in Italy and Sicily came to form their own markets with northern peoples, some of whom were Celts, as did Massalia. Moreover, the Greeks of Massalia also sent expeditions west to the Iberian peninsula and up the western coast of Europe seeking more trade with western and northern peoples. Greek traders went to live on Celtic settlement sites and Celtic merchants did the same in respect to Greek sites and early Rome. Celtic-Hellenic contacts flourished and progressed up the Po, Rhone, Saone, Loire, Seine, Rhine, Elbe, Oder rivers into northern Celtic lands, where trading, diplomatic exchanges and architectural contacts took place. Craft shops, staffed with highly gifted artisans from both the Greek colonial cities of Italy and Sicily, as well as workshops in and around Massalia, were turning out high quality works of art, such as the Vix crater, sometimes ordered by a wealthy clientele of Celtic rulers in the north who had made their money in part on north-south trade. These goods were often traded overland, across the Alps, again using routes which had been in operation since the Bronze Age. Within the context of both Greek and Celtic worlds and realities, individuals, ideas, goods and technology circulated.

During the Hallstatt phase of Celtic civilization (800–450/425), the Greek world, save Massalia, because it had been implanted in Celtic territory, looked on the Celts as a fierce, but distant people with whom they had diplomatic and economic ties. After the collapse of the Hallstatt D system of government and palace economies, the northern Celts began a phase of widespread expansion in the fifth century. They necessarily collided with older pre-established Celtic communities, whose inhabitants had evolved locally from the Bronze Age, and, the Greeks, who were firmly established in southern Europe and Asia Minor. This situation led to conflicts in Italy, Greece and Asia Minor, although the two worlds maintained trading relations and other forms of contact with each other at the same time. When certain northern markets were endangered or cut off, the Greeks sent exploratory missions into the north, perhaps using traditional bronze-age
and Phoenician trading routes as guides, to find and establish direct contacts with the sources of the raw materials and products they needed, thus, cutting out Celtic middlemen: the Massaliote Periplus (sixth century) and Pytheas of Massalia’s voyage (350) are examples.

During the La Tène period (450/425-Roman Conquest), the Celts directly threatened and menaced early Rome, and later the Greek world, by attacking them on several occasions, as well as exacting tribute from them for their own profit and power. On the other hand, Greeks employed Celts as mercenaries, perhaps from Mycenaean times on, and, certainly, from the fourth century. A relationship of employer to employee, dominant commanding power to dominated servile one, began to emerge, but the Celts did not always do what was expected of them. They went into Greek military service to enrich themselves, to see the world, to obtain inside information on when, how and wherein they could obtain the maximum of plunder, while expending the minimum of effort so they could climb the social ladder in their own societies. They succeeded in the case of Rome, but failed in Delphi, where they took the sanctuary only to find Apollo’s treasury emptied of its riches by the Phocians, following Greek internal warfare over control of the oracle. Their inside information was not always reliable and they often became involved in dynastic struggles which had dire consequences for them.

When the Greeks moved west and founded their colonies in the new world of the western Mediterranean, they came into contact with peoples who had already been living there for quite some time. In order to justify their claim to these new territories, Greek authors invented a prehistory for them. They accomplished this in two ways: first, they transposed myth, legend, saga and fantasy from east to west. Second, they invented new stories, sagas and myths to fit the context of the new lands they had colonized and new situations they had come up against. Mythology, the Greek parallel mythical world, stories, sagas and legends were all of great importance to the Greeks as they constituted an integral part of their culture, beliefs, collective consciousness, and how they analyzed and dealt with the world with which they were confronted on a day-to-day basis. Myth, legend, saga and fantasy often parallel history in Greek literature, become history or mix with history to form a hybrid of fact and fiction. The identification of the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones and the Hyperboreans with Celts does just this: the Hyperborean myth and its transposition from east to west provide a sort of foreground, while the historical processes at work in Celtic-Hellenic contacts constitute the backdrop. The context of Greek myth, legend, fantasy and saga also give us stimulating and invaluable information concerning what the Greeks knew and did not know about the geography, history and peoples of their world, and, perhaps more importantly, the geography, history and peoples of the parts of their world they did not know.

It was partly against this wider background of common Indo-European traditions and heritage, ongoing and continuously evolving contacts between Greeks and Celts down through history, and partly because of the mythologizing of these Celtic-Hellenic contacts that these fragments, identifying the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, or the Hyperboreans with Celts, were written. Our task in the present work is to study the underlying evolution in Greek mythology and the historical processes which led the above-mentioned authors to write these texts.
Section One
The Hyperboreans and the Golden Age
Chapter One
Inventing Greek Mythical Time

Well before the advent of literacy in Ancient Greece, stories, myths, sagas and legends were the common currency of the Greek dark-age and archaic cultures. This is partly because the Greeks from Mycenaean times were avid explorers, traders and travellers, but also because they believed firmly in a complex supernatural world which functioned both as a parallel mythical and an interactive one. Furthermore, as the ancient Greeks knew very little of their historical past before about 550, these stories, legends, sagas and myths ultimately came to form their idea of their own past, an invented mythical one.

At some point we cannot identify, singers and poets became associated with the creation and telling of these stories, legends, myths and sagas, inspired by events thought to have taken place in that space shared by both the real world of the Greeks and their mythical parallel world of gods and superheroes. Marvelous, unexpected and wondrous events could come to pass within this space, as well as mundane, everyday events of the real world. Epic was made up of a detailed and precise narrative, comprising minute descriptions of sailing, fighting, feasting and sacrifices, which all come across to the audience as being extremely vivid, thus provoking a blurring of the real world of the historical past with the Greek parallel world of myth, stories, legends and sagas.

The poet/singer’s function was to recount what could happen, not what did happen (Aristotle, Poetics 23.1459b). Therefore, poetry was regarded as dealing with the universal (Aristotle, Poetics 9.5.1451b). In this sense, the poet/singer may have been viewed as the creator of a world, where the blurring of reality, myth, legend, saga, fantasy and belief occurred on an ongoing basis. It is due in part to this general feature of Greek literature that the mythical Hyperboreans were identified with the Celts.

Thus, the word ποιησις had to do with the verb ποιεω which means “to make,” “to create” or “to form” in Greek. Thus, the word ποιησις may have taken on the connotation of “creator,” “maker,” as well as “poet” and “entertainer” (Hesiod, Theogony 32, 38). It was thought he had divine inspiration (Homer, Iliad 11.218, 14.508, etc; Hesiod, Theogony 32–35). Memory itself, or rather how the Greeks reconstructed it, was also thought to be divine (Hesiod, Theogony 135). Therefore, the Greeks believed their poets could communicate with the gods.

Whatever transpired concerning poetry, song, myth, legend, fantasy, saga and reality in the context of dark-age literature, when we are able to see into Greece again, we are confronted with a complex world seen through the eyes of Greek poets and storytellers. Within their structure and view of the mythical parallel world, these poets and storytellers mention far-away mythical lands on the edges of the world known to the Greeks and out of reach of ordinary human-beings. One of these was the land of the Hyperboreans, located in the far north. Within the real world known to the Greeks, later texts mention
one of their northern neighbors, the Celts, some of whom were also located in the far
north.

The Hyperboreans were an idealized people, living in an eternally joyful, but remote
country, above an imaginary range of unattainable mountains, called the Rhipean
Mountains. Some of the most well-known information about the Hyperboreans is
contained in the writings of Pindar of Thebes: the Hyperboreans lived to be a thousand
years old and knew no sickness or disease (Pindar, Pythian 10.56; Strabo 15.1.57–58
C711). Traditionally, the Hyperboreans were considered as one mythical people who
were located by various ancient authors in different geographical zones of the ancient
world at different times in Greek literary history. One of these was the Celtic lands of
northern Italy, central and northern Europe. From the beginning of the fifth century, the
most popular etymology of the name Hyperborean among the ancient authors seems to
have been “those who live above/beyond the North Wind” or “those who live at the back
of the North Wind” (Pindar, Olympian 3.55; Callimachus, Delian [4] 281; Pausanias
5.7.8). The land of the Hyperboreans is an otherworldly paradise, a mythical utopia,
which is both part of the mythical past and ever present in Greek literature.

Basing himself on Sir Thomas More’s inherent pun, when he coined the term utopia in
1516 A.D. ([ou+topos]="nowhere" and [eu+topos]="happy place"), Finley calls the
Hyperborean type of utopia a “Garden of Eden” one, full of various primitivistic images,
where a perfect, simple, innocent society is located in an invented mythical time, a
“Golden Age,” and/or a far-off place. The garden-of-eden or golden-age utopia is where
myth, history, mythical time and historical time meet, In garden-of-eden utopias, animals
are well-behaved and kindly men live far beyond their normal lifespan, disease is
unknown, as are wealth, phallic strivings and strife. It is a world where evil is not even
conceivable, let alone possible, so long as the two chief roots of evil are not present: strife
over wealth and property, and strife arising from sexual drives. These automatically
disappear, as they are meaningless and pointless. Innocence becomes the only quality of
life and nature takes care of everything. The sheer abundance, always renewed and
never exhausted, eliminates greed, gluttony, licentiousness and the conflict they generate.
The mythical utopia is only defined in opposition to the real world which has long been
faced with a lack of resources, resulting in starvation, hardship, toil and pain (Homer,

Homer implies he knows something about a happier existence for humankind in the
remote mythical past when he has Philoetius say no other god is as baneful, as he has no
pity on men to whom he has given birth, but bring them into misery and wretched pains
(Homer, Odyssey 20.200–203). The corollary of this would have been that before Zeus’
reign, humans had a far happier life, even though the poet of the Iliad and the Odyssey
does not state this explicitly. Several lands and peoples are mentioned in both the Iliad
and the Odyssey which could be viewed as mythical utopian paradises. For example, in
the Odyssey (4. 561–564), it was not ordained that Menelaus, as he was fostered of Zeus,
should die and meet his fate in horse-pasturing Argos, but the immortals were to convey
him to the Elysian plain and the ends of the earth, where fair-haired Rhadamanthus
dwells, and where life is easiest for men. No snow fell there, nor were there any heavy
storms, nor any rain, but Ocean eternally sent up blasts of shrill-blowing West Wind, so
that they could give cooling to humans. Menelaus was clearly favored as he was
considered the husband of Helen, daughter of Zeus (Odyssey 4.564). The world of the
Elysian plain is a mythical utopia at the ends of the earth, sealed off from the world of humans, human strife and every day human life, comprising such features as perfect weather, cooling winds, a benevolent ruler and restricted access to only those mortal individuals with particular connections. For Homer, translation to the Elysian plain is a substitute for and an escape from death, although it does not seem to be envisaged that anyone should return from it. It also appears to be located in the far west, on the edge of the earth known to the Greeks. The land of the Hyperboreans and the Elysian plain, however, were not the only Greek mythical utopias. On the contrary, they fit into a broader context of mythical utopias and the mythologizing of the past, known lands and unknown geographical spaces.

The world of Olympus, seat of the gods, who observed, meddled and played in the world of human-beings, also had mythical utopian characteristics and was located in Greece, thus, in the center of the Greek world (Homer, *Iliad* 18.184–186, *Odyssey* 6.43–45). Homer described it as a place totally apart from the human world and as one which stood forever (*Odyssey* 6.41–47). It was never shaken by the winds, nor was wet with rain, nor did the snow fall upon it, but the air was always fresh and pure, clear and cloudless and a radiant whiteness hovered over it. In short, it was an otherworldly paradise, isolated from the world of humans and their strife. Olympus was a place where the gods were eternally happy and joyful, a place of assembly, where the gods discussed their own affairs and found solutions to their problems, as well as to those of the mortals with whom they were concerned. Olympus was thought of as folds among which each god had his/her own palace and halls. So, it resembled the world of mortals, but was so much better and, therefore, unattainable to them (Homer, *Iliad* 11.75–77).

Thus, Olympus was located far beyond the realm of ordinary human geography. It was sealed off from the human world and all its imperfections. Olympus stood forever and was governed by a benevolent ruler, Zeus. Its weather was perfect and it was considered a perfect reflection of the imperfect human world.

The poet also referred to the “blameless Ethiopians” who live far off by the streams of Ocean in the remotest parts of both east and west, and vaguely in the south. In short, they are to be found in virtually every direction but the north. For Homer, the most important aspect of the Ethiopians as a mythical utopian identity is their close connection with the gods who sojourn among them during “holiday time” from Olympus and the world at large (Diodorus of Sicily 3.2.1–4). The Ethiopians inhabit a land which is so prosperous as to furnish the ample sacrificial feasts which the gods relish. The abundance of food in the land of the Ethiopians forms a marked antithesis to the suffering and privation endured in the central sphere of action. A vivid example of this contrast occurs at the end of the *Iliad* when the goddess Iris visits the West Wind to persuade him to help kindle Patroclus’ funeral pyre (*Iliad* 23.192–211). Iris finds the winds at a feast which they invite her to join. She hesitates, responding that she was on her way back to the streams of Ocean, to the land of the Ethiopians to participate in even more sumptuous feasting. This contrasts starkly the plight of Achilles who had just recently refused to take any food at all so long as Patroclus’ death remained unavenged. An interesting feature of this feasting shared by the Ethiopians and the Olympian gods is that once the gods have entered the Ethiopian lands, they seem to be oblivious to what is taking place outside them. At the beginning of the *Odyssey*, Poseidon, who is feasting among the Ethiopians, fails to observe Odysseus, who is getting his homeward voyage underway. Thetis must
wait twelve days before presenting Achilles’ embassy to Zeus (Homer, *Iliad* 1.424–425). This situation is similar to the one in which Apollo goes to the Hyperboreans.22

The Ethiopians’ connections to the Hyperboreans are also vague, as they are described as the furthest of men, living in a mythical parallel land accessible only to the gods. Yet in the *Odyssey*, Menelaus mentions in passing that he visited them on his way back from Troy (4.84). In this way, the land of the Ethiopians is quite like the Elysian plain.

Homer, however, never brings the Ethiopians into the center of attention in order to offer the perspective of an alternative world, as he does so frequently with the Olympian world (*Iliad* 1.570–611). Furthermore, they never seem to have entered the center world, that of the mortal Greeks, or had any serious influence or effect on it, as, for example, the Hyperboreans were reputed to have done by later authors.23 In the same vein, the Ethiopians do not seem to welcome others, save the gods and Menelaus, as do the Elysian plain, the Phaeacians and the Hyperboreans. The mythical parallel utopia of the Ethiopians then has specific characteristics: remoteness from the real and mythical center (Greece), isolation, inaccessibility to humans, access only to the gods and heroes such as Menelaus, piety, moral virtue, prosperous land which seems to furnish what is necessary for ample sacrificial feasts with little or no effort, thus, an otherworldly utopian paradise, presided over by Poseidon, contemporary with the Age of Heroes, but also so timeless as to be part of the mythical past, present and future.

The Phaeacians, just as the gods on Olympus, the Ethiopians and the Hyperboreans, are presented to the poet’s audience as living in a mythical utopian setting.24 They are near of kin to the gods, but, like the Hyperboreans, are mortal (*Odyssey* 5.33–40, 6.200–206, 7.205–206, 19.279–280). Alcinous, raising the possibility that Odysseus could be a god in disguise, remarks the gods come down from heaven and show themselves clearly to the Phaeacians (*Odyssey* 7.199–206). When they render glorious sacrifices to the gods, they sit beside them and feast with them in a place where they do. Furthermore, if a god comes down alone from heaven and encounters them as a wayfarer, they make no concealment. Alcinous then continues by stressing that the Phaeacians are closely related to the gods and in particular to Poseidon. This is similar to the Hyperboreans who are especially wedded to Apollo. Even if they are not immune to the physical marks of age, their society as a whole is characterized by youthfulness (Homer, *Odyssey* 6.64ff, 8.261ff and 370ff).25

The Phaeacians are described as living far off in the surging sea, the farthest of men. No other mortals had dealings with them, but they knew the cities and rich fields of all peoples (*Odyssey* 6.200–206). In particular, they seem to know many places in Greece: Euboea, Lemnos and Ithaca (*Odyssey* 7.320–325, 8.294, 301). Furthermore, they relied on the speed of their ships, crossing the great gulf of the sea which seems to have formed the boundary between the real world of the Greeks and their mythical parallel world, as swiftly as a bird on the wing or a thought, hidden in mist and cloud, never fearing damage or shipwreck because they were protected by Poseidon (*Odyssey* 7.34–36, 8.32–33, 556–563).26 They had no pilots, no steering oars such as ordinary ships of real-world humans, but their ships understood the thoughts and minds of men.

The Phaeacians, just as the gods on Olympus, the Ethiopians and the Hyperboreans, lived in unfailing abundance (*Odyssey* 7.98–99). In Alcinous’ orchard grew tall and luxuriant trees, pears, pomegranates and apple trees, with their fruit, sweet figs and luxuriant olives. These fruits never perished, nor failed in winter or summer, but lasted
throughout the year. The West Wind continuously quickened to life some fruits and ripened others. Equally incredible were the vineyard and garden beds (Odyssey 7.112–132). Alcinous’ gardens, one sign of their blessedness, are described as glorious gifts of the gods (Odyssey 7.132). The constant feasting in Alcinous’ house, supplied by divinely fertile gardens, recalls that of the Olympians, the Ethiopians and the Hyperboreans (Odyssey 7.114ff). The Phaeacians pass most of their time in pleasure, as do the Olympians, the Ethiopians and the Hyperboreans with feasting and dancing. They also engage in the less hazardous and less prestigious branches of athletics as their principal occupations. Their fondness for games reflects their removal from real human pain. They shun boxing or wrestling when Odysseus challenges them and prefer the footrace, the dance, the lyre and softer comforts such as warm baths and bed (Odyssey 8.206, 246–249, 253). In general, they have a carefree heart, as well as the easy and peaceful life found in a mythical utopia (Odyssey 6.201ff and 270ff). These contrast those activities which are the most difficult in life, that are the source of the Homeric hero’s honor and fame, such as war for example, in which they take no part, or, as with sailing, in which they engage with indecent ease.

The mythical utopian existence of the Phaeacians includes the use of gold as an emblem of otherworldly wealth and divinely ordered privileges: Alcinous’ palace has gold at the entrance (Odyssey 7.86–102). There are golden doors and a golden door-hook, and golden kouroi with torches in their hands to illuminate the feasting. On ether side of his palace door, Alcinous had two dogs which had been fashioned by Hephaetus and were thought of as living and immortal (Odyssey 7.90–94). The identification of gold with divinity here is so strong that gods make out of the metal things what humans would never, even if they could afford to, so apparently unconstrained are they by the awkward physical properties of heaviness and softness (Iliad 5.730ff, 13.22). Moreover, there is no suggestion that Alcinous and the Phaeacians have had to suffer to build up their remarkable collection of keimelia in the way Homer emphasizes that Menelaus or Odysseus do (Odyssey 4.78–103, 19.273, 284). The Phaeacians themselves are mortal, but the presence of those deathless and unageing dogs, and the absence of everyday toil, remind us of their separation from the ordinary cares of mortality.

The poet of the Odyssey also supplies a mythical prehistory for this mythical people who live halfway between the world of the gods and that of humans: Homer explains the Phaeacians used to live in Hyperia, near the Cyclopes, but that the Cyclopes were overweening in pride and plundered them continuously, as the Cyclopes were by far the mightier. From there, the godlike Nausithous had removed them, led them to and settled them in their present home of Scheria, far from bread-eating mankind ( Odyssey 6.4–12). The only need for this story resides in the invention of a mythical past which corresponds to the invention of a mythical people who are part of the past, present and future of the mythical parallel world of the Greeks. Although this mythical people can enter and retreat from the real world of the Greeks, they have no long-lasting impact on it, as the Hyperboreans were reputed to have had by later authors.

Although the poet of the Iliad and the Odyssey does not refer to the Elysian plain, the world of Olympus, the blameless Ethiopians or the land of the Phaeacians as mythical or golden-age utopias, as these are terms used by modern scholars, they all have mythico-utopian characteristics: a far-away land perched on the edge of the world, shielded from the human world and its imperfections, a benevolent divine ruler, restricted access to only
the chosen few favored by the gods, where the inhabitants passed their time feasting in eternal joy and happiness. Everything came forth in abundance and the inhabitants wanted for nothing. No strife existed, nor any sexual reproduction, nor any wealth, except in some instances divine gold, but this was a symbol of their divine status, not of their material wealth. These particular mythical utopias also mark out important compass directions which frame both the parallel mythical and real worlds of the Greeks. Olympus is in the center of the Greek world. It is located in Greece from where everyone and everything are monitored by the gods and dealt with as needed. Its benevolent ruler is Zeus. The blameless Ethiopians were thought of as being located in the south and their benevolent ruler was Poseidon. The Elysian plain was located in the west and its benevolent ruler was Rhadamanthus in Homer, and later, as we shall see below, Cronus, father of Zeus. The Phaeacians were thought of as residing in the east and their benevolent ruler was Poseidon. What lacks in this general schema of things is a mythical utopia located in the north. This is not found in Homer, but as we shall see in section two chapter one, this does not mean the Hyperboreans and their benevolent ruler Apollo were totally absent from the mythical parallel world known by the poet of the Iliad and the Odyssey.

Hesiod alludes to a golden-age mythical utopia as the state which men would now enjoy if the gods had not hidden the means of life from them (Works and Days 42–46), giving the idea gods and men lived in some sort of shared harmony sometime in the mythical past. Hesiod reinforces these ideas by saying later that the tribes of men lived on the earth remote and free from ills, hard toil, heavy sickness and age (Works and Days 90–92). He then continues by relating another tale: how the gods and mortal men sprang from one source (Works and Days 108).

According to Hesiod, the Olympians created the golden generation of humans (Works and Days 106–120). They lived in King Cronus’ time, as if they were gods themselves. Their hearts were free from all sorrow and with no hard work or pain. No miserable old age descended upon them and neither did their hands nor their feet alter. They took their pleasure in festivals and lived without troubles. It was as if they fell asleep when they died and all goods were theirs. Their fruitful grainland yielded its harvest, which was great and abundant, of its own accord, while they at their pleasure quietly looked after their works in the midst of good things. The golden race of Cronus’ time continued to exist as beneficent spirits or daemones (Works and Days 120ff). The happy conditions of Cronus’ time continued on the Elysian plain or the Isles of the Blessed, as a paradise for departed heroes at the ends of the earth (Homer, Odyssey 4.561–569; Hesiod, Works and Days 166–173).

In archaic times, however, another sort of mythical utopia is characterized by bestiality. The land of the Cyclopes is still located between the world of the gods and that of humankind. The earth furnishes everything with generosity to the Cyclopes, but Polyphemus remains a revolting cannibal (Odyssey 9.105). The Cyclopes live in a fertile land, but have no use for ships or agriculture and know fire (165–169). They tend flocks and produce milk and cheeses. Polyphemus has pens crowded with lambs and kids, yet the Cyclopes live in extremely austere conditions in caves on the tops of mountains, and are both insolent and lawless. The Cyclopes have no regard for one another, nor assemblies for council, nor appointed laws (112–115). Yet, when Polyphemus was injured by Odysseus, he shouted to the Cyclopes who dwelt near him. Furthermore, they
heeded his call for help and came thronging from every side (395–400). Homer says the Cyclopes trust in the immortal gods, yet Polyphemus pays no heed to Zeus, nor to the blessed gods, as he stated they were better by far than they (275–280), or as Dillon suggests “more powerful.” Moreover, Polyphemus is the protected of Poseidon, his father (410–412).

The land of the Cyclopes is certainly a different type of mythical utopia, full of contradictions, but is still governed by a benevolent ruler, Poseidon, in spite of the fact that it is cruel, wild and unjust. The land of the Cyclopes is still far away from humankind, between the world of the gods and that of humans, somewhere on the edges of the world. It is meant to contrast the other golden-age, garden-of-eden type lands, as the former are based on _dike_ and the latter on _hybris_. Other curious mythical utopian traits are also present such as the spring of bright water which flows out from beneath a cave where poplars grow. The poplar is an otherworldly tree as it grew on the banks of the river Archeron in Thesprotia (Schol. on Theocritus 2.121 Wendel 290). Heracles garlanded himself with the white poplar in the otherworld and brought it from Archeron to Olympia, where it grew in the precinct. Odysseus took a goatskin of dark wine that a priest of Apollo had given to him (197–198). Apollo was the benevolent ruler of the land of the Hyperboreans, the virtual antithesis of that of the Cyclopes, as well as the god of colonization.

Hesiod wrote of a “golden race,” though, not of a “Golden Age” (Works and Days 106). It seems to be clear from Hesiod’s general schema of things the “golden race” lived “in the time of Cronus/under Cronus.” His “bronze race” and “iron race” are so-called because they used those metals (Hesiod, Works and Days 150–151). He did not explain, however, in what sense his first generation was _Χρυσή_ . Baldry suggests he did not ask himself and claims the question, for Hesiod, did not exist. If this is a correct assumption, we must then assume a connection between the “golden generation” and the “Golden Age” existed in the minds of Hesiod and other ancient authors before the Roman period. The question was put forward by Plato in the Cratylus (397E–398C): Socrates claims the golden race was not made of gold at all, but was good and beautiful. Plato subscribes then to a vision of a “good and beautiful generation” living in a “good and beautiful age” in the mythical past. Vernant and Vidal-Naquet interpret “golden” as having Right and Justice, both characteristics attributed to mythical utopian peoples such as the Hyperboreans. Vernant believes the golden race is the supreme accomplishment of _dike_, whereas all the other of Hesiod’s races are tainted with the _hybris_ of humankind. While Baldry argues against the general claim that in the traditional conception of an ideal past there was no place for gold or the use of gold, Dillon postulates that the very epithet “golden” signified a period of extreme value, but also bore a connotation of “eternal”, since gold seemed virtually indestructible by the passage of time.

In Hesiod, the first generation is golden in the divine sense of being splendidly incorruptible (Schol. Vet. Works and Days 112 Pertusi). This assimilation is so marked out that it does not make sense to identify them closely with any group of men as men now are. It is impossible for humankind to live the easy life of the golden generation in the age of Zeus, except for special remote lands at the ends of the earth, such as the land of the Hyperboreans, for in the Age of Cronus, gold can be used as found and does not have to be dug up or mined, as the earth bears fruit spontaneously. Furthermore, gold
never loses its luster and the golden generation never grows old. Moreover, the very fact the “races” disappear entirely once their time has run its course shows that for Hesiod there is no continuity between the Golden Race and our own in which *hybris* and *dike* mingle. Thus, properly speaking, we are not descended from the men of the age of Cronus.\(^{38}\)

The lesson to be inferred from the succession of the races in Hesiod and applied to daily life is simple and limited. If men’s evil behavior is to some extent the product of the harsh conditions of life imposed on them by Zeus and if the moral blamelessness of the golden race sprang from the wonderful conditions under which they lived, since nature satisfied all their wants and there was no stimulus for vice, then the tasks of today’s individual is to reverse the process, obtaining material comfort and security through the pursuit of Right and Justice.\(^{39}\) The association of the first generation with divinity through gold is what makes clear both that it represents the most ideal conditions of life and that these conditions are at present unobtainable by the poet’s audience. The force of ideals, however, lies not in their capacity to be realized, but in their capacity to inspire. The key purpose of the golden race is to establish that nothing is better than an eternal symposium under a benevolent ruler, such as the Hyperboreans under Apollo of the Golden Hair, and as this is no longer possible for humans to obtain, the closest life to it is that of the aristocrat. This is perhaps why aristocrats are favored by the gods in the mortal world and why some mortals such as Menelaus and Odysseus are more favored than others.

The idea of a golden-age utopian existence seems not only familiar to Hesiod’s audience and contemporaries, but it had already taken several different forms, none of which is brought forward by the poet as anything new.\(^{40}\) Among ancient authors whose thoughts took a mythical, rather than an abstract form, the remote past, the past beyond usual human recollection and knowledge, seems to have been described in terms of an earlier divine regime, “the time of Cronus,” before the lordship of Zeus. This connection of a mythical past primitivistic utopia with the reign of Cronus in the mythical parallel world of the Greeks occurs for the first time in extant Greek literature in the *Works and Days* (111). Hesiod does not attempt to explain or justify the statement. He seems to take for granted his audience will know the story he is recounting, perhaps because it was firmly embedded in the repertoire of myths, legends and sagas every ancient Greek knew during his/her life.

At the beginning of the *Catalogues of Women* (Frag. 1 Merk-West), a time is referred to when men and gods dined and sat in council together, and humans did not look with their wits upon old age. Dillon cautions, though, the text is very fragmentary and it is not certain what exactly is being said here\(^{41}\). He also points out that the context is rather different from that of the Golden Race in the *Works and Days*, as it deals with a list of mortal heroines who lay with the gods. Dillon continues, however, by suggesting that if this is a reference to a “quasi-golden age,” we may be in a position to connect it in turn with another reference Hesiod makes in the *Theogony* (535), where Zeus tricked Prometheus about the sacrificial meats.

Hesiod introduces this episode with the words “for when the gods and mortal men were separated (or distinguished) at Mecone…..”\(^{42}\) It seems clear that more is at stake here than a simple explanation of sacrificial practices among the Greeks.\(^{43}\) Gods and humans, it is implied, had up to this time been in the habit of dining together and had
enjoyed a common life. In the course of this crucial confrontation at Mecone, the titan Prometheus tricked Zeus into choosing the less favorable of two portions of ox, thus, ensuring in future, that human-beings would offer in sacrifice to the gods only the bone of the animal, not its flesh. To make human-beings suffer for having gained this advantage, Zeus deprived them of fire. When Prometheus stole fire and took it down to humans, Zeus responded by creating the first woman (Hesiod, *Works and Days* 42–105, *Theogony* 535). The institution of the practice of sacrifice converted humans into meat-eaters and, thus, marked them off from the gods who consumed nectar and ambrosia, an ostensibly vegetarian diet. It is implied that humans did not offer sacrifices to the gods before this time and, furthermore, the creation of women implied reproduction through sex, something animal-like which was not part of a golden-age utopian existence. This constitutes a fall from grace as from this time forward, humans would be mortal, subject to hunger, pain, fatigue and death. Zeus’ withdrawal of fire would have reduced them further to the status of animals, since humans would have been forced to eat the flesh they had acquired in a raw and uncooked state as animals did. As Prometheus restored fire to them, they were re-established in a position mid-way between the gods and animals, and the gift of woman confirmed this position.\(^44\) Hesiod further confirms this status by saying “this is the law prescribed for men by the teachers of the son of Cronus, namely that fish and beasts and wild fowl devour each other for right is not in them” (*Works and Days* 276–278). Thus, some right is in humankind, whereas it is characteristic of the world of the gods.

The situation described here seems to be one of familiar intercourse between gods and men, a situation disrupted by Prometheus’ trickery. Dillon points out that Hesiod does not explain here what situation he was envisaging, but the concept of a period during which gods and men lived in some sort of communion in some sort of primitive paradise does seem to have a place in his thought, as has the notion that the period was ended by some sort of fall from grace.\(^45\)

In Pindar’s second Olympian ode (2.61–77), the poet preserves many of the traditional characteristics of golden-age imagery found in Hesiod, but adds other details as well.\(^46\) The concept of an Age of Cronus is combined with the “Isles of the Blessed” and the “Elysian Plain,” thought of as being located somewhere in the far west on the edge of world known to the Greeks, where there is a retreat into timelessness and a release from the cares, burdens and strife of the human world (Homer, *Odyssey* 4.561–564; Hesiod, *Works and Days* 110–120). The golden-age utopian existence comprises the mythical past and the continuation of it in the present, but with restricted conditions of access, the favor of the gods and the hope of its continuation in the future.\(^47\) Pindar reinforces this dual function of the golden-age utopia by identifying Rhea and Cronus by name (76–77). Both have to do with beginnings, both in the mythical past and its continuation in the present.\(^48\) As parents of the Olympian gods, they antedate the inauguration of the present world order. As recipients of the just, they preside over the beginning of a new life, one that will have no end, in a land which is a holdover from the mythical past of the Age of Cronus.

Pindar’s description included the traditional golden-age theme of the unchanging and perfection of the weather, including a mild, westerly breeze, constituting a relief for the Greeks from summer weather. The scene would seem to be frozen, in fact, at a perpetual spring equinox.\(^49\) Other important golden-age themes, derived from Homer’s various
utopias and/or the traditional repertoire of Greek mythological stories, legends and sagas, are those of the non-disturbance of the earth, either by tillage or mining, as well as of the sea, either by fishing or travelling over it for purposes of trading or raiding. The inhabitants’ simple needs are, in contrast, met by the fruits of the earth which spring up spontaneously. Finally, there is also a submission to a benevolent ruler, most immediately Rhadamanthus, but behind him Cronus himself.50

There are also some interesting differences though: as we have seen, for Homer, meeting one’s fate on the Elysian plain was a substitute for and escape from death. It does not appear, however, that people should ever return from it. For Pindar, the world of the Elysian plain is much the same, except he had increased the requirements, as the good must survive three cycles of lives lived keeping their souls from all sin. Reincarnation is something new, which is not found in either Homer or Hesiod in the context of the Golden Age, nor is there any trace of a future blessedness awaiting those who have died.51 Menelaus will go to the Elysian plain precisely because he has won, thanks to the favor of Zeus, exemption from mortality.

Pindar has complicated his golden-age utopia by including both life after death and reincarnation. His vision is two-fold: the underworld where the noble who delighted in oath-keeping enjoy their easy existence (Pindar, Olympian 2.61–67) and the Island of the Blessed, reserved for those who have lived through more than one life free of injustice (65–70). In contrast, Homer tells us only of the Elysian plain. That there should be yet another paradise at all is surprising.52 Here, as in Homer (Odyssey 4.569), Zeus has a role to play: those who reach the Island of the Blessed by Zeus’ road, presumably with his consent (Pindar, Olympian 2.70).53 Nisetich informs us the gold plate (H) from Hipponium in the territory of the Locri, known to be fervent worshippers of Apollo, (circa 465) refers to a sacred road traveled by the soul of the initiate and “other initiates and bacchants” (15–16). Janko, reconstructing what he called the long archetype Omega, current by the late fifth century, places line eleven of the gold plate (P) found at Petelia and dating from the middle of the fourth century (=DK 1 B 17.11) after H 15–16: the soul of the initiate, having completed its journey on the “sacred road” will then rule “among the other heroes.”54 If this is a correct reconstruction, it would bear an interesting resemblance to Pindar. His Διος ὄδον (Olympian 2.70) would be recalled by ὄδον . . . ἠρά (H 15–16), his Achilles on the Island of the Blessed (79–80) by the “other heroes” (P11) with whom the soul of the initiate would rule the next life.55

In the context of the Hyperboreans and their lands, this sacred road makes us think of the story of Aristeas of Proconnesus as reported by Herodotus (4.13). He had wished to journey to the land of the Hyperboreans while in an ecstatic state due to the rituals connected with the cult of Apollo, but only reached the land of the Issedones. It is not specified why this was the case, but we may hypothesize, based on the examples above, that his soul was not free from all sin and/or had not kept faith.56

Pindar conceptualizes the land of the Hyperboreans as a golden-age utopia. Similarly to the Isles of the Blessed and the Elysian plain, the land of the Hyperboreans is located in a far-away place, on the edge of the earth, removed from the realm of mortal life and difficulties. Pindar portrays the Hyperboreans as a sacred race not subject to illness or aging, but who lived apart from any toil and battle, undisturbed by acting Nemesis (Pythian 10.43). Their unique occupation was to sing, play music and dance, crowned in golden laurel wreaths in honor of Apollo, their benevolent ruler, who is pleased by these
festivities and by the donkeys offered up to him (*Pythian* 10.30–48). According to Pindar, Heracles went to the sources of the Danube in pursuit of the doe with the golden antlers during his labors for Eurystheus and saw the Hyperborean lands “behind the North Wind” (*Pindar, Olympian* 3.25–35). Pindar, and/or the adepts of the Apolline cult seem to have believed the Hyperboreans lived near the sources of the Danube and that these were located in the mythical Rhipean Mountains which formed the limit between the land of the Hyperboreans and the mortal world. These were a range of impassable mountains which could neither be reached by ship nor land, but only by a wondrous road of the type of Zeus’ road (Pindar, *Olympian* 2.70), the sacred road (H 15–16) or of the type Abaris or Aristeas took (Pindar Frags, 270, 283 Bowra; Herodotus 4.13).

Thus, the land of the Hyperboreans was far-away, on the edge of the world known to the Greeks, sealed off from mortal life and its difficulties, and of extremely difficult access. Aristeas did not make it. Perseus did, but he had to have winged sandals (Pindar, *Pythian* 10.30–49). Furthermore, when Perseus was in the land of the Hyperboreans, he dined with them, just as humans had during Hesiod’s Age of Cronus, while the Hyperboreans sent splendid sacrificial hecatombs of asses to Apollo, who took pleasure in their feasts (Pindar, *Pythian* 10.35–36).

There is some difference of opinion concerning the timing of Perseus’ slaying of the Gorgon (*Pythian* 10.46). Köhnken places it before the visit to the Hyperboreans. This has the merit of providing a link between the two events mentioned by Pindar: Perseus is given a Hyperborean holiday as a reward for his heroic deed. Burton also puts the slaying of the Gorgon before his visit to the Hyperboreans, but finds it an irrelevant detail to the main myth. Slater thinks the decapitation of Medusa is subsequent to the visit to the Hyperboreans. His reasons are formal: the myth of the tenth *Pythian* is of common Pindaric type, which he labels “complex lyric narrative” in which “the end of the myth is posterior to its beginning.” Whichever came first, the killing of the Medusa or the visit to the Hyperboreans, it is probable the two episodes took place on the same trip and that the Gorgons and the Hyperboreans were neighbors.

Pindar, then views the land of the Hyperboreans in a similar fashion to the Island of the Blessed and the Elysian plain, except the land of the Hyperboreans, as far as we know, had nothing to do with the souls of the dead, as an escape from death or reincarnation. Furthermore, the land of the Hyperboreans and the Rhipean Mountains were regarded as being located in the north, while the Isles of the Blessed and the Elysian plain were thought of as being in the west. All three lands were thought of as being on the edges of the earth and as representing golden-age utopias which encompassed both the mythical past and present. Both of the latter are inaccessible to humans as one is in the irretrievable past, while the other must be sought so far away it becomes hopeless.

As in Hesiod, we again find a reference to gold in Pindar’s second Olympian ode (61–77). This time, however, it is in the form of gold flowers and perhaps fruits which, consequently, differ from any that grow in the everyday world. Baldry argues the gold fruits are possibly apples of the Hesperides. Nisetich writes the gold flowers are important because they function as garlands wreathing the hands and crowning the heads of the blessed, as in Pindar (*Pythian* 10.40, *Nemean* 7.77–79). They belong, in the golden-age utopian setting, as in the real world, both to worshippers and to celebrants. They belong, in other words, to the just in triumph. If we add to this explanation, as Dillon argues, that gold bears the connotation, as in Hesiod, of the extreme of value,
eternal, imperishable, since gold seemed virtually indestructible by the passage of time, we get another dimension: the gold flowers are symbolic of the Age of Cronus which is never going to disappear in the present or the future in those lands on the edges of the world where it continues on in the parallel world of the mythical present.67

The Hyperboreans, as we encounter them in Pindar’s Tenth Pythian, have a good deal in common with Homer’s Phaeacians and with the Hesiodic golden generation.68 They do not experience age, disease or war (Pindar, Pythian 10.41–44).69 They inhabit a land which is inaccessibly far away.70 Moreover, in a similar fashion to Homer, Pindar presents his other world in terms which combine close parallels with the real world and unambiguous distancing from it.71 The notion that the Hyperboreans live a life of perpetual symposium suggests a comparison with the celebrations in Thessaly after Hippocleas’ victory.72 It reminds him of the attainment of such permanent happiness in the mortal world or for that matter in the mythical parallel one (Pindar, Pythian 10.22–30). Both similarity and difference are encapsulated in Pindar (Pythian 10.40), where the Hyperboreans bind their hair with golden laurel and feast in happiness. The victor’s wreath is also the focus for a connection with the land of the Hyperboreans in Pindar’s Third Olympian ode, where the poet says it was from the land of the Hyperboreans that Heracles brought the olive trees which now provide the material for the Olympic victor’s wreath. One wonders if these are the same olive trees as those which have golden leaves in Nemean 1.13–18. Robbins feels we can automatically say the victor’s wreath is a “clear sign that he is...elevated to the company of the blessed”73. Brown is far more cautious.74 While in the real world of Thessaly, the exaltation of the present must inevitably give way to less pleasant realities, just as the Pythian victor’s laurel crown must wither, nothing can ever stop the Hyperborean symposium, hence, the gold of their unwithering and untarnishable garlands, as well as the eternal gold flowers and fruits, which bear witness to their triumph over Nemesis.75 Köhnken and Rose take the phrase, “having escaped very just Nemesis” (Pindar, Pythian 10.43–44) to mean that the Hyperboreans are immortal. Brown feels this cannot be and the literary evidence studied in section two will bear him out.76 C.G.Brown calls Nemesis “an agent who...maintains the alternations of fortune...that characterize the life of man” (Pindar, Olympian 8.84–88; Herodotus 1.34.1): it is the Hyperboreans’ very position “outside the realm of ordinary human possibility” which makes them unlike the Aleuadae, “exempt from the vicissitudes of men” who live under his rule.77 No other source, however, ascribes actual immortality to the Hyperboreans.78

Just as the golden generation in Hesiod was distinct from the warring lives of the race of heroes, as well as from the world of Perseus, so the golden godlike felicity of the Hyperboreans contrasts not only with the world of the victor’s aristocratic family, the Aleuadae, but also with the struggles of the young Perseus. It is only by emulating Perseus, the mythical model for Hippocleas, that real men of the real present can even begin to approximate the blessedness of the mythical parallel world. The moment of victory and rejoicing is worth savoring for Hippocleas lives in the real world and so it will end. If Perseus only had a temporary share in the Hyperborean banquet, then the olbos of Pythian victory must partake of the transience of all things mortal. The victor’s triumph may be a permanent possession of his family or country, but it cannot exempt him from the vicissitudes of mortality. It may mark him out as an individual touched for a moment by divinity, and imply the entitlement of his name to poetic immortality, but it
does not indicate that, as an individual, he will become deathless and ageless. Such a fate may be promised to Theron (Pindar, *Olympian* 2) and is granted to Croesus in Bacchylides (3.58), where the land of the Hyperboreans functions like the Isles of the Blessed, but only in the sense that it is the exception that proves the rule: if paradise were open to all victors, epinician would lose as much of its force as epic would if all of Homer’s heroes were to join Menelaus in Elysium. In both genres, achievement is acutely informed by a sense of mortality and the shadowiness of an existence in Hades.

In the same way as Homer sent Odysseus to the Phaeacians, then, so Pindar also sends a hero to this other world. In doing so, however, he also has in mind, as probably Hesiod did, the aspirations and limitations of his audience. As Odysseus had, Perseus has other business in hand and there is no ques-tion of him staying with the Hyperboreans. Like the victor’s triumph, Perseus’ visit may be a reward for his achievement of slaying the Gorgon, but it is only a token glimpse of the ultimate felicity. Pindar was composing for an aristocratic audience, unlike Hesiod’s difficult peasant world of Boeotia. Therefore, as the best of human society are favored by the gods by their very position in life, it was probably easier for them, and for Pindar, as it had been for Homer, to imagine themselves living a life closer to the conditions of the golden generation and the Age of Cronus. Consequently, the poet’s narrative does suggest the unattainability of true and lasting felicity, but the impossibility of sustaining it for long. The gold of the Hyperboreans’ garlands, then, both compares them to and distinguishes them from the victor. It underlines the differences and similarities between the real world of the aristocratic Greeks and the mythical parallel world of the Hyperboreans. Hippocleas, like Perseus, must never forget he lives within the province of very just Nemesis, but Pindar adds the ideas of reincarnation and metempsychosis here: for those who believe individual souls pass through a series of reincarnations in a process which can under certain circumstances be escaped, a wider range of possibilities opens up. This range, however, is only open to aristocrats.

What Pindar has produced, at least in his second Olympian, is a profound and suggestive synthesis of contemporary eschatological doctrines, adding the more esoteric to the traditional. The impetus for this may well have been provided by a commission from Theron who appears to have believed in teachings closely related to those of the Orphic gold leaves. This material was at variance with the Homeric account of such matters which had no room for the idea of a better lot for initiates in the afterlife. Moreover, since it involved metempsychosis, it could be regarded as a negative of the very Pindaric idea of inherited excellence. On the other hand, Pindar was always ready to respond flexibly to the requirements of his patrons. While these difficulties may explain why we do not have more poems like the second Olympian ode from Pindar, we cannot just ignore the Orphic tendencies in the poem, as beginning with the archaic epoch, Orphics and Pythagoreans attempted to implant in “our” world the virtues of the Golden Age. We must also, however, be aware of overplaying it by viewing the poem as a privileged confession of beliefs underpinning the whole of the poet’s epinician work.

Pindar’s role in celebrating such a victory at such a moment included encouraging the tyrant’s virtues, consoling him for the uncertainties of the future and justifying him to his people. The idea of metempsychosis fulfills these requirements rather well. It implies anyone who occupies a position as exalted as Theron’s must have earned it through
conspicuous merit in at least one previous existence. It also hints, doubtless to the satisfaction of his ene-mies, that the greater his chances not only of suffering a reversal of it in his world, but of committing a major act of hybris which would condemn him to otherworldly punishment and reincarnation in a less fortunate condition. It also suggests, however, that if Theron can continue in the ways of Justice and Right, values dear to the Hyperboreans, he had at least a chance of receiving the ultimate prize of release from the cycle of reincarnation.87

One might argue the whole force of the topos has been concentrated in the image of the gold flowers, fruits and garlands, and the assertion of closeness to the gods. Pindar may have gone further than that, though, and perhaps we should follow Woodbury’s attractive suggestion of an implicit contrast between the eternal equinox of 61–62 and a perpetual, unbroken Olympian daylight in the Isle of the Blest.88 This organic gold at the edge of the world, enjoyed by a select few, is not to be equated with merely metaphorical gold of the golden race. It has only one true mythical parallel: the apples of the Hesperides, the fruit of divinity attained by Heracles, who broke the bounds of mortality by his Own arete and father’s favor. Maximum emphasis is placed on the supernatural character of the place, which, put together with the narrowness of the shortlist of its residents, puts its extreme exclusivity beyond doubt. Pindar’s ultimate paradise is the work of a conservative literary traditionalist composing in the inherently elitist genre of epinician.89

Gold, then, is used to represent the conditions of life enjoyed by the gods, the gulf that separates them from mortals, and the brief, but intense, glory of the moments when it is bridged.90 It is also used to distinguish Greek aristocrats from the common people as being those humans who are closest to the gods.91 Gold plays a pivotal role in the nuances of their meanings. In epics and epinicians, mythical speculation on the past, the eschatological future and the continuing mythical parallel world of the present mythical edges of the world serve both to excite men’s hopes for a better existence and to qualify them. Gold encourages the audience to pursue certain ideals, but also to mark the unattainability in the here and now of the felicitous consequences of fully realizing them. The Age of Cronus encourages Justice and Right, but no false hopes of a completely easy life. The epinician victor must not think to better his lot on earth. He must also know that he is beyond the vicissitudes of fortune: hence, Pindar’s Hyperboreans are inaccessible. The victor’s hope is eschatological and while it may be less limited than the vision Hesiod has to offer his just men, it is also much more uncertain. Never far below the surface is the effective assertion that access to the mythical parallel world and golden-age utopias is strictly controlled by the gods. Gold is central to this process, as the richness of its flexible associations makes it possible for the poets to build mythical parallel worlds in ways which are buttressed by implicit traditional authority. The poet/writer plays in the space shared by the real world and the mythical parallel world, and, is, in a certain sense, the arbiter of the space between humans and gods in which is to be found all that is worth the tribute of their art and the emulous admiration of their audience. Poets construct poetic otherworlds whose strong moral and religious significance is marked by the symbolic presence of gold, sometimes used as metal of the gods, metal of immortality.92

As we will see in sections two and three, the mythical land of the Hyperboreans in the north continues to be one of these where gold is symbolic of its imperishable extreme of
value. Aeschylus says the Hyperboreans are the most fortunate of all peoples, as they have every happiness, live in a paradise setting and have plenty of gold (*Choephoroi* 372–374). Abaris gathered golden offerings to place in the temple of Apollo in the land of the Hyperboreans (Iamblichus, *On the Pythagorean Way of Life* 90–91). In this context, gold clearly has something to do with a golden-age utopian existence, whatever its exact meaning and even if it had more than one significance at any given time. This theme of gold is later to be paired with the theme of the gold-rich lands of the Celts in the north and constitutes one reason why there is an identification of the mythical Hyperboreans with the Celts in our texts.93

All Greeks seem to have known as a matter of course that in the time of the old god Cronus, food had been abundant, and toil and trouble unknown.94 Later evidence also lends support to this hypothesis that the association with Cronus was taken for granted by the common people, poets, singers and writers. The author of the *Alcmaeonis* is said to have described the happiness τῆς ἐπὶ Κρόνου ζωῆς (ap. Philodemus, *De Pietate* p. 51 [Gomperz]). When Attic peasants wished to praise Pisistratus’ regime, they compared it to ὁ ἐπὶ Κρόνου βίος (Aristotle, *Constitution of Athens* 16.7; cf. Plato, *Hipparchus* 229b). It also lived on in cult. At the harvest-time festival of Cronia in Attica, masters and slaves exchanged places, apparently to recall the primitive quality of Cronus’ time.95 It also lived on in the comic stage. Fragments of old comedy contain a number of passages about the time of Cronus, comically exaggerating its effortless plenty: rivers run with barley-cakes, fish jump into pans and fry themselves. The plots of some of these comedies seem to have turned upon a visit to paradise, which for these purposes was still located in a distant country or the underworld.96 Pausanias also tells us that up until the fateful day when the Arcadian Lycaon sacrificed a human baby to Zeus, the men of that time were the guests of the gods and ate at the same table (Pausanias 8.2.4). Sacrifice does seem to mark the point at which humankind becomes distinguished from that of the gods and ceases to enjoy divine privileges.97

There can be no question then that ancient Greeks believed in the time of Cronus, sometime in the mythical past during which humans had a happier life than they do in the present, but they also believed these were lands on the edges of their world, where the Age of Cronus continued into the mythical present and would continue into the future. One of these lands was that of the Hyperboreans.

Stories, myths, legends and sagas preserve a subjective view of the past, vital to the Greek collective consciousness. They also formed to a great degree their idea of this past. It is into this framework that one strand of our enquiry fits, the Hyperborean myth. The tendency to mythologize the past was so prevalent in the collective consciousness of the Greeks that it led Lucian of Samostata in the second century A.D. to write a parody entitled *Amber, or the Swans*. In this piece, Lucian says that he had to hold his tongue in shame for he had acted like a child in believing the poets who are such incredible liars that nothing sensible finds any favor with them. This is surely a powerful commentary on how important myth, legend, fantasy, tradition, stories and sagas were to the idea of the past that the Greeks had.98 Included in that past were contacts the Greeks had with other peoples such as the Celts and the Greek tendency to incorporate these peoples into their mythology, legend and fantasies.
Finley wrote that the Classical Greeks knew little about their history before 550, but, in reality they must have believed they knew a lot about it because they knew many traditions, myths, legends and sagas that conditioned their idea of their own past. While modern scholars argue that the *Iliad* and the *Odyssey*, and the extant works of Hesiod, used Near Eastern models, it is not clear if either Homer or Hesiod was consciously aware of this. It seems more likely that both authors inherited them from the repertoires of a long line of poets and that these myths, sagas and legends may have stretched back to the Mycenaean period. What is important for our purposes is that these oriental antecedents also incorporated a mythical past and a parallel world of myth as part and parcel of their writings. Not only are the *Iliad* and the *Odyssey* indicative of a style of poetry, the heroic style, they also show their audience a culture, a mentality, a way of thinking, a way of conceptualizing the world around them, as well as far-away unknown lands and geographical spaces.

Early Greek poetry, then, is a curious mix of probability, fantasy, history, myth, legend, sagas, the blurring of reality and mythology, and the interaction and play between the Greek parallel mythical world and the real one of humankind. Within this framework, ancient Greeks believed a golden-age utopia had existed in the time of Cronus, before Zeus’ lordship over their parallel mythical world, and that it continued to exist in such places as the land of the Hyperboreans located on the edges of the world known to the Greeks. The land of the Hyperboreans was a constant reminder to the Greeks of the way the world was in the time of Cronus, far in the mythical past, and the way it could be again, as it still existed on the edges of the world. Just as other mythical lands located on the edges of the world, it was more or less accessible, depending on the period of the text studied. These mythical lands served to excite men’s hopes for a better existence and to qualify them, but also to mark their unattainability in the here and now. Thus, the golden-age utopias are not necessarily irrevocably in the past, as there is hope in men’s minds they will be reconstituted for them in the future, that ordinary humans would once more eat at the same table as the gods, that they would be able to stand the unnatural light of the sun which shone in the world of the gods and that the problems of strife humans experience in their world tainted by *hybris* would vanish forever more. On the other hand, they serve to refocus the audience’s attention on what is real, on what is in the real world and on the place and condition of humankind in that world, as opposed to what is impossible to obtain in a mythical land where ordinary human-beings have no place. Within the context of golden-age utopias, the Hyperborean myth had specific features and the Hyperboreans a specific identity: these will be studied in section two, as well as the evolution of their myth and how they were moved about by different authors during Greek literary history. Section three will then focus on the texts which identify the Hyperboreans with Celts, or the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones and possible reasons as to why this identification was made or implied.
Section Two
The Hyperboreans and Hyperborean Identity
Chapter Two
From the Beginnings to the Second Purification of Delos

The Hyperboreans are not mentioned by name in either the *Iliad* or the *Odyssey*. Both D’Arbois de Jubainville and Bolton report that Homer makes reference to the Rhipean Mountains when he describes snow or chill hail flying from clouds driven by the blasts of Boreas (Homer, *Iliad* 15.171, 19.358).¹ In both cases, however, the text uses the phrase ἕπσα λαίπης and does not name the Rhipean Mountains. It may be purely coincidental that Homer mentioned a town called Rhipe in Arcadia in the *Catalogue of Ships* (Homer, *Iliad* 2.606), but this does not correspond to a mountain site (Stephanus of Byzantium, *Ethnica* 545 Meineke).² No association with the Hyperborean myth is to be found here, not even any snow. Furthermore, Rhipe was virtually unknown to the ancient commentators. Strabo mentions a city in Arcadia having the same name (Strabo 8.8.2 C338; Pausanias 7.25.12).

Although the Hyperboreans are never mentioned by name, hints of isolated pieces of the Hyperborean myth do exist in Homer. The poet of the *Iliad* and the *Odyssey* must not have felt it essential to highlight the myth, as these pieces would have been self-evident to everyone in his audience. For example, we are informed that while Odysseus was in the Halls of Hades, searching for advice from the blind prophet Teiresias on how he and his comrades were going to find their way back to their native mainland Greece, he saw Tityus, son of the goddess Earth, who was serving a terrible punishment for having assaulted Leto, a consort of Zeus and mother of the divine twins Artemis and Apollo, as she was going to Pytho across the plains of Panopeus (Homer, *Odyssey* 11.576–581). An association between Zeus, Leto, Artemis and Apollo is implied in this context because of the Pythian oracle at Delphi. This also implies knowledge of the birth story of Artemis and Apollo which, according to Herodotus, involved the Hyperboreans (Herodotus 4.33–36). The poet also makes an isolated reference to the palm to which Leto clung as she was giving birth near the streams of Inopus or the Delian harbour (Homer, *Odyssey* 6.162–167).³ Another association between Zeus, Leto, Artemis and Apollo is mentioned while Homer quotes Niobe’s legend (Homer, *Iliad* 24.162–167). If Homer knew of a legend which reported that Leto only had two offspring, then he may well have known something about the birth legend of Artemis and Apollo. Finally, Herodotus wrote that Homer, if he was indeed the author of the *Epigoni*, knew of the Hyperborean myth, but this text has not come down to us (Herodotus 4.32). Homer conceptualized Boreas as blowing from Thrace, perhaps from Mount Haemus, as later source material bears out (Homer, *Iliad* 9.4–7, 23.229–230). Thus, logically, the Hyperboreans lived somewhere to the north of Thrace, maybe at the sources of the Ister, where Pindar later locates them, or in the lands of the Scythians, where Hesiod places them.⁴ Otherwise, in both the *Iliad* and
the *Odyssey*, the North Wind is mentioned as being potentially dangerous, but is not associated with the Rhipean Mountains or the Hyperboreans themselves.

Although the extant source material for Hesiod mentions several elements which later authors connect with the Hyperborean legend, it does not bring them together into one mythical story. Herodotus wrote that Hesiod knew of the Hyperborean myth, as Homer did (Herodotus 4.32). Herodotus seems quite certain of this. It is clear Hesiod knew at least something about the myth concerning the birth of the divine twins, but does not specifically mention the Hyperboreans or Delos (*Theogony* 918–920). A doubtful fragment found in Schol. on Pindar, *Nemean* 2.1 states that both Homer and Hesiod began their singing careers on Delos, praising Phoebus Apollo with the golden sword that Leto bore. It is logical to suppose that Hesiod knew Artemis and Apollo, born of the union between Zeus and Leto, came to light on the island of Delos, as the island was an extremely widely known and sacred center of Greek religious worship during ancient times. Furthermore, like Homer, he may have thought he did not have to elaborate on the Hyperborean involvement in the myth, as Herodotus does in his *Histories*, because it was a given in the Greek culture (Herodotus 4.33–36).

Hesiod does mention the Hyperboreans, but only as being well-horsed. Bolton believed this reference was an identification of the Scythians with the Hyperboreans. While this would follow the Homeric tradition of blurring peoples in the known world with those of the Greek parallel mythical one, there need not be any such identification here, as horses were a symbol of Boreas, beyond whose home the Hyperboreans were reputed to reside in later source material. If the Hyperboreans were well-horsed, it needs only to have meant that they had Boreas’ attribute of swiftness. This argument is supported by a fifth-century representation of Boreas kidnapping Orithyia on the Athenian temple of Apollo on Delos preceded by a galloping horse. On the other hand, if this is a blurring of the Scythians and the Hyperboreans, it already situates the Hyperboreans in the Black Sea/Sea of Azov area, where the Greeks had extensive contacts with the Scythians who were warlike, who rode horses and who were formidable enemies. This second argument is further supported by a fragment of a sixth-century Ionian author called Ananius, who equated the Hyperboreans with the Scythians, perhaps following Hesiod’s reference. Both Hesiod and Ananius may simply have thought that any people who lived in the north were “Hyperborean” (Map 2.1).

Hesiod does mention Boreas several times, but does not specifically connect him with the Hyperboreans in the extant material which has come down to us. He wrote that the frosts were cruel when Boreas blew over the earth. Hesiod, like Homer, places Boreas’ home in Thrace from where he blows upon the wide sea, stirring it up, while earth and forest howl. Boreas falls on many a high-leafed oak and thick pine, bringing them to the earth in mountain glens. All the immense wood roars and Boreas is so strong and cold that he makes animals shudder and put their tails between their legs, even those who are covered with fur. Boreas blows through them, although they are shaggy breasted (Hesiod, *Works and Days* 503–547). All things trembled at his blast (Hesiod, *Catalogues of Women* 68.33). West feels that when Boreas is described as blowing over the sea from Thrace, it is an Ionian point of view which is also expressed in the *Iliad* (Homer, *Iliad* 9.4.7, 23.229–230). There is, however, no mention of the Rhipean Mountains.

If we can rely on Herodotus as a source for Hesiod, the picture of the Hyperborean myth which Hesiod knew was as follows: he knew the birth story of Artemis and Apollo...
on Delos. Hesiod localized the Hyperboreans in the Scythian lands near the sources of the Danube and the Black Sea/Sea of Azov area. He placed Boreas’ home in Thrace, perhaps already in Mount Haemus. The latter may have been, at one unspecified time in Greek history unknown to us, the northernmost point known to the Greeks. This could well have been in Mycenaean times before they had attained the sources of the Danube and the Black Sea.

Aristeas of Proconnesus is reported to have written a poem called the *Arimaspea* sometime between 650 and 600. A summary of certain aspects of this poem is contained in the extant text of Herodotus’ *Histories* (4.13). Herodotus places Aristeas about two hundred years before his own time, thus between Homer and himself. The date seems early, but is defended by Bolton. The Suda Lexicon puts Aristeas at the beginning of the sixth century. According to Herodotus, Aristeas presented certain peoples who were

### Map 2.1 Summary of ancient Hyperborean lands.

**Table 2.1 Aristeas of Proconnesus (Table of Peoples)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sea</th>
<th>Hyperboreans</th>
<th>Griffins</th>
<th>Arimaspians</th>
<th>Issedones</th>
<th>Scythians</th>
<th>Cimmerians</th>
<th>Europe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Source: Herodotus 4.13*
living in the Black Sea/Sea of Azov zone (Table 2.1). He reported the Hyperboreans lived far to the north, beyond the Scythians, the Cimmerians, the Issedones, the Arimaspi and the griffins that guarded the gold. The Hyperborean lands stretched down to the sea: what sea this was remains unclear, but later on in Greek literary tradition, this sea is referred to as the “Other Sea.” Thus, Aristeas seems to have been following at least Hesiod in placing the Hyperboreans in the Black Sea/Sea of Azov zone. The “Other Sea” could conceivably be the sources of the Danube or the Black Sea here. Aristeas also specified the Hyperboreans were a peaceful people and did not make war on their neighbors. His account cannot be older than the eighth-century Scythian invasion of Cimmerian lands recorded in Assyrian cuneiform tablet archives.

Aristeas also wrote that he had wished to journey to the land of the Hyperboreans while in an ecstatic state due to the rituals connected with the cult of Apollo, but only reached the land of the Issedones. This fragment of Aristeas, if we accept it is from the seventh century, constitutes the earliest literary evidence we have concerning the link between Apollo and the Hyperboreans, but does not specify why there should be such a connection. This state of affairs does seem similar, however, to the Pythagorean doctrine of metempsychosis. If this were the link, it would date the text to the sixth century, agreeing with the Suda Lexicon. The Hyperborean myth may also have something to do with Orpheus and Orphism, as Orpheus came from Thrace, but it is still not clear to what extent the Orphics constituted an organized sect and how far back their doctrine can be traced. Aristeas’ attempted journey to the land of the Hyperboreans may also be regarded as a blurring of the real world with the Greek mythical parallel world, along the same general lines as in Homer and Hesiod, as both the Scythians and the Cimmerians were real peoples, but the Issedones, Arimaspi and Hyperboreans were all, as far as we know, mythical. As Homer, Hesiod and Ananius, he does not mention the Rhipean Mountains.

It has been suggested that Alcman used Aristeas of Proconnesus as his source, as they were writing at virtually the same time in the second half of the seventh century. Bolton believes Alcman’s fragment makes reference to a distant range of mountains on the northern edge of the world known to the Greeks because of its association with night. Alcman’s fragment, however, refers to the mountain of Rhipe, or of the stormy blast, which was “blossoming of woods, breast of black night.” It seems to refer to Homer’s and Hesiod’s ideas about Boreas blowing frigid masses of air from Thrace in a wooded and mountainous environment (Hesiod, Works and Days 503–547, Catalogues of Women 68.33). Furthermore, identifying Boreas’ home in Thrace would match both Homer’s references and later source material. Rhipe, given as a singular noun or adjective in Homer, Hesiod and Alcman, may well refer to Mount Haemus in Thrace. Northern uncharted lands constituted a realm of cold, storms, darkness and gloom to the early Greeks. More importantly for our study of the Hyperboreans and of the Hyperborean myth, the land of the Hyperboreans, like that of the Ethiopians, the Garden of the Hesperides, the Isles of the Blessed, is a place unaffected by the vicissitudes of the sun whose struggle with darkness characterizes the world under the vault of heaven. The picture here seems to be that the ends of the earth are both where night originates and ascends the firmament and where the Rhipean Mountains stand. Beyond them lay the land of the Hyperboreans. Thus, a strong sun shone on the land of the Hyperboreans,
whereas darkness, perhaps at least in part due to the height and breadth of the Rhipean Mountains, shrouded the world of humankind.

Neither Homer, nor Hesiod, nor the fragmentary source material for Aristeas and Alcman which has come down to us specifically mention the Hyperboreans, in spite of what Herodotus wrote about Homer and Hesiod (Herodotus 4.32). Aristeas and Alcman seem both to have had vague notions about the lands beyond Thrace before the Greek colonization of the Black Sea/Sea of Azov zone took place. This suggests Greeks had contacts and perhaps commercial dealings with the far north from at least the eighth century onwards.21

The poet Alcaeus, writing about the same time as Alcman and Aristeas of Proconnesus, mentioned a story in his Hymn to Apollo in which the newborn Apollo received a chariot drawn by swans from his father Zeus.22 Swans are an important feature of the Hyperborean myth. They often act as a link between the Hyperboreans and Apollo. Their migrations unite north and south, and also symbolize the connection between the real world of the Greeks in the south, on the one hand, and the mythical world of the Hyperboreans on the other.23 Zeus gave Apollo the mission of going to Delphi to speak of Justice and Right to Hellas, as these were features of the world of the gods and of the world of mythical utopias, whereas hybris was a feature of the world of humankind. Apollo, however, disobeyed his father and went to the land of the Hyperboreans, where he stayed for a year, delivering the law (Aristophanes, Aves 722ff; Hecataeus of Abdera Frag. 12 No. 264 Jacoby).24

This figures among the most ancient and important attributes of the Delphian Apollo and one that often appears in the context of the Hyperborean myth.25 Some of the oldest constitutions and codes of law were derived from his inspiration. Plato refers to the laws of Pythian Apollo which Minos and Lycurgus established (Plato, Laws 632d; cf. Herodotus 1.65; Plutarch, Lycurgus 6). Cyrene obtained a constitution from Delphi (Herodotus 1.161). Zaleucus, the Locrian lawgiver, was nominated by Apollo.26 Apollo the lawgiver is recognized by the Homeric Hymn to Apollo (252, 282–293, 394). One may also assume Apollo gave the laws governing the colonization of distant lands such as Sicily, southern Italy and southern France, as the oracle at Delphi was consulted first and then gave its benediction for founding colonies.

No route to the Hyperborean lands was indicated, as they were located in an otherworldly paradise on the edge of the world. Access to their lands was only for a select few and had to be ordained by the gods.27 When the Delphians had discovered that Apollo had driven his chariot to the land of the Hyperboreans, they composed a paean in honor of Apollo and had youths sing and dance about his tripod, trying to persuade him to leave the Hyperboreans and come to them. Nevertheless, Apollo spent a full year in the land of the Hyperboreans and only when he had decided it was time for the tripods at Delphi to sound forth did he command his swans to fly there. Alcaeus brought Apollo to Delphi at midsummer and all nature responded to the god’s arrival. His lyre sprouted shoots of green and nightingales sang beautifully. The swallows and cicadas ceased lamenting their own misfortunes among men and all their strains were sung in honor of the god. In the spirit of poetry, Castalia gushed forth with silver waters and great Cephisus rose up with surging waves. Clearly, in order to lure Apollo away from the land of the Hyperboreans, the poet had the Delphians imitate the behavior of the Hyperboreans and had Greece become green and lush and as beautiful as the land of the Hyperboreans.
The only additional detail about this hymn comes from Pseudo-Plutarch (*De Musica* 1135F–1136A) who informs us that the dancing and rites in honor of Apollo were accompanied by flute music.

Romm felt there was a certain competitive element between the Greeks and the Hyperboreans for Apollo’s attention, but this cannot be, as the Hyperboreans are symbolic of values with which the Greeks struggled and had difficulty attaining. The Hyperboreans are portrayed as being much more perfect than the Greeks themselves. Consequently, the Hyperboreans live closer to the gods in a land protected from contamination from the imperfect human world. Greek institutions are not wrested from the Hyperboreans as Romm wrote, but on the contrary are offered and given, as the Hyperboreans represent Greek social and political ideals.

Although there continues to be considerable discussion as to the dating of the *Homeric Hymns*, at least some scholars believe the *Homeric Hymn to Dionysus* dates from the seventh or sixth centuries. Wade-Gery postulated that portions of the *Homeric Hymn to Apollo* were produced by the rhapsode Cynaethus towards the end of the sixth century. This was based on a Scholium on Pindar, *Nemean* 2.1 which asserts that the blind Chiot singer of the Delian hymn was Cynaethus, who was the first to perform Homer to the Syracusans in 504 (the sixty-ninth Olympiad). The ethnic name Hyperborean is used here in a sailing context only as a vague symbol to refer to the uttermost ends of the earth, or unattainable points to the north, beyond the geographical knowledge of the Greeks (*Homeric Hymn to Dionysus* 28–30). It is interesting to note for our purposes that the scholium is reporting the Syracusans had imported a singer from Chios to sing Homer to them during the end of the sixth century. Homer was thus being transposed from east to west. The hymn makes no reference to the Hyperboreans as a people or community and tells us nothing about their origins or way of life. These features would seem to fit into what would later be called the Delian strand of the Hyperborean myth. On the other hand, the *Homeric Hymn to Apollo* gives us our first clear outline of the legend involving Zeus, Leto, Artemis, Apollo and Delos.

When Leto herself was with child by Zeus, she wandered across the Aegean to find a place to give birth and also a home for her son (*Homeric Hymn to Apollo* 14.126). Hera sent Python to make sure Leto did not bear her children in any place reached by the sun (*Homeric Hymn to Apollo* 300ff). Python was a symbol of the land and the human world with all its frailties and strife, whereas the sun’s light was a symbol of the world of the gods. Thus, if Hera could have had Python block the sun’s rays, Artemis and Apollo would not have been born in a completely divine context and would not have rivaled her own son by Zeus. At first, Delos also refused Leto, as it was afraid Apollo would consider the island too insignificant a place for his birth (*Homeric Hymn to Apollo* 66ff). Leto swore Apollo would build a temple there for his worship and the island agreed happily (*Homeric Hymn to Apollo* 83ff). When Leto was ready to give birth, all of the most important goddesses from Olympus came to attend her. Hera remained on Mount Olympus out of jealousy and did not inform the birth goddess Ilithyia (*Homeric Hymn to Apollo* 97ff). The other goddesses attended Leto who spent nine days and nights in labor, as Hera was retaining Ilithyia. Then, the goddesses attending Leto bribed Iris to summon Ilithyia by offering a necklace made of gold to her. She then went to Delos without Hera’s consent or knowledge. As soon as Ilithyia had arrived on Delos, the birth was accomplished by Leto while she was leaning against Mount Cynthus, clutching a palm
tree by the streams of Inopus or the Delian harbor. Themis gave Apollo nectar and ambrosia, a clearly vegetarian meal (Homeric Hymn to Apollo 123–129). Leto’s twins were born on Delos because a dark wave rolled landwards, driven by the shrill winds, possibly Boreas (Homeric Hymn to Apollo 25–29). At first, this appears as a contradiction, but Delos was also part of the human world, so it could not have taken the strength of the unnatural sunlight of the world of the gods. Delos was halfway between the world of the gods and that of humankind. It acted as a portal through which humans could communicate with the gods, as when the Delians composed a paean and danced around a tripod to let Apollo know they wished him to come back from the land of the Hyperboreans and take up residence at Delos. Even though the Hyperboreans are not mentioned in this text, this, as we will learn from Herodotus in the next chapter, fits into the Delian strand of the Hyperborean myth and has to do with why the Hyperboreans came to Delos in the first place.

In the Homeric Hymn to Pythian Apollo (216–546), Apollo comes from Olympia seeking a site for his cult and oracle, not from the Hyperboreans as it is implied in Alcaeus. There is still Hyperborean involvement here, as, according to Pindar, the Hyperboreans gave Heracles the olive trees which cast a good shadow on the site of Olympia, where he wished to institute games in honor of Zeus (Pindar, Olympian 3.23–24). After various adventures on the road, he rests at Delphi to where he leads some mariners from Crete to found the priesthood. We can only wonder at how different this story is from Alcaeus’ version, especially as they were told in the same age about the same events. Page believes that an Asiatic Aeolian seldom displayed interest in Pythian Apollo in the west, but when he did, his version of the story was very different from the Delian one.

Simonides, a poet born at Iulis in Ceos, who flourished in the last quarter of the sixth and first quarter of the fifth centuries, wrote that the Hyperboreans lived for a thousand years (Simonides Frag. 197 in Strabo 15.1.57 C711). This type of longevity is certainly a feature of a mythical utopia, but we have no further details. Simonides, perhaps following Hesiod, located the home of Boreas in Mount Haemus in Thrace (Schol. on Apollonius Rhodius 1.212 Wendel). Strabo added that it was common knowledge to Pindar and other authors who wrote about the Hyperborean myth (Strabo 15.1.57 C711). One fragment seems to describe the birth of Artemis and Leto’s shout as the august birth pangs weighed her down (PMG Frag, 32).

Simonides also composed a poem to celebrate the naval battle of Artemesium. In this poem, Simonides, possibly following Hesiod, or dipping into the same traditional common stock of Greek mythology to which Hesiod and Homer had access, told how Orithyia, daughter of the Athenian king Erechtheus, was seized from Attica by Boreas and taken to Thrace, where he had Zetes and Calais, the Boreadae, with her (Schol. on Apollonius Rhodius 1.211–215 p. 26 Wendel; Frag. 29 PMG). We must assume that if Boreas lived in Thrace, perhaps in Mount Haemus, then, the Hyperboreans must have lived to the north of this and that the Rhipean Mountains were between the two, to the north of Mount Haemus, or that they were identified with Mount Haemus. Simonides does not state one or the other of these possibilities explicitly.

By the end of the sixth century, evidence for two strands of the Hyperborean myth had already appeared: the Delian one and the Delphic one. The Delian one portrays the Hyperboreans as individuals arriving at Delos from a distant land in the service of a local
god, Apollo. It has no knowledge of the Hyperboreans as a people or community, and no interest in their origins or way of life. Delphic tradition, on the other hand, knows nothing of the individual Hyperboreans until a much later era, when certain named Hyperboreans are alleged to have founded the oracle at Delphi (Boeo in Pausanias 10.5.7). It regards them as a remote and fabulous community which no living person has ever visited and about which nothing was recorded, save their devotion to Apollo and his sojourn among them in the far distant north, at the edges of the known world, as the elect and original priesthood of his cult. These two traditions do not seem conflicting, but rather relate how two different cult centers, among the most important in Greece, were founded under the auspices of the Hyperboreans. The Delian one, as we shall discover when we study Herodotus’ information, is rather more specific about this than the Delphic one. Alcaeus is not specific enough about this, but does hint at it. These two traditions could have evolved over time to explain the development of two cult centers using an invented mythical past perhaps from Mycenaean or dark-age times, as the two were potentially rival oracle sites and both would be particularly coveted by the different political powers, especially Athens, during the history of ancient Greece.

Pindar wrote the crown of olive branches, symbol of the winner of the Olympic games, came from the sources of the Danube. Heracles found the magnificent olive trees in the land of the Hyperboreans and thought they would cast a good shadow on the site of Olympia, where he wished to institute games in honor of Zeus, as the site had been previously exposed to the sun’s strong rays (Olympian 3.23–24). Again, we find the idea of a sacred site in Greece acting as a portal between the human world and the world of the gods. The sun’s strong rays are a symbol of the world of the gods, superheroes and mythical utopias, where no human could survive. The shadow of the olive tree was a symbol of the human world, of its strife and difficulties. The sun’s strong rays act as a symbol of dike in the totally perfect and just world of the gods, whereas shade symbolized hybris, a characteristic of humankind. The sacred site composed both, as it was part of both worlds. According to Pindar, olive trees grew near the sources of the Danube (Greek Istrus), where Heracles went in pursuit of the doe with the golden antlers in the course of his labors for Eurystheus and saw the Hyperborean lands “behind the North Wind” (Olympian 3.24–34).

It is not terribly clear whether Pindar places the sources of the Danube near the Hyperboreans (Olympian 3.14) because he thinks of it as rising in the Rhipean Mountains or because he knows the great rivers are children of Ocean (Hesiod, Theogony 3.38ff) and finds it fitting their springs should be located beside it. Stesichorus (Geryones 7 SLG) puts the springs of Tartessus near the Ocean Stream and the Island of the Hesperides. Apollonius makes the Danube a branch of Ocean rising in the Rhipean Mountains at the back of the North Wind (Boreas).

Wilamowitz points out Pindar must have thought of the Danube as running north-south not east-west into the Black Sea. It is clear, however, the sources of the shady Ister are shady because they rise in the Rhipean Mountains from where Boreas blows. This range marks the ends of the earth, which, as we have seen from Alcman’s fragments, was conceptualized as being shrouded in darkness. It is the Rhipean Mountains that seal the human world off from the mythical golden-age utopia of the Hyperboreans. Heracles brought back the olive tree from the land of the Hyperboreans, through loyalty to his father Zeus, to plant it at Olympia (Olympia 3.17). This may have been meant to
symbolize the rule of the gods over the world of humankind in which light and dark, good and evil, *dike* and *hybris* are inextricably mixed (*Olympian* 2.32–34, 58). Heracles provided shade at Olympia to contrast with the unnatural, otherworldly brightness at the sacred site of Olympia.⁴⁶ He also created what is characteristic of the climate in which mortals live: uninterrupted sunshine is unnatural and unbearable under the vault of heaven. Heracles not only brought the olive tree to Olympus to bring mortal shade to a mortal world, but also to use as a crown for deeds of excellence (*Olympian* 3.17). The excellence of the best and most honored humans at the Olympic Games would thus have a tangible link with the world of the gods and the world of the Hyperboreans. Theron wears the crown of an Olympic victor. His garland is, thus, an import from the land of the Hyperboreans and a clear sign he is, though otherwise unable to travel past the Pillars of Heracles to the lands of the Ocean Stream (*Olympian* 3.44), touched by their light and so elevated to the company of the blessed as under Cronus. Schwenn imagines Theron’s crown displayed on the altar for all to see during the performance of the Third *Olympian*: Theron’s link with the land of the Hyperboreans is thus visible and tangible.⁴⁷ We must also conclude, however, that the olive tree grew in the land of the Hyperboreans because it provided mortal shade as the Hyperboreans occupied a position halfway between the world of humankind and that of the gods, and lived in a mythical golden-age utopia on the edge of the world. This argues against Köhnken’s idea that Pindar is preserving in his tenth *Pythian* a picture of a people who are immortal (43–44) if we are able to assume Pindar is consistent from poem to poem.⁴⁸

Furthermore, the scholiast on Theocritus (2.121 Wendel 290) says Heracles garlanded himself in the Underworld with the white poplar, growing on the banks of the Archeron.⁴⁹ This tree grew in the precinct at Olympia. Pausanias (5.14.2) has Heracles bring it there from the Archeron in Thesprotia. The white poplar or *abele* (*bicolor...populus*, Virgil, *Aeneid* 8.276) symbolizes with the silver underside and green upper side of its leaf light and darkness.⁵⁰ The importation of the poplar and the olive to Olympia establishes there a symbol of the light and dark which characterize the human condition. It also symbolizes the mixing of the world of the gods and that of humankind at the sacred precinct of Olympia.

Pindar insists the son of Amphitryon persuaded the people of the Hyperboreans, the servants of Apollo, “by speech” to let him take the tree “with honest intent” (*Pindar, Olympian* 3.13–16). It seems clear that the two expressions are intended to correct an earlier version of the tale that recounted that Heracles took the tree or a cutting from it by force and against the wishes of the Hyperboreans.⁵¹ Pindar could not accept that Heracles had acted violently towards a people so closely connected with Apollo. Thus, he is careful to give his explanation of why Heracles wished to take the tree.

The doe with the golden antlers is in all probability a symbol of Artemis, who was a principle player in the Hyperborean myth, as she too, according to the legend, was born on Delos with her brother Apollo. From the seventh century on, Artemis was regularly shown holding a deer by its antlers. This may have been a rather specialized development from the primitive scheme of the eastern goddess as *Potnia Theron* (Homer, *Iliad* 21.470).⁵² The doe with the golden antlers seems to belong in the golden-age utopia of the Hyperboreans and may also represent a creature which could only be found in a land where normal human-beings had no place. The land of the Hyperboreans is out of reach to everyday mortals. Greek tradition, however, did not place the doe with the golden
antlers in the land of the Hyperboreans, but rather in Greece: Oenoe was in Argolis, Mount Artemesium is the range which divides Argolis from the plain of Mantinea, the Ladon is a river in Arcadia, the river Carynites, from which the doe took her name, is a river which rises in Arcadia and flows through Achaea into the sea. The modern name of the river is Bouphousia. It seems as though the myth of the doe with the golden antlers was transposed from Greece to Thrace, as Pindar and/or the adepts of the Apolline cult believed the Hyperboreans lived near the sources of the Danube. No olive trees, however, grew there. If the third Olympian hints at the gaining of immortality by Theron, it is not surprising Pindar should take the trouble to emphasize the antlers and sex of the doe. Horns represent life-power and life-potency. Given the unquestionable supremacy of the female in the cycles of life, it is symbolically appropriate for the doe to have antlers, even if it is zoologically incorrect. This refers to mythologizing and the parallel mythical world of the Greeks.

In his poetry, Pindar continued the tradition of using the Hyperborean lands as the northern limit of the world known to the Greeks. He contrasted this northern limit with other limits such as the Pillars of Heracles to the west, and the Phasis and Nile to the east (Pindar, Isthmian 2.41–42, 6.24–25). He wrote the Hyperboreans had a connection with Delphi and was perhaps the forerunner of Pausanias (10.5.9–10) who wrote in the second century A.D. that the second shrine at Delphi was made of beeswax and feathers, and was sent by Apollo from the land of the Hyperboreans.

The first temple was constructed from a bay tree. The branches used to erect this simple hut would have come from the sacred tree in the Vale of Tempe. After killing Python beneath Mount Parnassus, Apollo went there to crown himself with leaves from the tree, and, here too, he had washed away the blood taint in the waters of the river of Peneius. Apollo then returned to Delphi to build the hut-temple, bringing a bay-branch with him. The slaughter of Python and the god’s return were recalled at Delphi in later times by the festival named Septerium, for which a hut of bay-branches was erected. The name Septerium reminded the celebrants of Python’s rotting corpse, while the hut emphasized the importance of the bay in Delphic cult, as the bay is the Pythia’s tree and Apollo had crowned himself with it. The victors in the Pythian Games were also crowned with bay leaves.

The materials of the second temple, the Pterinon, were wax and feathers. The poetical notion of a winged structure made by oracular creatures, bees and birds, came from the “wings” (ptera) of a Greek temple and from the priestesses, melissae, or “bees.” It comes as no surprise that a strong wind, perhaps Boreas, carried such a flimsy structure away (F52, 63–64 Snell 2 1964), as among those gentle hosts of Apollo, there was sure to be no fierce North Wind to blow it down, because they lived, still according to Pindar, at the sources of the river Istrus, beyond the blasts of Boreas. Boreas may have been viewed as conveying it, through the wishes of Apollo to the land of the Hyperboreans and setting it down gently there. This may imply the idea of a sacred road which Apollo could take either on the back of a swan or in a chariot pulled by swans, but which other unauthorized persons such as Aristeas of Proconnesus could not use.

The third temple was made of bronze by Hephaestus the metalworker and Athena, the patroness of domestic skills: “Brazen were the walls and of bronze were the supporting pillars, and over its pediment sand six enchantresses made of gold.” Pausanias compares the bronze construction with the Lacedaemonians’ temple of Athena Chalkioikus and
with the bronze chamber built by Acrisius to confine Danae (10.5.11). The traveler does not think the third temple exceptionally wondrous to behold. According to Pindar, the divine handiwork revealed in the Enchantress (Celedones) caused difficulties, however, and the beautiful building had to be destroyed by the sons of Cronus, who “opened the earth with a thunderbolt and hid the most holy of all works, because visitors being amazed at the sweet sound died there away from their children and wives, as they hung their hearts upon the voice, honey-sweet to the mid” (72–79). The next words in the papyrus are corrupt, but the general sense seems to be that with the help of Memory, Pallas Athena caused the Enchantress to sing of the past, present and future.\(^{58}\) The creatures were a work of art giving release to mortals, but those living Acroteria of the temple were altogether too successful in charming, and, thus, they had to be removed beyond the sight of men. As Pindar knew, there could be too much of honey and delightful flowers of Aphrodite (\textit{Nemean} 7.52–53).

The fourth temple, however, was said to have been built by the hero-brothers Trophonius and Agamedes. This causes us to enter for the first time in the succession of buildings into what for us is the half-light of early recorded history. Apollo laid the foundations of the temple, and the brothers set the stone threshold and wrought blocks in place, as the \textit{Homeric Hymn to Apollo} (294–299) relates. In 548, fire destroyed the building (Pausanias 10.5.13), but men remembered there had been inscribed upon it the moral precept of the god Apollo “know thyself.” Aristotle, who had also heard of the winged and bronze temples, reports this fact (\textit{On Philosophy} Frag. 3 Ross). Pindar, imbued as he was with Delphic wisdom, echoes the divine command when he bids Hieron to know and be himself (\textit{Pythian} 2).

The fifth temple replaced the structure burned in 548. The marble facade of the new building was erected at the expense of the Alcmeonid family from Athens (Herodotus 5.62.3). Though we do not know if Pindar mentioned the new temple in the \textit{Paean}, a clear reference to it is made in \textit{Pythian} 7 (486), as the family’s gift to Apollo. The ode was composed to honor Megacles, the Alcmeonid victor in the four-horse chariot race. He was at the time, however, in exile, as he had been ostracized in 486 (Aristotle, \textit{Ath. Pol.} 22.5). Pindar tactfully ascribes the building to the Athenians in general, not to the Alcmeonidae, who might hope in this way to win favor with their fellow citizens. The poet speaks of the citizens of Erechtheus, “who Apollo made your house a wonder to behold in divine Pytho” (10.12), but the mention of envy responding to noble deeds alludes to the ostracism (19).

Thus, Pindar had a clear notion of temples built in historical sequence from the time when Apollo, after he had killed Python, established his oracle in the ancient seat of Gaea: the five temples form an architectural pedigree linking past and present, linking the mythical parallel world with the real one.\(^{59}\)

Virgil informs us that Aristaeus, a son of Apollo, was best known as the originator of the art of bee-keeping (Virgil, \textit{Georgics} 1.4ff). He was also the god of the Etesian winds, those cooling winds which blow out of the Black Sea into the Aegean and the Mediterranean, mitigating the heat of summer.\(^{60}\) Thus, Aristaeus may be equated with Boreas in Pindar’s literary sources, as he appears to live in the Black Sea and blow winds into the Aegean and the Mediterranean.

A beehive shaped structure with an interior resembling a honeycomb was excavated in the early 1970’s at the sanctuary of Apollo at Eretria.\(^{61}\) Bérard and Huxley date the
structure from the early eighth century and also refer to another contemporary building in the precinct called the Daphnephoreum by the excavators. Bérard believes that the continuity of the sites’ acropolis with the Mycenaean period is certain, whereas the temple itself did not give any indication of continuity. Bérard wrote that the original Daphnephoreum lay in the Lelantine Plain and was much older. The plain, rich in metal ore, also has Mycenaean connections, as the excavations at Lefkandi have shown. Auberson feels that the temple represented the first of the three mythical temples in the Delphic sanctuary which Apollo would have built on his way back from Tempe in Thessaly. The Daphnephoreum also comprised a model of the Omphalus. The architectural remains seemed to suggest that the temple was symbolic of the mythical temple of beeswax and feathers alluded to in both Pindar and Pausanias (Pindar, Paean 8.64; Pausanias 10.5.9–10). Bérard maintained that such a model existed at Delos as well, but there is no archaeological evidence. Huxley seemed convinced that the two structures may have been intended to recall Apollo’s first temple of bay and his second of wax and feathers in the Delphic myth reported by Pindar. The mythical temple of beeswax and feathers was said to have flown to the Hyperboreans and the model of it at Eretria would probably have been connected with the Hyperborean legend, as Eretria was one of the places through which the Hyperborean offerings passed on their way to Delos (Herodotus 4.33.3; Callimachus, Delian [4] 275–300). The route followed in Greece was from Dodona to the Malian Gulf, across to Euboea, then southwards to Carystus, to Tenos and then to Delos. On the acropolis at Eretria, the newer buildings of the seventh century were orientated in a southeasterly direction towards the island of Delos. This may well be symbolic of the Hyperborean gift route mentioned in later source material.

Pindar continued the tradition of conceptualizing the land of the Hyperboreans as a far-away place, removed from the realm of mortal life and its difficulties. It had an extremely difficult access. Few mortals were admitted to the land of the Hyperboreans. Perseus went there, but he had to have winged sandals (Pythian 10.30–49). When Perseus was there, however, he dined with them, while the Hyperboreans sent splendid sacrificial hecatombs of asses to Apollo who took pleasure in their feasts and praises. Pindar reported that Apollo laughed to see the asses bray (Pythian 10.35–36). Pindar, also continuing the tradition in Homer and Hesiod, was inspired by the Muses, who were no strangers to the manner and customs of the Hyperboreans. This included the dancing of girls and the sweet melody of the lyre and the pipe which resounded on every side. The girls twined their hair, bound in golden filets, with the glittering bay and feasted joyously. The poet also gives his audience more information about the birth of the sacred twins, Artemis and Apollo, but we still do not know how the two portions of the myth fit together. Prior to Leto’s arrival, Delos was tossed about in the waves, similarly to Aeolis’ “floating island” in the Odyssey. When Leto arrived, however, four columns or roots rose up from the seabed and anchored the island firmly. One surmises that Zeus intervened in this way to render the island safe and stable for his consort and his children (Pindar, Hymns Frag. 33d Sandys p. 235 LCL 485=Strabo 10.5.2).

Delos’ original name was Asteria, the same name as Leto’s sister had. Zeus pursued Asteria, probably for amatory purposes, but she was unwilling to yield to him. Because of this, Asteria was cast into the sea as a rock and became the island of Ortygia, which was tossed about on the sea (Pindar, Paean 5.40–42, 7b 43–52 Frag. Race). ὀρτύξει meant “quail” in Greek and was one of Artemis’ titles, but the exact significance of the word
eludes us. Apollo of the golden hair had given the body of Asteria to inhabit (Pindar, Paean 5.F52e, 35–42). In Frag. 33c, Pindar alludes to the story when he says that Delos is a daughter of the sea, “unmoved wonder of the broad earth, whom mortals call Delos, but the blessed ones on Olympus, the far-shining star (astron) of the dark-blue earth” (3–6). Formerly, Delos had been carried away and that by the winds over the sea, as Asteria fled from Zeus, but when Leto’s birth-pangs came, four pillars rose up from the sea-bed and on their capitals, Delos was held firm (Frag. 33d Snell 2 1964). That is why in Frag. 33c, the island is called the unmoved wonder of the earth. Callimachus, using a slightly different version of the story, wrote that while Asteria was fleeing wedlock with Zeus, she leapt from the heavens into the Adriatic Sea to become an island of the Cyclades (Delian [4] 34–41). Earlier sources make a distinction between Delos and Ortygia (Homer, Odyssey 15.402–414; Homeric Hymn to Apollo 13). Zeus, who was watching from the hills above, perhaps the Thracian mountains, where Boreas was reputed to have lived, and, which, at one point in Greek history, must have constituted the most northerly point known to the Greeks, witnesses his twins being born of Leto. When they came into the light of day, Ilithyia and Lachesis shouted in triumph (Pindar, Paean 17b Frag. 52.12 Sandys).

Pindar also mentions Abaris, a mythical servant of Apollo and a Hyperborean missionary whom he assigns to the time of Croesus, not later than 546. In fact, Pindar mentions Aristeas of Proconnesus and says he was interested in the visit of Abaris to King Croesus of Lydia (Frgs. 270 and 271 Snell 1964 Volume 2). This suggests Pindar knew of the story reported by Bacchylides (3.58–61) and Herodotus (1.47–86) concerning King Croesus and how he was transported by Apollo to the land of the Hyperboreans as a recompense for his continuous piety towards the god at Delphi. Aristeas of Proconnesus had traveled to the land of the Issedones, but he never arrived at his destination, the land of the Hyperboreans (Herodotus 4.33–36). This suggests Bacchylides knew of the Hyperborean myth. He also wrote few mortals were admitted to the land of the Hyperboreans, thereby confirming earlier source material which specified it was far away, isolated from the human world and of difficult access (Bacchylides 3.23ff).

Sophocles of Colonus, born about 496 and writing about 450, following earlier source material such as Hesiod, put Boreas’ home in northern Thrace near the Sarpedon rock, where Cleopatra, Boreas’ daughter, was brought up in her fathers cave (Sophocles, Antigone 980–987). He may have used Alcman as a source too, as he mentions the mountains of the north shrouded in night (Sophocles, Oedipus Coloneus 1248). Furthermore, he gives an orderly description of the outward journey, just as in Alcman: the sea to the ends of the earth, the place where night originates and ascends the firmament, the land beyond which is that of the Hyperboreans. In the traditional picture, the Rhipean Mountains and the Cave of the North Wind were at the ends of the earth. The word Rhipean may well come from the blasts of the North Wind (Boreas).

Aeschylus, also a poet writing in the first half of the fifth century, referred to the felicity of the Hyperboreans (Choephori 372–374). For him, the Hyperboreans were the most fortunate of all peoples as they had every happiness, lived in a mythical utopian setting and had plenty of gold. The Danube River took its sources in the land of the Hyperboreans, specifically in the Rhipean Mountains. Aeschylus, perhaps following
Hesiod, Alcman, Simonides, Pindar, and Sophocles, places Boreas’ home in Thrace from where the northern blast comes (Aeschylus, *Agamemnon* 193, 651, 692, 1012, 1152–1153, 1418).

Aeschylus also makes reference to the Rhipean Mountains and what appears to be Hyperion, father of Helius. This interpretation, however, is far from certain and Radt feels it could well refer to the Island of the Hesperides on the western edge of the Greek world. Diggle, however, relates it to Alcman and Sophocles and says the Rhipean Mountains are probably called Helius’ mountains because the sun is imagined to sink below them. This suggests the land of the Hyperboreans is located in the west, not in the north, along with the Island of the Hesperides and Tartarus.

Euripides was perhaps born in 485/480. He came from an old and respected family who lived in Attica near Athens. His family possessed an ancestral priesthood of Apollo Zosterius. This suggests Euripides was well acquainted with the myth. The term Zosterius is significant as it contains the Greek world for “girdle” or “belt.” Pausanias wrote of Cape Zoster, also located in Attica, where legend reported that Leto, just before giving birth to Artemis on Ortygia, loosened her belt to ease her pain (1.31). He remarked there was a temple to Apollo built on that site. If Zosterius is an older form of Zoster, this version of the birth of Artemis and Apollo may be an Attic invention which sought to establish a mythical prehistory so as to justify Athenian control over the sacred island of Delos, its region and its cults.

In his *Hecuba*, written about 424, Euripides mentioned the Deliades (Euripides, *Hecuba* 462ff). These were choruses of young girls sent to the sacred island of Delos to worship Leto, Artemis and Apollo. They came from other Greek cities and especially from Athens. These girls symbolized the nymphs who were reported to have sung near Leto as she was giving birth to Apollo. They may have been drawn from old and privileged families, and sent to complement the choruses of young girls from Delos, and to stop the Delian monopoly on these cults. Since before the time of Euripides, the cults of Leto, Artemis and Apollo had become panhellenic (*Homeric Hymn to Apollo* 157). The Deliades accompanied themselves with castanets, imitated the languages of all lands and recited antique legends.

Dionysius of Miletus may have used both Aristeas of Proconnesus and Hecataeus of Miletus as his sources. He may also have had a copy of Anaximander of Miletus’ map of the inhabited world. According to Bolton, Dionysius reports that a range of lofty mountains, called the Rhipean Mountains, ran in an east-west direction far to the north above the Tanais River and the Black Sea areas. Above these mountains lived the Hyperboreans whose lands stretched down to the “Other Sea.” Although this is an intriguing possibility, as Dionysius appears to have been writing earlier than Herodotus, it does not seem to be in any way justified if we consider the fragments of his which have come down to us. Furthermore, Bolton bases his assertions on Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 6.19 and Mela 1.116ff. that do not confirm his hypothesis. Although it is at least possible that Anaximander had the Rhipean Mountains on his map (Diels and Kranz 81–90 1966) and probable that Hecataeus of Miletus knew of them (Jacoby, *FGrH* 1A No. 1 Frags. 18, 193–195 pp. 11–12, 29–30; Strabo 7.3.6 C298–299), nothing substantial has been preserved to support Bolton’s assertions. There does seem to be, however, a rather vague identification of the Rhipean Mountains with the Caucasus here (Pliny, *Naturalis*...
Historia 6.19). If this were the case, it would already locate the Rhipean Mountains in the east.

The land of the Hyperboreans had thus been transposed from mainland Greece to the sources of the Danube on the eastern coast of the Black Sea, and then to the zone north of the Black Sea as Greek geographical knowledge and the area of Greek colonization expanded. Transposition is a key factor in this evolution, as it is because the Hyperboreans were transposed to the western theater of Greek colonization, and specifically to lands where Celts lived from the eastern theater of Greek colonization by authors who were principally from Asia Minor, that the identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts and the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones occurred. Herodotus would also use this strand of the Hyperborean myth, but would start to transpose the whole myth itself to lands in the western theatre of Greek colonization, specifically to the Golasecca area of northern Italy.
Chapter Three
From Herodotus to Antimachus of Colophon

Herodotus, writing in the fifth century, furnishes more details regarding the Hyperborean myth. As he was drawing his catalogue and description of Scythian peoples to a close in book four of his Histories, he mentioned the Royal Scythians (Herodotus 4.20–22). He then stated that east and north of the land inhabited by these people, there was a great expanse of rugged and stony land, and a “lofty” or “high” mountain chain (Herodotus 4.23). The only mountains located in this part of the world are the Urals, which run north-south and extend almost to the desert located from the northern shore of the present-day Caspian Sea to the Aral Sea. Modern scholars have pointed out that the Urals are anything but lofty, as they consist of low plateaux and only occasionally rise to peaks measuring over four-thousand feet. It is reasonable to suppose that these “lofty mountains” constituted the limit of Herodotus’ information. He wrote that any information concerning peoples and events on the other side of these mountains was hearsay which he could not verify (Herodotus 4.23, 25). Curiously enough, Herodotus gave no name for this “lofty” chain of mountains that was such an important barrier. It is both reasonable and logical to suggest that Herodotus had never seen the Urals, and that he was in fact using the mythical Rhipean Mountains at a geographical point where his information ran out. Had he seen the Urals, it would have been highly unlikely he would have described them as “lofty.” Thus, Herodotus was using a part of the Hyperborean myth here without letting his audience know where his information came from. This may be precisely why he gave no name to the mountain chain. On the other hand, Herodotus may have known of the existence of a “lofty mountain chain,” but may not have known its name. He reported stories of goat-footed men and those who sleep for six months of the year, but did not mention the Hyperboreans in this context.

Herodotus describes the climate in the Scythian lands, far to the north of the Mediterranean basin, where his “lofty mountain chain” was located, as being unbearably cold (Herodotus 4.28–31). He, then, makes reference to the feathers which the Scythians say fill the air and make it impossible to traverse, or even to see, the northerly part of the continent (Herodotus 4.31). Herodotus followed this comment immediately with a section on the Hyperborean legend (Herodotus 4.33). One wonders whether the sequencing was deliberate or accidental, seeing as previous authors referred to these mountains on the edge of the world as snowy and shrouded in darkness. Although Herodotus rationalized them into snow, the feathers he mentioned may be connected with the Greek belief that Apollo, to whom the Hyperboreans were devoted, used swans as a form of transport during his mythical voyages to and from their land in the dead of winter. Evidence to support this argument can also be found in Herodotus’ statement that because of the severity of these northern winters, the area was uninhabited (Herodotus 4.31). The second
bit of evidence that supports this argument is that Herodotus stated that neither the Scythians, nor anyone else in that part of the world, could give any information about the Hyperboreans, only Aristeas’ Issedones did, and that was well before Herodotus’ time (Herodotus 4.32). Yet, the Scythians supplied the information about the feathers. Unless the same word expressed both the meanings of “feathers” and “snow” in the Scythian language, Herodotus was referring to the Hyperborean myth, as the Scythians did not know about the Hyperboreans, nor did any other peoples in that part of the world, suggesting that the Hyperborean myth was solely a Greek one (Herodotus 4.32). This seems to be confirmed by the fact that Herodotus felt he had to cite Hesiod’s works and the Homeric *Epigoni* as supporting evidence, and not the information he had gathered during his travels north. Furthermore, he adds, the Delians, Greeks themselves, were the ones who knew most about the Hyperboreans, not the peoples of the north (Herodotus 4.33). Also, Herodotus used parts of the Hyperborean legend in his geographical descriptions. For example, in writing about the Caspian Sea, he said it was a sea by itself and not joined to the Other Sea (Herodotus 1.203). The “Other Sea” was also part of the Hyperborean myth. It was the sea down to which the Hyperborean lands stretched, which Herodotus located to the north and east of the Caspian.

Herodotus’ lofty mountain chain certainly seems similar to the Rhipean Mountains, shrouded in darkness and snow, which stood on the edge of the human world projecting shade, a feature of the human world. The Rhipean Mountains, from where the north wind blew, formed a barrier between the world of humans and that of the gods. This is perhaps why Herodotus wrote that any information concerning peoples and events on the other side of these mountains was hearsay which he could not verify (Herodotus 4.23, 25). Once Herodotus had reached these mountains in his discourse, his stories became more fanciful. He certainly seems to have been rationalizing the Hyperborean myth here.

Herodotus, clearly reporting on the Delian strand of the Hyperborean myth, was the first extant Greek author to mention sacred offerings, sent by the Hyperboreans to Delos by way of Scythia, the Adriatic, Dodona, the Malian Gulf, Euboea, Carystus and Tenos. As Delos was one of the most sacred and important religious shrines in Greece and was dedicated to Apollo, Herodotus was connecting Apollo with the Hyperboreans, agreeing with Pindar’s testimony that the Hyperboreans were fervent worshippers of Apollo (Pindar, *Pythian* 10.35). He continues the Hyperborean story by giving details of the legend: the Delians reported that two Hyperborean maidens, called Arge and Opis, accompanied Leto to Delos, while she was with child by Zeus, and were present when the divine twins were born on the island (Herodotus 4.35). *Arge* means “bright,” “white,” “rapid” and “agile” in Greek. Consequently, there is a link with both Apollo and Boreas, personages integral to the Hyperborean myth. *Opis* means “divine providence,” “protection of the gods” in Greek. To commemorate their presence during the birth, the women of Delos took up collections and sang a hymn which mentioned Arge and Opis, composed, as other hymns sung in Delos, by a well-known ancient composer named Olen, reputed to be of Lycia (Herodotus 4.35). Arge and Opis did not return to the land of the Hyperboreans, but died on Delos and were buried there (Map 3.1 No. 1). According to Herodotus, their grave could be seen in his day behind the temple of Artemis, facing east, close to the banqueting hall of the Ceians. This prompts the question as to why they were buried behind the temple of Artemis when they had come to adore Apollo. The answer may reside in the fact that Opis and Arge were women and virgins,
as was Artemis. Cassola thought that Arge and Opis were symbols of and references to Artemis and this was linked to the fact that the temple of Artemis was the oldest temple on Delos, dating from Mycenaean times. Pindar reported Heracles went in pursuit of the doe with the golden antlers, a symbol of Artemis, to the land of the Hyperboreans. Artemis, therefore, may also have visited the land of the Hyperboreans, as Apollo was known to do in Greek myth and legend. The Delians made offerings on the tomb of Arge and Opis in the form of ashes from thigh bones burnt on the altar. Thus, according to Herodotus, the Hyperborean myth was intimately linked to the saga of Leto, the birth of Artemis and Apollo, and the religious center on Delos. The concrete manifestation of these connections was the tomb of Arge and Opis on the island.

Map 3.1 Site plan of Delos from Bruneau (P) et Ducat (J), *Guide de Délos*, Paris, 1965 and used by permission of the Ecole français d’Athénes.
Furthermore, Herodotus continues, after Opis and Arge had come to Delos, two other maidens, called Hyperoche and Laodice also came accompanied by five Hyperboreans called the Perpherees to protect the girls on their dangerous trip (Herodotus 4.33–34). Hyperoche means “distinguished above all others,” “prominent,” “eminent” in Greek. Laodice has both the elements “people” (laos) and “justice” (dike) in her name. It may mean either “justice of the people” or “she who loves justice for the people.” They came for a specific purpose, to bring Ilithyia, goddess of childbirth, the thank-offering which they had promised for Leto’s easy labor on Delos. The implication was that Ilithyia was still on Delos and had made her home there because of her role in the birth of Artemis and Apollo. The first sacred offerings, then, came as a thank-gift and were destined for Ilithyia and not for Apollo. Delos had been frequented by the Minoans. If Ilithyia can be considered a Minoan goddess, then she may have been worshipped on Delos before the arrival of the Mycenaeans.

Hyperoche and Laodice also died on Delos and were buried there (Map 3.1 No. 2). Their grave stood on the left at the door to the temple of Artemis and had an olive plant growing on it (Herodotus 4.34). Pindar had said previously that Heracles had brought the olive tree back from the land of the Hyperboreans to use in the crown of the winners at the Olympic Games (Pindar, Olympian 3.11–17, 25–30). For the Greeks and especially the Delians, this must have been symbolic of the connection between Delos and the Hyperborean lands. Delos may even have been regarded as part of the Hyperborean lands on which the sun shone with unceasing and unnatural brightness. The olive tree was there to provide shade, therefore, to bring a human feature to Delos, thereby transforming it into an intermediary ground between gods and men, on the one hand, and between a mythical golden-age utopia and the world of humankind on the other. It also gave a balance of darkness to the unnatural light of an otherworldly paradise. The olive tree was then a Hyperborean plant and was growing on the tombs of the Hyperborean maidens which must have been seen by the Greeks as material vestiges of their visit to Delos and the link between the Hyperboreans and the Delians and between a golden-age utopia and the real world. These tombs must also have been symbols of purity, justice, distinguished behavior and right. The Hyperborean maidens may have died on Delos because they could not continue to live in the imperfect world of humankind, but we are not told this. The Hyperborean maidens may also have been seen as dispensing Justice and Right, as Apollo did in the Hyperborean lands. Delos did not have the omphalus, but it was the only sanctuary which could boast of the tombs of the Hyperborean maidens, as well as a direct link with the Hyperborean lands. To commemorate the visit of Hyperoche and Laodice and to mourn their deaths, Herodotus reported that the Delian girls of his time cut a lock of their own hair before they were to marry, twisted it around a spindle and placed it as an offering upon their tomb. Herodotus did not specify which plant, but it may well have been the olive Heracles was believed to have brought back from the land of the Hyperboreans. Thus, Ilithyia, Arge, Opis and Leto were present at the birth of Artemis and Apollo on the island of Delos, while Hyperoche, Laodice and the Perpherees followed later on with the thank-offering. It was not specified was this offering was.

In 426, a purification took place on Delos as a response to an oracle. All dead bodies in the area of the sanctuary, save those believed to be those of the Hyperborean maidens, were dug up and transported off the island, as the oracle had said there should be neither births nor deaths on Delos (Thucydides 1.8, 3.104; Diodorus of Sicily 12.58.7). One
wonders if Delos was considered part of Hyperborean territory at this point in time and no longer part of the mortal world. This was not the first time such a purification had taken place on Delos. The Athenians had a distant precedent during the sixth century; Pisistratus had called for the same procedure for as much of the land as was visible from the temple. The Athenians also instituted under their own control a four-yearly festival on the island. This was a revival of the festival which had been suspended since the days of Pisistratus.\textsuperscript{18} In 422, Athens exiled the Delian population. Thucydides merely gave as a motive that the Athenians thought, in accordance with a charge of long-standing, that the Delians had been consecrated when they were not ritually pure, or that they had committed an ancient crime (5.1). Although this may have been the avowed reason, it is more plausible that the Athenians accused the Deltans of secretly contriving an alliance with Sparta, as they wished to rid themselves of Athenian domination.\textsuperscript{19} The fifth-century Athenian temple of Apollo was still being decorated when the pious Nicias made a solemn offering of a palm tree fashioned in bronze (Plutarch, \textit{Nicias} 3). The granite and marble base of this monument was found during excavations at the site. It had a round hole in it to accommodate the bronze trunk of the tree. The name Nicias was inscribed on the marble part of the base.\textsuperscript{20}

The Hyperborean legend and the story of the Hyperborean maidens coming to Delos would seem to be a very strong and important myth for the Greeks to go against an oracle by leaving the graves of the Hyperborean maidens on the island while all others had to be removed. On the other hand, leaving those tombs may have been a symbol that the island of Delos had become Hyperborean territory and ceased to be part of the mortal world of the Greeks. It may also be another indication of how important myth, the mythical parallel world and mythologizing history were to the Greeks that Nicias felt it was necessary to give real form to the mythical palm tree Leto was supposed to have been clutching while she was giving birth to Apollo. This may show how important the religious fervor concerning the legend of the birth of the divine twins really was. For us, it also gives an idea of what a fine line there was in the Greek mind between reality and myth, as well as how myth and legend acted as history.

The last phase of the Hyperborean myth is also described by Herodotus from information supplied by the Delians. Because four Hyperborean women had died and were buried on Delos, and five Perpherees were unaccounted for, the Hyperboreans decided not to send any more representatives, rather they started to wrap their offerings in wheat straw, taking them to the border of the Hyperborean lands and giving them to their neighbors with the instructions to see them conveyed to Delos by a process of relay from one people to another, along a route which Herodotus specified (Map 3.2).

It has been suggested that these offerings preserve the memory of early harvest tribute offerings during the Archaic period, produced by a primitive confederation consecrated to Apollo.\textsuperscript{21} Apollo was a divinity of the pre-harvest, the harvest and a patron of the growth of grains. This function is represented in the festival of the Thargelia, “the first fruits.”\textsuperscript{22} The festival of the first fruits in the Athenian calendar fell on the sixth and seventh days of the eleventh month of the year, named Thargelion after the festival or the first fruits of the grain. The festival celebrated the end of the harvest of barley and the start of the harvest of wheat. The sixth and seventh of Thargelion were also the birthdays of Artemis and Apollo respectively.\textsuperscript{23} One of the main activities of the Thargelia was to make the offering to Apollo which gave its name to the festival. This was a pot full of all kinds of
corn and vegetables boiled together and offered as the first fruits. The name for this offering was the Thargelos.24 The Pyanepsia was linked with seeding-time, the Thargelia with the harvest and Apollo was worshipped as a god of fertility of all types of vegetation.25 One would assume the Thargelos was the origin of the Hyperborean offerings, but this would be at the risk of ignoring the legend itself: the origin of the Hyperborean gifts is to be found in the thank offering for Ilithyia for her role in the birth of Artemis and Apollo. Thus, the original gift was not to Apollo, but became associated with his cult. No-one knew exactly what these offerings consisted of. Plato, referring to the Golden Age under the reign of Cronus, wrote the earth furnished fruits in plenty from trees and other plants with the help of agriculture (Statesman 272B). When, however, the Golden Age came to an end and men were deprived of their benevolent ruler/deity who had possessed, tended to and directed them, they were ravaged by beasts that were by nature unfriendly and had grown fierce. Humankind no longer sat at the same table as the gods and humans became feeble and unprotected. Humans, in the first ages, were without resources or skill. The food which had previously offered itself up freely without agriculture had failed them and they had no knowledge of how to provide for themselves, as no necessity had

Map 3.2 Herodotus Hyperborean gift route

previously compelled them to (274c). As humans were in dire distress, the gifts of the gods, told in old traditions, were given with needful information and instruction, such as fire by Prometheus, the arts by Hephaestus and Athena and seeds and plants by Demeter and Dionysus (274D). One wonders whether the latter was the original reason for the Hyperborean offering and, furthermore, why the Delphic Amphictyony had its origins at the temple of Demeter at Anthela (Herodotus 7.200). The Hyperborean gift route, as reported by Herodotus, could well have had as its starting point the celebration of mythical events which would have linked the present with the mythical past, mythical
history with real history, the real world of the Greeks with their mythical parallel world of gods and heroes.

Later Greek writers believed the sacred offerings consisted of sacrificial victims (Mela 3.5). This opinion dates from the period when was consistently translated as “victims.” Some modern scholars believe they were swans’ eggs. Cary-Warmington wrote that these offerings consisted of honey made by Hyperborean bees. Welcker thought they were pearls of amber. Still others believed these offerings were of threshed wheat or first-fruits, but all these possibilities only constitute educated guesswork (Callimachus, Delian [4] 283–284; Mela 3.37; Pliny, Naturalis Historia 4.91). Detailed examination and analysis of each stop along the route which Herodotus reported in his writings yields important information about the Hyperboreans, Hyperborean identity, what the myth meant to the Greeks, and the context within which these developed and evolved throughout early Greek history.

According to Herodotus, the Hyperboreans first passed these sacred offerings to their neighbors, the Scythians, who had been known to the Greeks from at least the eighth century onwards (Homer, Iliad 13.1–6). Herodotus had located the Hyperboreans to the north or the northeast of the Caspian Sea. Thus, the many Greek colonies of the Propontis/Black Sea/Sea of Azov zones, which had trade relations with other parts of the Greek world and whose inhabitants worshipped Zeus, Leto, Artemis and Apollo, lay to the southwest of them in an obvious and practical position to receive the sacred gifts from the Hyperboreans in the far distant north. Herodotus wrote, however, that the sacred offerings wrapped in wheat straw were taken over by neighboring peoples in succession until they got as far west as the Adriatic. Why did they go to the Adriatic and not to the Propontis/Black Sea/Sea of Azov colonies? The answer may partly reside in the belief, which early Greek writers shared, that a branch of the Danube flowed into the Adriatic, where the Histri lived and there was a land called Histria. The route may also suggest the Hyperborean gift route, as Herodotus reported it, dated from a time well in advance of the Greek colonization of the Propontis/Black Sea/Sea of Azov zone. Although Herodotus did not specify exactly where on the coast of the Adriatic these offerings arrived or whether the route was by land or sea, Greeks had started to explore a direct route to the head of the Adriatic during the ninth century. By Herodotus’ time, active trading between Greeks and native peoples, including Celts, was taking place and the Greeks had founded colonies on both coasts many of which had strong cults to Apollo that probably comprised the Hyperborean myth.

Dodona was a well-known oracle sanctuary dedicated to Zeus in Epirus. It claimed to be the oldest Greek oracle and its antiquity has been confirmed by the findings of Mycenaean artifacts on the site during excavation. Dodona would have been an appropriate stop as Zeus was the father of Artemis and Apollo. Apollo was also regarded as the mouthpiece of Zeus and, indeed, of other gods as well (Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus 151–160; Aeschylus, Eumenides 19). The Athenians consulted Dodona when they fell out of favor at Delphi. Even before the Peloponnesian war, the Pythian Apollo had shown himself hostile to Athens. Furthermore, after the war broke out, Delphi could not be reached conveniently by land or sea. Thus, the Athenians developed friendly relations with the oracle of Zeus at Dodona and consulted him instead. It is remarkable that Herodotus did not mention Apollonia, the Bay of Valona, Corcyra and the Acroceraunian coast, as Dodona would not have been the first Greek settlement on the
Adriatic trade route, but northern lands were perceived in a rather vague, mythical way and Dodona was once referred to as a place “among the Hyperboreans” (Schol. A on *Iliad* 2.750, 16.233).  

While the suggestion of a recognized coastal trade route down the coast of the former Yugoslavia, Macedonia and Greece is an interesting one, Herodotus wrote that the Dodoneans were the first Greeks to receive the sacred gifts, but he did not say they were the first Greeks on an Adriatic trade route. The gifts could have come over the mountains and directly to Dodona, but this would undoubtedly been a long and arduous journey which would lead us to believe that the Scythia-Dodona portion of Herodotus’ Hyperborean gift route was totally mythical in nature. Dodona may have been the first stop on this religious route because the gifts originated from there, where the priests of Zeus gathered them together and organized them for their journey south. This, however, would presuppose a high level of cooperation between two potentially rival oracle sites. The other solution to this immediate difficulty would be that this route retraced a traditional trade or religious route which dated from the Mycenaean period or pre-Greek times, but there is no evidence to substantiate this.

From Dodona, the sacred offerings traveled over land and steep mountains to the Malian Gulf between Thessaly, Eastern Locris and Euboea. Malis was a district in southern Thessaly on the shores of the Malicus Sinus and opposite the northwestern part of the island of Euboea. It extended to the pass of Thermopylae. Herodotus does not specify where on the Malian Gulf the sacred offerings arrived, but the original cult center of Delphi had been at the temple of Demeter at Anthela in eastern Locris near Thermopylae on the Malian Gulf (Herodotus 7.200). The stop could have been a recognition that the original cult center was moved to Delphi at an early date. Sometime before the center was moved to Delphi, an Amphictyony, or religious league, came into being to manage it. Its early history is obscure, but it seems fairly certain that the Amphictyony originated at Anthela and consisted of a league of neighboring states. The Amphictyonic delegates came twice yearly to Delphi and exercised control over the sanctuary and its buildings. They instituted a great four-yearly festival, the Pythian Games. Such religious leagues seem to have been prominent in early Greek history. Parke argues the Amphictyony adopted Delphi as a second center during the seventh century, while Forest opts for a date before the middle of the sixth (Herodotus 2.180, 5.62; Pausanias 10.5.13). This context and history seem to be the background, along with the purification of Delos and the exile of its inhabitants, to Herodotus’ references to the Malian Gulf and Euboea in his account of the Hyperborean gift route.

After the sacred gifts had been brought from the Adriatic to the Malian Gulf and Euboea, they were brought to Carystus, a city located on the southern tip of Euboea. The mention of Euboea and then a specific city on Euboea may be reminiscent of the first Amphictyony of Anthela which was formed by peoples and not city-states. Carystus was famous for its production of marble and its trading links with Greek colonies in the north. Hera, Apollo and Artemis, all gods involved in the Hyperborean myth, were worshipped there. Leodamas, reputed to be the last hereditary king of Miletus, distinguished himself in war against Carystus, perhaps during the eighth century. He captured Carystus and, following an oracular command, dedicated a tithe of the spoils to Apollo at Branchidiae. The war with Carystus, however, is not otherwise known and may be a fourth century invention.
Herodotus wrote that the Carystians, who were carrying the sacred gifts from the Hyperboreans, did not stop at Andros, but went on to Tenos. If Andros was not a standard stop on the Hyperborean gift route, why did Herodotus mention it? Andros was the most northerly of the Cyclades Islands. It was originally dependent on Eretria, but submitted to Persia in 490, a fact that angered Athens. Pericles installed Athenian colonists there, halving its tribute to the Delian League in 449. If this was the reason for Herodotus’ statement, his version of the Hyperborean myth is likely to be an Athenian one. This argument is further supported by the Athenian use of Dodona as an oracle site when it fell out of favor with Delphi, the omission of Delphi in this gift route, repeated Athenian attempts to gain control over Delphi, Athens gaining control over Delos, Apollo being considered the ancestral god of Athens and Boreas the Athenians’ son-in-law (Plutarch, Demetrius 40).

Tenos fits into the Hyperborean myth, as Heracles killed Zetes and Calais, the Boreades and sons of Apollo, on the island (Apollonius Rhodius 1.1296–1314). It has been suggested that the legend of the Argonauts dates from at least the eighth century, and perhaps from Mycenaean times, when the Greeks were exploring the Propontis and Black Sea areas. The Hyperborean myth may also date from this period of exploration and colonization. Tenos was the last large island before Delos, and it was perhaps for that reason it was chosen by the Delians as a place to which they could flee as the Persian army approached (Herodotus 6.97.2). They probably knew of the fate of Naxos whose people fled to the hills or were enslaved by the Persians, who burnt their city, temples and all (Herodotus 6.95–96). Datis, the Persian commander, however, sent for the Delians to return, assuring them that his king had instructed him not to harm the island of Delos or its inhabitants (Herodotus 6.97–100). He then made an offering of three-hundred talents weight of frankincense upon the altar of Apollo and departed. Datis was obviously observing the oriental tradition of making offerings to and respecting the shrine of Apollo and his cult.

The idea of a ceremony during the fourth century, including sacred offerings, which the beliefs in vogue on Delos said came from the Hyperboreans, is confirmed by two inscriptions. In a financial record of the Amphictyony, dated to about 372/371, line forty-nine includes the words \( \text{Ὑπερβορέων ἴερα} \). The second inscription specifies an expenditure of one hundred drachmas for Hyperborean offerings. Herodotus may have visited Delos on his way back from Babylonia. He traveled from his native town of Halicarnassus to Athens and, then, to Delos about 447. An inscription which was cut about 247, some two hundred years after Herodotus wrote his Histories, may attest to the validity of the belief in the Hyperborean offerings during the third century. The inscription mentions “those of the Carystians who bring the sacred objects” \( \text{(ἱεραγωγός)} \). Neither Delos, Apollo or the Hyperboreans are mentioned in this fragment, but there are sacred objects which arrived in June. There is another example which dates from 250, when a procession carried sacred objects in Carystus in the month of September. It is tempting to associate these instances with the \( \text{ἱερα} \) of Herodotus, but it is not possible to do this with any degree of certainty at present. What we may be able to say is that Apollo was worshipped fervently at Carystus and that processions carrying sacred gifts were known to have taken place there.
Thus, Herodotus’ Hyperborean gift route is a composite one. Its different stops make reference to different time periods in Greek history and in the development of Greek mythology. First, Herodotus located the Hyperborean homeland in a far different place from previous authors, above the Caspian Sea, near the Scythian homeland, known to the Greeks since probably the eighth century and to Herodotus personally as he had traveled to that part of the world. Then, the sacred offerings went to the head of the Adriatic, where the Greeks were engaged in trade and founding colonies in the sixth and fifth centuries, during Herodotus’ own lifetime. Next, the sacred offerings went to Dodona, which claimed to be the oldest Greek oracle and which had Mycenaean connections. The offerings then went to the Malian Gulf, where the original cult center had been located atAnthela. This was symbolic of the first Amphictyony, the gradual development of Athenian power over the rising Delphic sanctuary, as well as of the sacred wars which were fought over the possession and control of it. Carystus had cults to Hera, Apollo and Artemis, all involved in the Hyperborean myth. Andros had submitted to Persia and angered the Athenians, and perhaps Herodotus. Tenos fits into both the Hyperborean myth and the legend of Jason and the Argonauts. It is also a place where the Delians, keepers of another sacred Greek cult center to Apollo, fled and hid before the Persian invader. This composite Hyperborean gift route unites a number of places which were sacred to Greeks within a context which would seem to be Athenian. We may infer from this that Herodotus’ Hyperborean gift route does not seem traditional, but on the contrary, may be a creation of Athenian propaganda or mythologizing to secure control over one of the most prestigious and powerful sanctuaries in Greece, or due to the fact that the Hyperborean myth and cult had changed radically over time in relation to what it had been in earlier literary sources and early belief.

We also learn from Herodotus’ writing on the Hyperborean myth that the Hyperboreans were mortal and, thus, were not gods. They may have been humans, as like humans, they were divided between men and women. Herodotus’ information does not specify, however, why four Hyperborean maidens died on Delos. On the other hand, they may have died there because Hyperboreans could not live in the imperfect world of humankind, as there was too much hybris and not enough sunlight, even in a sanctuary which was used as a mythical gate to communicate with them. It is clear though that in the minds of the Greeks, they were buried there as concrete symbols of the link between the Hyperboreans and Delos found within the cults of Artemis, Apollo, Leto and Ilithyia. An interesting feature of this myth is that the different peoples between the Hyperborean lands in the far north and Delos in the south were all supposed to have cooperated in passing these offerings on, even though they were known to make war on each other continuously (Herodotus 4.13). The implications of this are either that the Greeks thought that all these peoples of the north believed in the cults of Zeus, Leto, Artemis, Apollo and Ilithyia, or that enough Greek colonists existed in all these areas to pass the offerings on to their correct destination. The Hyperborean myth may have been connected with Greek colonization in Thrace, the Adriatic, the Black Sea and Sea of Azov zones, as numerous Greek colonies had been founded in these regions which had cults to Zeus, Leto, Artemis, Apollo and Ilithyia. Herodotus’ text lends support to this hypothesis, as he wrote that he knew something similar in Thrace and Paeonia, as the women there always brought wheat straw with their offerings when sacrifices were made to Artemis. Again, Herodotus does not specify if these women were Greeks or of other
ethnic groups. Neither does he say what these offerings were, but Thrace was extremely important strategically for the route by which Athenian wheat supplies were imported.  

While closing his presentation of the Hyperborean myth, Herodotus alluded to the fact that there was more to it than he was actually presenting, as he mentioned a certain Abaris, who was a Hyperborean in myth and had been mentioned by Pindar (Frag. 270, 283 Bowra). Abaris was known to have carried or ridden on an arrow, presumably again, a symbol of Artemis and Apollo, as both of them were archer gods, all around the world without eating anything. What the latter symbolizes in the context of the Hyperborean myth is not clear. Abaris may have been a god, as he did not apparently need any nourishment. This contrasts the four Hyperborean maidens, as they were mortal and died on Delos.

Herodotus finished his presentation of the Hyperborean myth with a remark which has become famous in scholarly circles and caused much ink to flow over many pages: “If the Hyperboreans exist beyond the North Wind, there must also be Hypernotians beyond the south” (Herodotus 4.36.1). Many scholars have taken this to be a sarcastic remark that would have demonstrated that Herodotus did not believe in the existence of the Hyperboreans. Furthermore, to show the absurdity of those who believed the Hyperboreans really existed, he would have made up his own mythical people, “the Hypernotians.” Others believe, however, that this is a form of rationalization based on the principal of geographic reciprocity and north-south symmetry projected onto the spatial plane of geography. One gets the impression from reading Herodotus that he was skeptical about the Hyperborean myth. On the other hand, he knew it was so important to Greek civilization and culture that he could not omit reporting it.

Hellanicus of Lesbos in Asia Minor was also an author of the late fifth century. In a fragment of his work, preserved in the writings of a Christian father of the second century A.D., he was reported to have written that the Hyperboreans lived to the north of the Rhipean Mountains. He may have used Herodotus as his source. The Hyperboreans learned Justice, did not eat meat, but only wild fruits. They had the custom of taking sixty-year olds from their people, conducting them outside their city’s gates and killing them.

These may be the first pieces of information concerning how the Greeks believed the Hyperboreans lived, but seem more like the doctrines of Pythagoreanism, Orphism, the teachings of the sophist Protagoras, or at least some school of philosophy which had taken over to some extent the functions of religious sects. The works of some historical individuals, such as Pythagoras, were treated as inspired and used as canons of conduct and remedies against fear and anxiety. Vegetarianism is an aspect which plays some part in the idealization of the simple life of a golden-age utopia. The gods feasted on nectar and ambrosia. As humans of the Golden Age sat at the same table as the gods, they must have been vegetarians. Furthermore, during the Golden Age, fields of grain and fruit trees brought forth their abundance without effort. As we have also seen in section one, the institution of sacrifice converted humans into meat-eaters and, thus, marked them off from their gods. Thus, vegetarianism was next to godliness and those who practiced it were trying to implant in the human world the virtues of the Golden Age. Hellanicus may have thought the Hyperboreans lived in a utopian setting located above the Rhipean Mountains, where they had a just society. He then rationalized his view of the Hyperborean myth by saying they do not let any of their people live beyond the age of
sixty. To the present author’s knowledge, no other text makes this claim. It contrasts markedly with Simonides’ and Pindar’s view that the Hyperboreans lived for a thousand years and takes away from their eternally blissful state (Jacoby, *FGrH* 3C 715 F27 pages 631–632; Müller, *FHG* 2 423–424 F30). It is likely that these new elements came from Pythagorean schools. Membership was open to both men and women, entailed a strict discipline of purity, elements of which were silence, self-examination, abstention from flesh and the observation of precepts, which were originally taboos, but which were later interpreted symbolically and reinforced by specific ethical principals.

Damastes of Sigeum (fl. circa 400) was probably younger than Herodotus, as he was a pupil of Hellanicus. In a fragment of Damastes’ work, preserved in Stephanus of Byzantium, he gave his knowledge of where the Hyperboreans were located. He wrote that the Issedones lived beyond the Scythians and Arimaspi and the Arimaspi lived beyond the Issedones, but beyond the Issedones stood the Rhipean Mountains from where the North Wind blew and which were never free of snow. On the other side of the mountains, lived the Hyperboreans whose territory extended down to the Other Sea. Damastes of Sigeum may very well have used a copy of Aristeas’ *Arimaspea*, as the interval marking off Herodotus’ writings from those of Damastes is comparatively short. It remains unclear how quickly Herodotus’ writings were diffused in the Greek world. Bolton and Thomson wrote that Damastes might have obtained this information from texts written by Hecataeus of Miletus to which Herodotus had access. As modern scholars do not have access to an extant copy of the *Arimaspea*, and only indeed to minimal fragments of the works of Hecataeus of Miletus, the above only qualifies as guesswork. The table of peoples given in this fragment of Damastes is virtually the same as the one which was reported to have been given by Aristeas in Herodotus’ writings: Scythians, Issedones, Arimaspi, Rhipean Mountains, Hyperboreans, (Other) Sea (Table 3.1). One important difference, however, is that Damastes reported that the Rhipean Mountains lay between the Arimaspi and the Hyperboreans, while Aristeas was reported to have written that there were griffins between the Arimaspi and the Hyperboreans. Damastes, then, was reporting a slightly different version of the myth from Aristeas and Herodotus in which the Arimaspi could have been identified as Hyperboreans given that they lived beyond or in the vicinity of the Rhipean Mountains. Antimachus of Colophon, who wrote a fragment identifying the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, seems to have used this interpretation of the myth along with its transposition from east to west. Both Damastes and the fragment of Aristeas reported in Herodotus mention the (Other) Sea down to where the lands of the Hyperboreans stretched (Herodotus 4.13). In any event, Damastes seems to be reporting the Delian strand of the Hyperborean myth as did Herodotus.

Part of the collection of texts from the fifth century which have commonly been placed under the authorship of Hippocrates of Cos is a treatise on Air, Water and Places. Paragraph nineteen of this treatise deals with the geography of the extreme north of the world known to the Greeks, as well as Scythia: Scythia lies under the Great Bear (Arctos) and to the south of the Rhipean Mountains from where Boreas blows. The winds from the north have always been cooled by snow, ice and an abundance of water. These winds which never leave the Rhipean Mountains make them uninhabitable. A dense fog occupies the plains during the day. These are habitable. It is winter all the time and summer only lasts for a few days. In fact, these plains are high and denuded and are not
contained by mountains, but they become higher in altitude as one proceeds northward under the Great Bear.

**Table 3.1 Comparison of Aristeas of Proconnesus and Damastes of Sigeum**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aristeas (Herodotus 4.13)</th>
<th>Damastes of Sigeum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sea</td>
<td>Other Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperboreans</td>
<td>Hyperboreans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffins</td>
<td>Rhipean Mountains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arimaspians</td>
<td>Arimaspians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issedones</td>
<td>Issedones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scythians</td>
<td>Scythians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cimmerians</td>
<td>Cimmerians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This text demonstrates the difference for the Greeks between Arctos and Boreas. Arctos was a constellation and Boreas a wind. It also confirms that the Rhipean Mountains were placed somewhere to the north of the Scythian lands, that they were eternally covered in snow and that the North Wind found its source there. It also conforms to the traditional image of the Rhipean Mountains found in previous authors as being located on the edge of the world and shrouded in darkness. These mountains sealed off the dark world of humankind, tainted with *hybris*, from the unnaturally sunny world of the gods beyond them (*dike*). They both formed the boundary and consequently, the separation between these worlds. The Rhipean Mountains also drew them together into a world which was explained and conceived of in the Greek mind by mythology and legend. Furthermore, they separated the real world of humankind from the mythical parallel world of the Greeks by contrasting an extremely harsh environment, in fact, a totally opposite one to these mythical utopian characteristics of the Hyperborean lands. An internal contradiction exists, however, in this text: first, it states that Scythia lies to the south of the Rhipean Mountains, then, it says that its plains were not crowned with mountains, but the mountains rise in height as one progresses northwards. An attempt was being made here to rationalize a mythical tradition. The Hyperboreans were never mentioned by name, but it is clear that the Rhipean Mountains came from the Hyperborean myth. It is also clear that this text refers to the traditional Ionian concept of an earth-disk which was reported to be higher in the north because of the Rhipean Mountains.

Another fragment preserved in Stephanus of Byzantium makes reference to the writings of two authors. Protarchus, writing about 392, says that he called the Alps the Rhipean Mountains and that he called those peoples living to the north of the Alps Hyperboreans. The fragment goes on to state that another author, named as Antimachus, writing about 405, disagreed with his colleague Protarchus, but said they were Arimaspi. Protarchus and Antimachus had obviously identified the Alps with the
Rhipean Mountains, suggesting they were endeavoring to transpose features of the eastern version of the Hyperborean legend which located them to the north of the Black Sea/Sea of Azov/Caspian Sea, to the west. In the last quarter of the fifth century, the Alps were inhabited by Celts. Protarchus has identified these Celts with the traditional Hyperboreans, perhaps as both were reported to live in the north, where it was cold, there was snow and from where the North Wind blew. Antimachus was doing the same thing: he identified the Celts living to the north of the Alps with the Arimaspi. These are the first fragments in which we find an identification of the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones. If the identification were simply due to the fact that the ethnic name Hyperborean had changed sense over time to refer to a non-Greek individual, or people living to the north of the Mediterranean basin, there would be no difficulty in understanding why the identification occurred, but this does not seem to have been the case. The Hyperborean myth had specific features. One of them was that they were associated with a chain of lofty mountains, continuously covered in snow from where the North Wind blew. Protarchus and Antimachus may have identified the Rhipean Mountains with the Alps in an effort to transpose early Greek myths to territories in the west, so as to help mark them with Greekness, create a mythical prehistory for Italy and Sicily, prove the Rhipean Mountains and the Hyperboreans really existed, or, yet again, to justify Greek presence and colonization. As this is our first text which identifies the Hyperborean lands with the Celtic ones, a closer look at this fragment and at Antimachus as an author will be presented in section three chapter one.86
Chapter Four
The Fourth Century and Beyond

Heraclides Ponticus, writing during the fourth century, reported the Hyperboreans lived above the Alps, perhaps following the same tradition as Protarchus and Antimachus. Furthermore, he wrote that he had heard from an unnamed source in the west that an army from the land of the Hyperboreans had conquered a Greek city named Rome, which was situated somewhere near the Mediterranean (Heraclides Ponticus in Plutarch, Camillus 22).\(^1\) Heraclides also mentions Abaris and the arrow he used, perhaps using Pindar and Plato as sources. It was the personal property of Apollo and a huge weapon on which Abaris came riding to converse with Pythagoras in the presence of Phalaris on the subject of justice (Heraclides Ponticus in Plutarch, Camillus 22).\(^1\) This conversation is quite unhistorical, as Phalaris ruled Acragas from 570–554, long before Pythagoras arrived in Italy. It is significant, however, as the Hyperborean legend was being transposed from the eastern theater of Greek colonization to the western one. This was a way of mythologizing history and involving the parallel world of the Greeks. As the first text of Heraclides Ponticus mentioned above constitutes our second reference in which the Hyperborean lands are identified with Celtic ones and the Hyperboreans are identified with Celts, it will be studied more closely in section three, chapter six.\(^3\)

A contemporary of Heraclides, the orator Lycurgus, provides more information about the Hyperboreans in his speech Against Menesaechmus: as a result of a famine among the Hyperboreans, Abaris came and served Apollo. When he had obtained mantic power from him, he went around Greece prophesying, having as an attribute the god’s arrow (Frag. 85 Conomis). Abaris was described by Herodotus as riding all around the earth on an arrow without eating a bite (Herodotus 4.13; Pindar Frags. 270, 283 Bowra). This may well be symbolic of his otherworldly status, as he did not need food. The arrow is certainly a reference to Apollo and to the mantic power given to Abaris by Apollo. An otherworldly being knows no bounds in either time or space. Furthermore, Plato called Abaris a purveyor of spells (Plato, Charmides 158b). This is the first time, however, we discover the Hyperboreans could live under any other circumstances than mythical golden-age ones. It is certainly the first time we learn of anything harming them such as a famine, although this does still fit with the fact that previous authors portrayed them as mortal.

Abaris retained his symbol of the arrow, but we also learn for the first time that Abaris, a Hyperborean himself, had to obtain mantic power from Apollo and that he prophesied in Greece. The text does not specify whether he served Apollo at Delphi or Delos.\(^4\) Lycurgus’ information came as a response to an oracle which bore the name of
Abaris. According to this legend, the whole world was afflicted with a plague or famine or both. An Apolline oracle informed all men that their difficulties would cease if the Athenians offered pre-plowing sacrifices (proerosia) on their behalf (768–550). Abaris came from the land of the Hyperboreans to Greece in response to this oracle and made sacrifices to Apollo. It was then that Abaris wrote down the oracles called the Chresmoi of Abaris and sometimes Chresmoi Skythinoi. Most of these were probably ritual prescriptions (Porphyry, *Vita Pythagorae* 29; Apollonius, *Mirabilia* 4 Giannini). The implication here is that Athens is the center of the world. Moreover, the Hyperborean legend seems to have taken on more of an Athenian slant, or perhaps had been appropriated by Athens as propaganda comprising a mythical prehistory of the city and how the Hyperboreans helped Athens in its hour of need.

In the second half of the fourth century, Hecataeus of Abdera in Asia Minor wrote a treatise on the Hyperboreans called Περὶ Ἑπερβορέων of which a few fragments have come down to us. He believed the Hyperboreans had really existed and that they still existed in his own time. In order to substantiate this, he wrote a many-volumed work about them in which he said that the Hyperboreans celebrated the cult of Apollo because he appeared to them in visible form. The text goes on to say that Apollo is honored by the Hyperboreans and that the author knew of three Hyperborean peoples: the Epizephyrii, the Epicnemidii and the Ozolai. The text by Hecataeus of Abdera preserved in Diodorus (2.47–48) constitutes the third text which identifies the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones and the Hyperboreans with Celts: it will be examined more closely in section three, chapter seven. The Epizephyrii, Epicnemidii and the Ozolai were not, however, Hyperborean peoples, but were of Locrian origin.

The Locri Epizephyrii were named for a Dorian town founded about 700 in the toe of Italy by the eastern Locrian Opuntii, western Locri Ozolai, fugitive slaves and Lacedaemonians (Strabo 6.2.4 C270). Locri was a first settlement and was closely associated with Delphi throughout its history. The original center of the Amphictyon had been the temple of Demeter at Anthela (Herodotus 7.200). The Opuntian Locrians, eastern Locrians, and the Ozolians, an outpost of the western Locrians who dwelt on the Gulf of Corinth, were part of the original Amphictyon at Anthela. Locrus, the eponymous founder of the Ozolian Locrians was told by the Pythia at Delphi to build a city in a place where he was bitten by a wooden dog. The western Locrians were part of a rather large, but somewhat vague, league of small city-states within its territory which seemed eager to extend its control over the oracle at Delphi. Hecataeus undoubtedly incorporated the Epizephyrii, Epicnemidii and Ozolians into his work on the Hyperboreans as they were all fervent worshippers of Apollo, the first two being involved in the cult of Apollo Hyperboraeus and the latter two because they took part in the sacred wars over possession and control of Delphi.

In any event, Hecataeus was also engaged in transposing the Hyperborean myth from east to west, just as the Locrians themselves had been transposed from east to west, and in creating a mythical history for southern Italy. His mention of the Epizephyrii in a Hyperborean context makes one reflect upon Herodotus’ story about Aristeas of Proconnesus (Herodotus 4.14). Aristeas was associated with both Cyzicus and Proconnesus which were located in Asia Minor along the southern coast of the Black Sea. They were both founded after consultation of an Apolline oracle, had strong Apolline cults and were Ionic in background. According to Herodotus, he entered a fuller’s shop
and dropped dead. While the fuller was informing his relatives, Aristeas was seen by an individual arriving from Artace, who also talked to him. When his relatives looked in the fuller’s shop, his body was nowhere to be found. Seven years later, he was reported to have appeared in Proconnesus, where he wrote a poem called the Arimaspea. Aristeas then disappeared again. Herodotus had calculated that 240 years after his second disappearance, he appeared to the people of Metapontum in southern Italy, just to the north of the Locri Epizephyrii (Herodotus 4.15). Metapontum was renowned for its dedication of a golden harvest to Apollo at Delphi. This may have something to do with the foundation of Metapontum, as Ephorus says the colonizer of Metapontum was Daulius, the tyrant of Crisa near Delphi (Ephorus in Strabo 6.1.15 C265). Metapontum’s sanctuary included an archaic temple of Apollo Lyceus and a similar one to Hera. In addition, during the sixth century, Metapontum dedicated a building to Zeus at Olympia, one of the three sanctuaries the Hyperboreans were reported to have helped founded. Pythagoras is also reported to have been buried there. Furthermore, the inhabitants of Metapontum had substantial involvement in Pythagoreanism and generally in pythagorean related politics in southern Italy.

Aristeas instructed the people of Metapontum to erect an altar to Apollo and a statue beside it bearing the name “Aristeas the Proconnesian.” He then explained to the people of Metapontum how they were the only people whom Apollo had visited in Italy and that he accompanied Apollo in the form of a raven. He then vanished for the third time (Herodotus 4.15). The people of Metapontum being perplexed by this apparition sent to the god at Delphi and inquired what it meant. The Pythian priestess bade them obey the vision and said their fortune would be the better for it. Thus, they did as commanded and Herodotus reported there stood in his time a statue bearing the name of Aristeas in the marketplace in Metapontum and that there was a grove of bay-trees which surrounded it. In the previous paragraph of Herodotus’ Histories, Aristeas had traveled to the land of the Issedones above which the Hyperboreans, the Other Sea and the Arimaspi were to be found while in an ecstatic state due to the rites of the Apolline cult (Herodotus 4.13). Either Hecataeus used Herodotus’ text as a model and composed a less spectacular one himself, as this legend may contain some material concerning the Hyperboreans from Aristeas’ Arimaspea, or it contains some Pythagorean elements. If the latter is true, it would date Aristeas and the Arimaspea to the sixth century, rather than to the eighth.

Asclepiades of Tragilus lived in the fourth century and was a pupil of the famous Athenian orator Isocrates. He wrote the Tragodoumena, a work on the myths of Greek tragedy (Jacoby, FGrH No. 12). His sorrowful tale of a Celtic King named Boreas and his daughter Cyprissia is preserved in a gloss by a Virgilian commentator on the phrase Idaeis cyparissis, “the Cypresses of Ida.” The commentary is attributed to the late first century A.D. Latin scholar Valerius Probus, but may be, in fact, by a later author. Asclepiades’ brief account of the Celtic princess Cyprissia is one of three different myths in Graeco-Roman literature concerning the origin of the Cypress tree. The first was recorded by Ovid and tells of a young man named Cyprissus from the island of Cos in Asia Minor who accidentally kills his favorite stag (Ovid, Metamorphoses 10.106–142). His sorrow is so great that he wants to grieve forever and Apollo grants him his wish by turning him into a mournful looking tree, the Cypress. The second myth also involves a young man from Cos named Cyprissus, but his metamorphosis into a Cypress tree occurs when fleeing the unwanted affection of Apollo, Silvanus, or Zephyrus, depending
on the version (Servius, *Commentary on Aeneid* 3.680). The version of the story involving Cyparissa, daughter of the Celtic King Boreas, is an example of a Graeco-Roman author directly introducing the Celts into Graeco-Roman mythology. The myth does not specifically involve the Hyperboreans, but it does demonstrate how Graeco-Roman authors associated the Celts, Boreas, and Apollo.21

Aristotle agreed with Aeschylus, accepting that the great rivers of Scythia had their sources in the Rhipean Mountains from where the North Wind blew and which stood as a barrier between the mythical golden-age utopia of the Hyperboreans, the world of the other gods and the world of humankind (Aristotle, *Meteorologica* 1.13.350b). He also agreed with Herodotus that the sources of the Danube river were to be found in Pyrene, mountain of the Celtic lands (Aristotle, *Meteorologica* 1.13.350b; Müller, *FHG* 3 569.1.44–45). Aristotle also made reference to the Hyperborean myth in his *Historia Animalium*, which he wrote about 345/343. He declared there were just twelve days in any given year during which female wolves could give birth to their young (Aristotle, *Historia Animalium* 6.580a17; Plutarch, *Natural Phenomena* 38). The reason for this, he continues, lay in the belief that it had taken twelve days to bring Leto from the land of the Hyperboreans in the remote north to Delos. During this period, Leto adopted the appearance of a wolf, as she was afraid of Hera’s wrath. Aristotle finished this passage by expressing his doubts as to the authenticity of this twelve-day period in real wolves. He stated it had never been verified by observation.22

This is a radically new account, as it attests a relation between a female wolf and Leto. The goddess Leto is frequently associated with both wolves (Lykos) and Lycia in Asia Minor. It was believed she took her babies, Artemis and Apollo, to Lycia, where she wished to wash them in the river Xanthus, but was prevented from doing so by some shepherds, whom wolves then drove away.23 Hence, Leto called the country Lycia—this story is based on a false etymology of Lycia from Lykos—and she turned the shepherds into frogs.24 Furthermore, Callimachus (*Delian* [4] 304ff) wrote that the women of the Delian choruses beat their feet in accompaniment to the men who sang the nomos which Olen, the Lycian, had brought back from Xanthus.

It has been postulated that the moon had a close relationship with the wolf as the wolf was attracted to it and howled because of its appearance.25 There has been an association between the femaleness of Selene, who gave forth bright rays of light and the brightness of Phoebus Apollo, “the bright one,” counterpart of the moon, Selene and Leto, who gave birth to Apollo. Borghini claimed there was a relationship between Selene, Leto and the fact that the moon was perceived as being located far to the north of the Mediterranean world, near the Celtic lands.26 These are conclusions based on Lucian which are not found in early Greek tradition (*Lover of Lies* 13–16). Borghini continued by stating that Selene and Hecate, goddess of death, were linked by their femaleness and because the moon was located far to the north and so was the land of the dead. The latter, still according to Borghini, could be found in the land of the Hyperboreans. These conclusions are in no way justifiable if one studies the Hyperborean myth in Greek literature. On the contrary, the land of the Hyperboreans was the antithesis of the land of the dead. They were mortal, lived for a thousand years and were eternally blessed. It is noteworthy, however, that the land of the Hyperboreans in Borghini’s mind was identified with the Northwestern European Celtic Islands and that he probably based his
reasoning on a text by Hecataeus of Abdera which the present author examines in detail in section three chapter seven (Diodorus of Sicily 2.47.1–5). Aristotle’s text then states that Leto was in the land of the Hyperboreans before she came south to Delos to give birth to the divine twins, Artemis and Apollo. He did not indicate whether she was born there or if Leto became pregnant there by Zeus. Leto’s relationship with the Hyperborean homeland laid the foundation for Apollo’s using their lands as a wintering spot and place of refuge. This would seem to be part of the Delian strand of the Hyperborean myth, but it remains unclear if this part of the story is tradition or an invention.

Theopompus wrote a treatise entitled *On the Funds Plundered from Delphi*, a fragment of which is preserved in Athenaeus (*Deipnosophistae* 13.605A-B). He recounted that the son of Pythodorus of Sicyon had come to Delphi to dedicate his shorn locks, presumably as part of the Hyperborean/Chalidion cult rites as described by Herodotus (4.33–34). Theopompus says that a Thessalian dancing girl named Pharsalia had been killed in the marketplace in Metapontum in southern Italy at the hands of soothsayers (Theopompus in Athenaeus, *Deipnosophistae* 13.650C-D). Moreover, a voice had come from the bronze bay tree which the people of Metapontum had planted there when Aristeas of Proconnesus had visited them (Herodotus 4.13–16). Furthermore, the voice declared that Aristeas had come from the land of the Hyperboreans. When the soothsayers saw Pharsalia entering the marketplace, they became furious and pulled her apart. When people later investigated the cause of Pharsalia’s death, it was found that she had been killed because of a wreath which belonged to Apollo.

Delphi had been seized by the Phocians in the early summer of 356. Astycrates and his colleagues returned with Philomelus from exile, but they had to face an immediate war with Thebes and the Ozolian Locrians. In the autumn of 355, a sacred war was declared against the Phocians by the Amphictyonic League during which the Phocians melted down all the offerings to Apollo in gold and silver at Delphi to pay mercenaries in their army which they had engaged during the war. Some of the offerings/treasure had been given out by Philomelus to friends, family and concubines. In this story, a dancer named Pharsalia had received a crown dedicated by the Lampsacenes to Apollo in Delphi from Philomelus with whom she was having an affair. When she wore it during a performance in front of the temple in Metapontum, a supernatural voice from the shrine inspired her audience with a mad frenzy during which they snatched the crown from the woman and tore her to pieces. It may have been a command to punish impiety that the mysterious voice gave from the bronze laurel, as Pharsalia entered the marketplace wearing the golden wreath that had been stolen from the Delphic sanctuary by Philomelus. This tale was probably invented between 356, when Philomelus rifled the Delphic treasures and the period during which Theopompus was writing, as he is our earliest authority for it (Diodorus of Sicily 16.30). Bolton believed that it was Heraclides Ponticus’ work on the grounds that it fits chronologically into his writings: it mentions Aristeas, the Hyperboreans, the seers, the divine intervention, the threatening voice, and the distorted borrowing from Herodotus (Herodotus 4.15). While we cannot be sure of this, it is worthwhile remarking on the theme of divine vengeance for impiety which permeates Heraclides of Ponticus’ work. After the Sacred War for control of Delphi had
ended, the Opuntian Locrians collected all the coins and melted them down to make a vase to be consecrated again to the god. At the time of Theopompus, about a century and a half after Herodotus, sacred rites linking the Hyperboreans with puberty and marriage were still being performed at Delphi. Herodotus wrote about them in relation to Delos and one may suppose that some of the same rites were being carried out at Delphi and at Delos, but there were no tombs of Hyperborean maidens at Delphi on which to place these offerings. Theopompus seemed to be aware of Aristeas’ writings, perhaps through the fragment in Herodotus, and told the story of Pharsalia using the context of Metapontum, the marketplace, the bay tree and the wreath, all of which were connected with Aristeas, the cult of Apollo and the Hyperborean myth. Theopompus did not mention the altar to Apollo, the statue of Aristeas inscribed with his name, or the myrtle bushes, which seem to have become a bay tree. He neglected to mention the raven, symbol of Apollo, in whose guise Aristeas visited the people of Metapontum in the company of Apollo. The raven, or crow, was sacred to Apollo as a prophetic bird (Aelian, De Natura Animalium 1.48; Horace, Odes 3.27.11). Furthermore, Herodotus’ statue dedicated to Aristeas and surrounded by laurels had become a bronze laurel. Aristeas did not say in the Herodotean account that he had come from the Hyperboreans.

Plutarch gives another version of the story (Plutarch, De Pythiae oraculis 8.397–398). He wrote that the golden wreath was a Cnidian dedication, not one from the Lampsacenes, and that a mob of young men, excited with cupidity for the precious object, tore Pharsalia to pieces in their fight to get it near the temple of Apollo at Metapontum. Bolton believed that the more fanciful version handed down by Theopompus could have appeared in Heraclides Ponticus’ book Περὶ ἐυσέβειας, in a fragment of which is preserved an example of divine vengeance wreaked upon the sacrilegious (Frag. 46 Wehrli=Diogenes Laertius 3.46). Megasthenes, a diplomat and historian, served on several embassies from 302 to 291. He was sent by Seleucus I to the court of the Indian King Chandragupta, the founder of the Maurya Empire in northern India (Megasthenes in Jacoby, FGrH 3C 715 F27 pp. 631–632). Megasthenes transposed the Hyperboreans to the zone above the districts of the Indus and the Ganges and wrote that they lived for a thousand years, as Simonides and Pindar had done before him (Strabo 15.1.57 C711; Jacoby, FGrH 3C 715 F27 632 lines 13–15). Thus, the Hyperboreans were moved from Thrace to the area north of the Dodona, the Danube, the zone north of the Black Sea/Sea of Azov/Caspian Sea, the Alps and then to northern India as Greek geographical knowledge expanded.

Callimachus, writing in the first half of the third century and using Hesiod and perhaps Hecataeus of Abdera as sources for some of his mythological stories, specifically stated that Boreas lived in Mount Haemus in Thrace (Callimachus, Delian [4] 65). He also wrote that Boreas was the son of the Strymon river also located in Thrace (Callimachus, Delian [4] 26). As Callimachus was using material from earlier poets, such as Hesiod and Antimachus, Boreas continues to be associated with parts of Europe to the north of Greece, which, for the Greeks, traditionally constituted strange, unexplored territory. He goes on to say that Boreas lived in a seven-chambered cave in Thracian Haemus, where he also had horses (Callimachus, Delian [4] 64–65).

While Leto was wandering in search of a place to give birth to her twins, Hera set up two look-outs to keep watch on the known world. She sent Python to make sure Leto did
not bear her children in any place reached by the sun (Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 90). Prior to Leto’s arrival, Delos was tossed about on the waves, perhaps similarly to Aeolus’ “floating island” in the *Odyssey* (Homer, *Odyssey* 10.2–13), but when she arrived four columns or roots rose up from the seabed to anchor the island firmly. The reader surmises, and Callimachus could have used Pindar or perhaps Antimachus of Colophon here as his sources, that Zeus did so to render the island safe and stable for Leto, Artemis and Apollo (Pindar Frag. 33d Sandys 89a2; Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 51–54). Callimachus stated that Hera hated Leto, especially as she was going to bear a son to Zeus, even dearer than her own Ares (Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 58). Ares was one of the two look-outs who was posted and armed about Boreas’ cave in Mount Haemus, far to the north of Delos in Thrace (Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 58). He had horses, symbols of Boreas, stalled near Boreas’ cave. If Boreas lived in Mount Haemus, then the Hyperboreans must have been thought to live in Thrace, perhaps between Mount Haemus and the Danube River, where Herodotus reported that Celts lived (2.33). This may be another context in which there was possible identification between the Hyperboreans and Celts, as Celts had already overrun the region at the time Callimachus was writing. Still according to Callimachus, Hera’s two sentinels, Ares and Iris, threatened every city to which Leto went and prevented them from receiving her (Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 68–69). Because of this, Leto was turned away at every place until she reached Delos. Later on in the same poem, Callimachus made reference to the Celtic invasion of Greece and the sack of Delphi (Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 171–187). He referred to the Celts in Hyperborean fashion by comparing them to snowflakes and to stars. The snowflakes may be a reference to the Rhipean Mountains above which the Hyperboreans were reported to have made their homes.

This information seems to predate that of Herodotus’ account, as the edge of the world known to the Greeks is situated at Mount Haemus on the Strymon River in Thrace, while Herodotus’ information appears to place the mythical land of the Hyperboreans in the Scythian lands to the north of the Caspian Sea. Callimachus does mention the Rhipean Mountains, as Alcman, Alcaeus and Aristaeas had before him (Callimachus, *Aetia* Frag. 186 Pfeiffer). Furthermore, this would match the traditional image of the Rhipean Mountains as being heavily wooded, shrouded in black night and located on the edge of the world. He made reference to the belief that the Hyperboreans were a long-lived people who resided above the northern shore (Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 281–282). It seems likely that Callimachus was referring to the Other Sea, down to which the Hyperborean lands stretched in previous source material and to the belief that the Hyperboreans were mortals.

He also mentioned Hyperborean offerings wrapped in cornstalks and holy sheaves of corn ears (Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 283, *Aetia* Frag. 186.13–14 Pfeiffer page 157 line 13 commentary) (Map 4.1). This echoes Herodotus’ previous account, but Callimachus thinks of them as offerings of first fruits, undoubtedly following the tradition of the Thargelia, while Herodotus did not specify what the sacred offerings were exactly (Herodotus 4.33). 39

According to Callimachus, the offerings came from the Hyperboreans to Dodona, thence to Malis, then to Euboea, then to Delos (Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 283–299; Frag. *Aetia* 186 11–15 Pfeiffer). The mention of Ilium puts the action in the east and makes us
think of Hesiod, Herodotus and Pausanias (1.32.2). Callimachus’ idea of the Hyperborean offerings may

hearken back to the cult center of Demeter at Anthela before it was moved to Delphi. He calls Anthela “the holy city on the Malian Gulf” (Callimachus, Delian [4] 283ff). Herodotus does not say this, but he does mention the temple of Amphictyonid Demeter, seats for the Amphictyons and a temple of Amphictyon himself at Anthela (Herodotus 7.200). In Frag. 186 (Aetia Pfeiffer), Callimachus simply refers to the tribute of the tenth, but adds that they send divine planks. Pfeiffer relates these planks to accounting tablets found in excavations and in inscriptions.

While this is a most interesting idea, these could simply be planks on which to carry the tribute. If we accept these planks as inscribed tablets, they make us think of the Thracian tablets set down by the voice of Orpheus (Euripides, Alcestis 965ff). This is an intriguing parallel that raises the possibility that the Hyperborean myth originated early on in Thrace, and was part of Orphism, or some kind of Orphic cult, but there is no concrete evidence for this. Another interesting point is that in Callimachus (Aetia Frag. 186 Pfeiffer), the sons of the Hyperboreans are mentioned and the present author believes that we are to understand that these sons send the divine planks with the tribute of the tenth from the Rhipean Mountains. This text differs from Herodotus in that it mentions sons of the Hyperboreans who are also mentioned in Callimachus (Delian [4] 293–295). This could have been the function of the Perpherees in Herodotus (4.33). Callimachus, following Herodotus and the Delian strand of the myth, said that this party never returned home. One wonders, however, if Callimachus is mentioning two tombs, one for the daughters of Boreas and one for the best of the young men. This again is different from

Map 4.1 Callimachus’ Hyperborean gift route.
Herodotus’ account, as Herodotus does not mention a tomb for the Peripherees. On the contrary, the reading assumes they are “missing-in-action.” Callimachus does not mention the first party of Hyperborean maidens and wrote the daughters of Boreas were three, not two or four. Furthermore, there seems to be an implication that the secrecy surrounding the offerings had somehow been violated, or, perhaps, that an attempt had been made to violate it. Artemis is somehow involved, but the text is too fragmentary to apprehend the precise context. Interestingly enough, Callimachus also used a feature found in Pindar (Pythian 10.34–35), saying that the rich sacrifices of donkeys in the Hyperborean lands please Apollo particularly.

For Herodotus, the Hyperboreans gave their sacred offerings to the Scythians, who passed them to their neighbors and thence from people to people until they reached the headland of the Adriatic, then to Dodona, to Malis, to Carystus in Euboea and then to Tenos and Delos (Herodotus 4.33). The reference to the Lelantine Plain may be symbolic of the great role of the Eubeans in the Greek colonization of the east, west and north, as well as their war over it and their involvement with Athens in the original Amphictyony of Delphi. Callimachus seems to have believed the Hyperboreans lived to the north of the Scythian lands, as Herodotus did, and that their lands bordered on a mythical sea, although he left out the Scythians in his version of the Hyperborean gift route. He also made reference to the swan upon which Apollo rode from Delphi to the land of the Hyperboreans (Callimachus, Apollo [2] 5). This contrasts previous texts that claimed that Apollo journeyed to the land of the Hyperboreans in a chariot pulled by swans (Alcaeus Frag. 307 1[c] Lobel and Page in Himerius, Oration 14.10ff).

Callimachus also referred to the tombs of the Hyperborean maidens on Delos, as Herodotus did, but used a slightly different tradition. He reported Delian girls offered their hair to the daughters of Boreas, Upis, Hecaerge and Loxo, who once brought a tribute from the Arimaspi. The Delian boys gave the first fruits of their beards to honor the Peripherees, sons of the Hyperboreans, who escorted the Hyperborean maidens and their offerings from the Rhipean Mountains, above which the Hyperboreans were reputed to have lived, to Delos (Callimachus, Aetia Frag. 186.8 Pfeiffer, Delian [4] 4.278ff). According to Callimachus, those who first carried the offerings of wheat to Delos brought them from the “fair-haired Arimaspi,” thus continuing the tradition mentioned by Antimachus in Stephanus of Byzantium. Other ancient authors believed the Arimaspi were not Hyperboreans and that the maidens were not Hyperboreans, but Arimaspi (Herodotus 4.35; Hecataeus of Abdera in Diodorus of Sicily 2.47.1). Callimachus may have made use of Hecataeus of Abdera’s description of the land of the Hyperboreans when writing his Hymn to Delos [4]. For example, Hecataeus writes that Boreas and Chione had three sons who were priests of Apollo. Callimachus names three daughters of Boreas (4.29 1ff). In earlier descriptions, only two Hyperborean maidens were named, thus, Callimachus is innovating here and it has been suggested that his innovation derives from Hecataeus of Abdera’s triad of sons. Callimachus also describes the arrival of singing swans who circle Delos seven times before Apollo is born (Callimachus 4.250.1). Although is a favorite verb of Callimachus and circling is to be found in other related texts, Callimachus’ text does bear some relation to Hecataeus’ description of the swans who came for the festival of Apollo in the Hyperborean lands. Secondly, in describing the gifts that the Hyperboreans bring to Delos, Callimachus specifies that they are agricultural in nature (4.283–284). Herodotus’ account is less precise: offerings are
brought to Delos wrapped in the straw of wheat only (4.33.1). Mineur has argued that the greater precision in Callimachus’ description may derive from Hecataeus, but there is no concrete evidence to substantiate this.49

Callimachus also assimilated the Celts into Greek mythology (Callimachus, Delian [4] 174–175). He compared them to the Titans, but of a later date, who would take up their swords and make war on the Greeks. Furthermore, he wrote that the Celts would rush in from the furthest west or northwest, like snowflakes, and as many as when the stars appear most thickly in the sky. These two attributes may be Hyperborean ones and it is possible that Callimachus was giving Hyperborean attributes to Celts. Although there is no identification here between the Hyperboreans and Celts, Callimachus was clearly giving a Greek mythical history to the Celts.

In a fragment of his work Apollo, Simmias, writing in the early years of the third century, situated the rich land of the far-off Hyperboreans, where the princely Perseus once feasted, near the land of the Massagetae, to the east of the Caspian Sea on the Great Steppe.50 The Hyperboreans lived near the wondrous stream of ever-flowing Campasus, which had its sources in the divine, immortal sea.51 There were islands dark with green fir trees, overgrown with reeds (Tzetzes, Chiliades 7.693).52 Simmias is using early source material here which locates the land of the Hyperboreans on the edge of the world known to the Greeks, beyond the stream of Ocean, where the Rhipean Mountains stood as a barrier between the world of golden-age mythical utopias and that of the gods on one hand, and the world of humans on the other. Simmias also preserves the idea there were islands in and around the stream of Ocean which were thickly wooded and shrouded in the darkness of human hybris, as opposed to the unnatural light of the sun in the world of the gods.53 He has, however, changed their location from north of the Caspian Sea to the east. This may be an intermediary version between that of Herodotus and Megasthenes. It is also interesting that for Simmias, there were islands in the land of the Hyperboreans. This makes us think of Hecataeus of Abdera’s Hyperborean island to the north of the Mediterranean basin.54

Our fifth text that identifies the Hyperborean lands with those of the Celts is part of Apollonius Rhodius’ Argonautica (4.610–650). A pupil of Callimachus, Apollonius of Rhodes, from Alexandria, or Naucratis in Egypt, may have started to write about 275. In addition to this text, which will be examined more closely in section three chapter eight,55 Apollonius also reports a strand of the Hyperborean myth that is entirely new: Apollo made trips to Lycia, from where he then departed to visit the far-away countless people of the Hyperboreans (Argonautica 2.674–675). Apollo’s route shows that Apollonius placed the Hyperboreans to the north of the Scythians agreeing with previous material.56 This is the first time an author has stated that the Hyperborean people were countless. The Argonauts witness Apollo, who appeared to them, as he was travelling from Lycia to the land of the Hyperboreans (Argonautica 2.674–675). This new theme may be part of the story of Leto washing her babies in the Xanthus River.57 \( \text{Αὐκός} \) was also the sacred animal of Apollo.58 Based on Homer (Odyssey 1, 22–25), we know that Apollo is removing himself from the Argonauts’ adventures by visiting the Hyperboreans. In Apollonius, Apollo’s departure indicates a lack of interest in their deeds.59
Eratosthenes of Cyrene (circa 285–194) was a pupil of Callimachus and of Lysenias. After he had spent several years at Athens, where he came under the influence of Arcesilaus and Ariston of Chios, he accepted the invitation of Ptolemy III Euergetes to become a royal tutor and to succeed Apollonius of Rhodes as head of the Alexandrian library. In this way, he became a member of the intelligentsia of Alexandria that Callimachus seems to have dominated. His work in chronology, mathematical and descriptive geography, of which, thanks to Strabo, we know much, long retained much of its authority. Strabo (1.3.22 C61) reports that controversy about the existence of the Hyperboreans still raged in the time of Eratosthenes, as the latter criticized Herodotus (4.36) for his statement there are no Hyperboreans because there are no Hypernotians. Eratosthenes says the argument Herodotus presented is absurd and adds there are in fact Hypernotians (Eratosthenes in Strabo 1.3.22 C62), as Notus does not blow in Ethiopia, but farther south. He reasons that from the point of view of the southern countries, Notus can well become Boreas and lays a charge against Herodotus that by Hyperboreans, he assumed were meant those peoples in whose countries Boreas does not blow. He adds that although the Hyperboreans occur in myth and legend, those who expound the poetic should know that by “Hyperboreans” were meant the most northerly peoples. Eratosthenes continues by asserting the limits of the northerly peoples are to be found at the North Pole (πόλος) and the equator, and the two winds have the same limits.

Apollodorus of Athens, writing during the second century, gave a version of the Hyperborean myth that agreed with one strand of Pindar’s work. As Pindar had done, Apollodorus connected the Hyperborean myth with the adventures and labors of Heracles, and wrote that the Hyperboreans lived in the Atlas mountain range in northern Africa (Apollodorus 2.5.11). He also located the Hesperides in northern Africa, when they were usually understood as being located far to the west of mainland Greece. From the scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius, it seems that the story of Heracles and the apples of the Hesperides was told by Pherecydes in his second work on the marriage of Hera. The close resemblance which the scholiast’s narrative bears to that of Apollodorus may indicate here, as in many other places, he followed, or was at least influenced by Pherecydes: when Zeus married Hera, the gods brought presents to the bride. Among them, Earth brought golden apples which Hera admired so much she ordered them planted in the garden of the gods beside Mount Atlas. The daughter of Atlas, however, used to steal the golden fruit, so she sent a huge serpent to guard the tree.

At the beginning of the first century, Posidonius of Apamea, a stoic philosopher born in Syria, was educated in Athens and became known as a learned man. He traveled widely in western Europe, where he is said to have acquired first hand knowledge of the Celts. Posidonius followed the tradition we have noted, starting with Protarchus and Antimachus by placing the Hyperboreans in the Alps of northern Italy, where he knew perfectly well Celts lived (Müller, FHG 2.290 Frag. XC, Jacoby, FGrH No. 87 Frag. 103J). As this is our sixth text which appears to identify the Hyperboreans with Celts, and Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, it will be examined more closely in section three chapter nine.

Strabo, writing in the second half of the first century, gave an account of the peoples living near the Caspian Sea and the Tanais river (Strabo 11.6.2 C507). He wrote that all the peoples to the north of the Caspian Sea and the lands of the Scythian nomads were called “Scythians” or “Celto-Scythians” by ancient writers, but he did not say to which
authors he was referring. This is an interesting term as it may indicate that some ancient authors could not differentiate between Celts and Scythians as they were too alike, being both non-Greek peoples. This suggests that the names “Celts” and “Scythians” represented more general notions about different non-Greek peoples for the Greek mind and did not have the finite ethnic boundaries which modern scholars assign to them.

Strabo, according still to earlier Greek authors whom he does not cite, also reported the Hyperboreans lived to the north of the Euxine, the Ister and the Adriatic, along with the Sauromatae and Arimaspi. He adds that it was due to man’s ignorance that people believed the Rhipean Mountains and the Hyperboreans really existed to the north of the Scythian lands (Strabo 1.3.22 C62, 7.3.1 C295; Pliny, Naturalis Historia 4.26). He adds that “Hyperboreans” merely meant the most northerly peoples whose limits were the North Pole (Strabo 1.3.22 C62). Finally, Strabo wrote that according to Greek poets, Boreas’ home was in Mount Haemus in the Balkans, the Rhipean Mountains or the Sarpedon Rock and that Magasthenes, Simonides, Pindar and other myth-tellers said the Hyperboreans lived for a thousand years (Strabo 7.3.1 C295, 15.1.57 C711). If he did not believe in the Hyperboreans, Strabo, like Herodotus before him, felt compelled to mention them, as they were such a part of Greek myth and literary history.

An unpoetical summary in iambics called Periegesis, written about 90, or perhaps earlier, of unknown authorship, deals with the coast of Spain, Italy, Sicily, the Adriatic, the Black Sea and Asia. The rest is lost. The author, who is usually referred to as Pseudo-Scymnus, drew heavily on the writings of Hecataeus of Abdera, but applied everything Hecataeus said to the Celts (Hecataeus of Abdera in Diodorus of Sicily 2.47; Pseudo-Scymnus 183–186). He added that at the extremity of the Celtic countries, and we are led to believe this is the eastern most point, there is a pillar of Boreas, which is very tall and is located on a spit of land that juts out on a rough sea. The Celts, being the furthest communities away from Greece, live around the pillar, as well as the Enetes and the Istri, whose lands stretch down to the Adriatic where Pseudo-Scymnus believed the sources of the Danube were to be found. There is a possibility of identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts in this context, but only on the basis that they both lived in northern lands. The sense of the name Hyperborean would have changed in this event from an ethnic name to a more general compass direction.

What did the column signify? It could simply have been a monument to the North Wind. Müllenhoff suggested it was located on the western edge of Brittany, that it might have been the promontory of the Alps that juts out into the Adriatic, the Alps and the Pyrenees, the Pillars of Heracles to the north of the rock of Gibraltar, or finally the tall menhir in Locmariaker in Brittany. The idea of a northern pillar may have been copied from Hecataeus of Abdera’s island Elixoea. These identifications were as fanciful as Pseudo-Scymnus’ text, which appears to locate this mysterious pillar in the east and not in the west.

In a much disputed dialogue between Socrates and Axiochus, who was seriously ill and contemplating death, which most scholars now date to the first century, Pseudo-Plato recounted the story of a Persian general under Xerxes named Gobryas, also mentioned by Herodotus (3.70, 73, 78, 4.132, 134–135; Pseudo-Plato, Axiochus 371 a-e). He was told this by General Gobryas’ grandson, also named Gobryas, a Persian holyman. General Gobryas was sent to Delos during the Persian War to defend the native island of Artemis and Apollo. While he was there, he learned that the Hyperborean maidens, Opis and
Hecaerge had brought bronze tablets from the land of the Hyperboreans as sacred offerings inscribed with the fate of souls after death. He also learned from those tablets that after the soul has separated from the body, it goes into an obscure place located in the subterranean regions where Pluto’s kingdom was believed to be found. This kingdom was not less than Zeus’, as the known world occupied the center of the universe and the sky was a sphere. The celestial gods lived in one of the hemispheres, the gods of the underworld in the other. The entry to Pluto’s kingdom was sealed off by iron locks and keys. When it was opened, the souls of dead persons, liberated from their human shell, were taken to the field of truth, where they were judged by Minos and Rhadamanthus on the life they had led in the mortal world. There was no possibility of telling a lie. Those who had listened to a good daemon and had lived piously while in their mortal bodies, were taken to a beautiful place where the perfect climate made bountiful crops of fruits come forth, pure sources of water flowed, a thousand prairies were graced with various flowers in an eternal springtime, there was theatre for the poets, dancing, concerts, banquets, festivals, the total absence of pain, a charming life, no extreme winters or excessive heat, but pure air which tempered the soft rays of the sun. Sacred rites were to be accomplished there too. Those who had led an impious life while in the mortal world were led away to Tartarus to be forever tormented by impossible pain and tortures. These images hearken back to the Hyperborean lands portrayed as a mythical golden-age land far away on the edge of the world, sealed off from the strife and imperfections of the human world.

The Axiocchus dialogue has also been tailored to the Pythagorean belief in the immortality of the soul. The information was not invented by the author as Guthrie suggested, but numerous older elements have been rearranged for the philosophical needs of Pythagoreanism. We have seen that no-one knew what the sacred Hyperborean offerings mentioned in Herodotus really were (Herodotus 4.33). Pseudo-Plato has taken the opportunity to insert the Pythagorean doctrine of the immortality of the soul in a Plato-like dialogue in the mouth of Socrates. He then used the attributes of the utopian aspect of the Hyperborean myth to illustrate a mythical utopian existence in life after death. To illustrate the horrors of living according to a bad daemon, Pseudo-Plato used many Homeric elements. By having a Persian holyman and his Persian grandfather involved during the period of the Persian War, Pseudo-Plato has continued the tradition of eastern rulers, whereby they respected Greek sanctuary sites and made offerings in them (Herodotus 1.15.87). By having General Gobryas protect Delos, the idea is perpetuated that the sanctuary was important in the wider world far beyond Greece, as Persians wished to honor and protect it, but that the Greeks were honored and chosen above all peoples because the shrine was on their territory. A judgment between heaven and hell was never part of the Hyperborean myth, but elements in Homer already suggest such a dichotomy in Greek beliefs. The Hyperborean myth has been used in this text, but changed significantly to fit a specific philosophical framework.

Pomponius Mela wrote a short geographical essay entitled *de Chorographia* sometime during the reigns of Gaius and Claudius (37–41 A.D.). He took material from previous authors, especially Herodotus, re-reporting the Tanais has its sources in the Rhipecan Mountains that joined another long chain of mountains that stopped at the coast of Asia Minor, on one side, and at the Caspian Sea, on the other (Mela 1.19.109, 115, 117, 2.1, 3.5.36). As in Herodotus, the Rhipecan Mountains were impossible to traverse for Mela, as
the snow never stopped falling on them. The Hyperboreans lived beyond the Sea of Azov, as did the Issedones, Arimaspi and Griffins who looked for the gold (Herodotus 4.12–13; Mela 1.116–117, 2.1). They lived on the Asian coast under the pole, beyond the North Wind and the Rhiapan Mountains (Mela 3.5.36). Consequently, Mela was following Herodotus’ account which ultimately came from the Delians themselves. Mela, however, never had them come west to the head of the Adriatic as Herodotus had done. He continued consciously, or because he was simply reporting older traditions, to mix the real world of expanding geographical knowledge to the east and the Greek mythical parallel world, some features of which had become Roman by the time he was writing. Mela used Aristeas’ Arimaspi and the Hyperboreans, as reported by Herodotus, Homer’s Ethiopians and other material in Homer and Hesiod for locating the Scythians. Mela refrained, however, from mentioning any legends or myths pertaining to the Hyperboreans, who, for him, seemed to have functioned much more as a geographical marker indicating north than a mythical people. The zone of the Caspian Sea seemed to be the area where the real world slipped into the mythical parallel one, but Mela did not mythologize, he just reported earlier traditions. We really learn nothing new about the Hyperboreans from him.

Pliny, writing in the first century A.D., also follows the Delian strand of the legend and adds some details we have not previously encountered. He wrote the Sauromatae and Issedones lived to the north of the Sea of Azov (Map 4.2). Along the coast, as far as the river Don, lived the Maeotae, then, in the back of them, were the Arimaspi. To the north of the Arimaspi were the Rhiapan Mountains and a region called Pterophorus because of the feather-like snow, which continuously fell there. This is in all probability a reference to Herodotus’ feathers which the Scythians say fill the air and make it impossible to traverse, or even to see, the more northerly part of the continent (Herodotus 4.31). These feathers may be a reference to the swan which Apollo rode or to the swans which pulled Apollo’s chariot to the land of the Hyperboreans in Alcaeus’ text. In one passage, Pliny places the Rhiapan Mountains near the Sea of Azov, in another near the Colchians, and yet in another, north of the Jaxartes, where he adds “And in regard to no other region is there more discrepancy among the authorities, this being due as I believe to the countless numbers and the nomadic habits of the tribes” (Pliny, Naturalis Historia 4.12.78–79, 88–89, 5.27.98–99, 6.4.15, 6.5.19, 6.12.33–35, 50).

This part of the world lay under the condemnation of nature, as it was plunged into dense darkness and was only inhabited by frost and the chilly lurking-places of the North Wind. The idea corresponds to the early Greek belief concerning weather conditions in the lands north of the Mediterranean basin and to our earliest Greek source material which portrayed the Rhiapan Mountains as standing at the edge of the world, thickly wooded, as the central European forest, and shrouded in darkness. The latter contrasted the darkness of the human world with the unnaturally light of the sun in the world of the gods. It also formed the boundary between the real world of humankind and the unattainable world of the gods.
Map 4.2 The Hyperboreans according to Pliny (HN 4.26).

Pliny continued by stating that behind these mountains, beyond the North Wind, dwelt a happy people named the Hyperboreans, who lived to an extreme old age and were famous for legendary marvels. He wrote the hinges on which the firmament turned and the extreme limits of the revolutions of the stars were located in the land of the Hyperboreans. It had six months of daylight and a single day of the sun in retirement. Pliny, perhaps using Pindar and Hecataeus of Abdera as sources, presented the land of the Hyperboreans as a mythical golden-age utopia which had a region with a delightful climate, not effected by any harmful blast. The homes of the Hyperboreans were the woods and groves. They worshipped the gods (deorum cultus) in small groups and congregations. All discord and sorrow were unknown. The Hyperboreans only died by ritual suicide when they leapt off a rock into the sea (Naturalis Historia 4.12.89–90). The implication here is the Hyperboreans were mortals, which agrees with previous source material, but ritual anointing of their old age and suicide are not attested in any of the previous extant source material. The association with woods and groves, and worshipping in small congregations, makes us think of the Druids, but there is no formal connection made here. Pliny states that jumping into the sea is the most blissful burial. This sea may be an echo of the Other Sea which constituted the limit of the Hyperborean territory in earlier texts.

Pliny then gives an account of where his sources have placed the peoples he mentioned. He wrote that some of his sources have located them in Asia Minor, as there were similar people living in a similar location there. They were called the Attaci (Naturalis Historia 6.20.55). Others, Pliny continues, have placed them midway between sunrise and sunset, but, says this is impossible because of the enormous expanse of sea which comes in between. One wonders if this is a reference to the works of Homer, who placed the Ethiopians at both western and eastern extremities of the world known to the Greeks (Homer, Odyssey 1.22–23). We suppose the original author was referring to the Mediterranean, although it could also have been the Black Sea/Sea of Azov. Still
other sources to which Pliny had access located the Hyperboreans in a region having six months of daylight, thus, far to the north. These unspecified sources, to which modern scholars do not have access, said the Hyperboreans sowed in the mornings, reaped at noon, picked fruit from their trees at sunset and retired into caves for the night.

Pliny is certainly using Pindar here when he refers to the land of the Hyperboreans as a remote otherworldly paradise located at the edge of the world. The other features above refer to a mythical golden-age utopia in which everything comes forth in plenty and there is eternal peace and harmony. In this scenario, however, the Hyperboreans did actually have to till the soil and harvest, but Pliny makes it seem so effortless that the mythical golden-age utopian setting is preserved. The reference to picking fruit from the trees is perhaps an allusion to the apples of the Hesperides, also located in Greek myth at the ends of the earth. Pliny has the Hyperboreans living in caves and they did not want for anything. Food sprang from the ground in effortless abundance. Strife and phallic strivings were unknown.

After discussing the islands of the Black Sea, Pliny moved northwards, beyond the confines of the inhabited world known to the Greeks, to the coast of northern Europe (Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 4.13.93–94). He made reference to the Rhipean Mountains to the north of the Black Sea, but broke with mythological tradition by writing about what lay to the north of them without mentioning the Hyperboreans (Strabo 7.3.1 C295; Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 4.13.94). He recognized the existence in Book Six of an hour table which he thought passed from the land of the Hyperboreans to Britain, thereby situating them as Herodotus did to the north of the Black Sea/Sea of Azov/Caspian Sea zone (Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 6.39.219).

Pliny makes reference to both Herodotus and Callimachus, but the account has been changed. Following the Delian strand of the Hyperborean myth, he says many of his sources stated the Hyperboreans regularly sent the first fruits of their harvests to Delos as an offering to Apollo. Neither Herodotus nor Callimachus mentioned what the sacred offerings wrapped in wheat straw were. According to Pliny, virgins used to bring these offerings. For many years, they were held in veneration and hospitality, and entertained by the nations en route to Delos until, because of a violation of good faith, they started depositing their offerings at the nearest borders of their neighbors, who passed them on to their neighbors, and so on, until they reached Delos. This corresponds to the accounts of Herodotus and Callimachus, but Pliny did not specify a route nor who the neighbors of the Hyperboreans were. According to Herodotus, it was not because of a violation of good faith that the Hyperboreans started this practice, but rather because the virgins and the accompanying Peripherees did not return home. This, too, then, is a new element. Pliny continues saying this practice later ceased, the implication being the Hyperborean worship of Apollo at Delos also ceased before this time.

For the Hyperboreans, the sun rose once a year at midsummer and set once in midwinter. This again meshes with the idea, found in earlier source material such as Pindar, that in the world of the gods, there was an unnatural amount of sunlight which had to be balanced by a certain amount of human darkness to make conditions bearable enough to set up a sanctuary (Olympia), an intermediary place between the world of humans and that of the gods. The Hyperboreans themselves lived in a mythical golden-age utopian setting, halfway between the realm of the gods and that of humankind. Given this context, it was natural for the Hyperboreans to concern themselves with sanctuary
sites such as Olympia, Delos and Delphi, as they, too, were considered halfway between the world of humans and the realm of the gods. A remarkable detail is that they worshipped their gods in small groups and congregations. In previous sources, the Hyperboreans only worshipped one god, Apollo. Pliny did not give the names of the other gods, although one may surmise, from the tradition of the Hyperborean myth, they were Zeus, Leto, Artemis, Illithyia and perhaps Athena. For Pliny, it was impossible to doubt the existence of the Hyperboreans (Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 4.12.88).

A Stoic by the name of Hierocles, writing in the first half of the second century A.D., referred to a sub-group of the Hyperboreans called the Tarcunaeii. This name probably derives from Arcunia Mountain where there were reported to be gold-guarding griffins (Stephanus of Byzantium 603 Meineke). These griffins most probably came from Herodotus’ account and the Delian strand of the myth (4.13).

Antoninus Liberalis wrote about Clinis the Babylonian. He was so friendly with Apollo that he often accompanied the god on his visits to his temple among the Hyperboreans, where he witnessed the sacrifices of asses. This has surely been inspired by Pindar (*Pythian* 10.31–36). Later, Antoninus continues, Clinis got into trouble because he tried to sacrifice asses at home on his own account. In one version, Apollo appeared to him in person and threatened him with death if he attempted it, saying he wished only the Hyperboreans to bring him the sacrifice of asses, but Clinis and his son persisted, and, as a punishment, were devoured by the asses they intended to slay. In another version, Apollo turned his whole family into birds. The scholiast on the passage wrote the story was told by Boeus in the second book of his *Ornithogonia* and by Simmias in his *Apollo*. It seems fundamental to the story that the friendship with Apollo and the visit to the land of the Hyperboreans were only welcome when the Hyperboreans performed the sacrifices themselves, thus, reinforcing the idea of a fallen Golden Age in which humans had no place in the world of the gods. Just as humans should not eat nectar and ambrosia, the gods should not partake of flesh. There was an ordained order of things in the non-scientific, mythologizing approach to life which had to be respected. There was a temple consecrated to Apollo in the land of the Hyperboreans, as there was in the writings of Hecataeus of Abdera and Iamblichus. Simmias has also preserved Pindar’s idea that the land of the Hyperboreans was far away and of difficult access to the ordinary human. Both Powell and Bolton believe that Clinis is narrating the story and that he was giving an account of a ride in Apollo’s chariot on his way back from the land of the Hyperboreans, during which he described peoples, places and what he saw. The tale is not mythology, but a fourth century Alexandrian romantic invention, perhaps based loosely on the adventures of Aristeas of Proconnesus and on Alcaeus (Frag. 301 1 [a] Lobel and Page in Himerius, *Oration* 14.10–11), as there is no mention of Clinis in earlier literature and he is a Babylonian. It could also have been a parody based loosely on the latter.

Pausanias, writing about 150 A.D., was also a traveler and a geographer. He gave some interesting and different details concerning the Hyperborean myth. In his description of the small country towns of Attica, he mentions a town called Zoster (Girdle), where, in his day, there were altars to Athena, Apollo, Artemis and Leto. It was reported Leto did not give birth there, but that she loosened her girdle before giving birth on Delos (Pausanias 1.31.1). This tradition is first mentioned in a fragment by Hyperides in the fourth century (Frag. 70 Blass, 67 Jensen). Hyperides was a delegate to the
Amphictyonic Council of Delos and staunchly supported the claim of Athens to the presidency of the temple of Apollo on Delos. This may explain why Athena appears with the traditional triad of the Hyperborean legend: Leto, Apollo and Artemis. Hyperides, therefore, may have continued the early tradition of including Athens in the early myth, so that she could continue to lay claim to control of Delos as an important temple of Apollo. 90

Pausanias continues by stating that according to reports he had heard at the shrine of Apollo at Prasiae in Attica, the first fruits of the Hyperboreans came to Prasiae: the Hyperboreans handed them to the Arimaspi, who gave them to the Issedones, the Scythians brought them to Sinope and the Greeks then carried them to Prasiae, from where they were taken to Delos by Athenians (Map 4.3). This is the route one would have expected Herodotus to report because of his travels to the Black Sea/Sea of Azov area, as many of the Greek colonies which ringed the Black Sea were founded by Miletus, had strong cults to both Apollo and Artemis, connections with Delphi and because of Aristeas’ report on the peoples of that area contained in Herodotus. 91 These first-fruits were hidden in wheat-straw and no-one knew what they were (Pausanias 1.32.1). This may be a somewhat garbled version of Herodotus’ text, mixed with a few details from Callimachus and a new route, but it is the first text which states that the offerings came from the Hyperboreans to Prasiae in Attica. These have changed from mysterious sacred offerings to Hyperborean first-fruits, but have kept their wheat-straw wrapping (Herodotus 4.33; Callimachus, Delian [4] 275–299). The route is a combined one: the Hyperboreans gave the offerings to the Arimaspi, who gave them to the Issedones (Herodotus 4.33). The Issedones gave them to the Scythians who brought them to Sinope. Sinope was one of the earliest Greek foundations on the Black Sea, along with Trapezus

Map 4.3 Pausanias’ Hyperborean gift route
(Sinope’s daughter city) and Cyzicus on the Propontis. These were founded by Milesians (Ionians) who were fervent worshippers of Apollo. Greeks then carried the sacred gifts to Prasiae in Attica, where Athenians had the privilege of carrying them by themselves to Delos. There is not only an implication that the Arimaspi, Issedones and Scythians were subservient to the Greeks because they brought the Hyperborean gifts to Sinope, but also that the Greeks were in general subservient to the Athenians, as they carried the sacred gifts to Delos which they controlled. In the text, as in Aristeas (Herodotus 4.13), the Hyperboreans were pictured as living to the north of the Black Sea, but no other information is given about them. He does report that young girls in Delos used to cut a lock of their hair and offer it up on the tombs of the Hyperborean maidens while they were still virgins (Pausanias 1.43.4). This matches Herodotus’ information, but Pausanias called the Hyperborean maidens Hecaerige and Opis (Herodotus 4.33–34; Callimachus, Delian [4] 296–299). Herodotus called them Arge and Opis, who were buried on Delos and worshipped in quite a different way. Callimachus called them Loxo, Hecaerige and Opis (Callimachus, Delian [4] 292). Pausanias again seems to have mixed the two traditions which preceded him. He has changed the information in previous source material by writing that Illithyia came from the Hyperboreans to Delos to help Leto in her childbirth. Pausanias also says that other people got Illithyia’s name from the Hyperboreans, but does not say who these people were.

Pausanias continues by relating legends about the oracle of Apollo at Delphi in his tenth book. He reported that a woman of the district of Delphi named Boio wrote a Delphian hymn which said Olen and the Hyperboreans founded the oracle of Apollo at Delphi and that it was Olen who first prophesied and first sang the hexameter (Pausanias 10.5.7–8). This is consistent with Herodotus, who reported that Olen of Lycia in Asia Minor wrote a hymn in honor of Arge and Opis, and other hymns which were sung at Delos at an unspecified time before Herodotus’ day (Herodotus 4.35). He did not specify what was in these hymns. Herodotus did not say that Olen and the Hyperboreans founded Delphi, but that they were connected with the Hyperborean myth at Delos. According to Pausanias, Boio named Pegasus and Agigueus as Hyperboreans who helped to found the oracle at Delphi. This information is new.

Pausanias further informs us that the second shrine at Delphi was made of beeswax and feathers and sent by Apollo from the Hyperboreans (Pausanias 10.5.9–10). These feathers may be the same ones which were mentioned as falling snow in Scythia: they may be a direct reference to the swan, or to the swan-pulled chariot in which Apollo rode to go to and from the land of the Hyperboreans in winter, or to the Rhipean Mountains (Alcaeus Frag. 307 1 [c] Lobel and Page in Himerius, Oration 14.10ff; Herodotus 4.31). Pausanias uses Pindar as a source and says that Heracles introduced the olive into Greece by bringing it from the land of the Hyperboreans (Pindar, Olympian 3.11–17, 21–27; Pausanias 5.7.8). He defined the ethnic name Hyperboreans as “men living beyond the home of the North Wind.” Pausanias used the same Olen of Lycia from Herodotus’ writings, but said he composed a hymn called Achaea. Olen was the first to say Achaea came to Delos from the land of the Hyperboreans (Pausanias 5.78, 9.27.2). This is new information which does not appear in previous sources. He then wrote that a certain Melanopus of Cyme in Asia Minor composed an ode to the Hyperborean maidens Opis and Hecaerige, saying that the two traveled to Delos from the land of the Hyperboreans.
before Achaea did. This seems to be a different, but parallel tradition to that of Herodotus and Callimachus.\textsuperscript{97}

In the middle of the second century A.D., Ptolemy did not contest the existence of the Hyperboreans or the Rhipean Mountains. Using Herodotus as a source, he thought the Tanais (Don) and the Rha (Volga) had their sources in the Rhipean Mountains (Ptolemy 5.8.7). He labeled the Sarmatae as Hyperboreans (Ptolemy 5.8.10) and mentioned a Hyperborean Ocean to the north of the “Sacred Isle,” Ireland (Ptolemy 2.21).\textsuperscript{98} Thus, following the ideas put forward by Aristeas of Proconnesus in Herodotus, he placed the Rhipean Mountains in the middle of the Russian Steppe (Ptolemy 3.5.5). Although Ptolemy seems to be following primarily Aristeas of Proconnesus and perhaps Hesiod by placing the Rhipean Mountains and the Hyperboreans to the north of the land of the Scythians, he has slightly changed the legend by making the Sarmatae Hyperboreans. This was never the case before for this particular people, but the change may have been modeled on the tendency to consider the Arimaspi as Hyperboreans. What has not changed is the idea that the Rhipean Mountains and the Hyperboreans were far away at the edge of the world and the lands of the Hyperboreans were of difficult access. The region of the Black Sea, the Sea of Azov and the Caspian Seas continue to be viewed in Ptolemy as the edge of the known world, where the real world met the mythical parallel world. It is most intriguing that Ptolemy mentioned a sacred isle and a Hyperborean Ocean to the north of it. This may be an isolated reference to Hecataeus of Abdera’s island in the extreme north of the world.\textsuperscript{99}

Dionysius Periegeta also thought the Rhipean Mountains were the source of the Borysthenes River (Dionysius Periegeta, \textit{Orbis Descriptio} 315).\textsuperscript{100} At the end of the second century A.D., or at the beginning of the third, Pseudo-Plutarch qualified the Caucasus as the bed of Boreas, thereby identifying them with the Rhipean Mountains and the mythical edge of the world (Pseudo-Plutarch, \textit{De Fluviis} 5.3).\textsuperscript{101} He also wrote the Celts of the Northwestern European Islands lived for one-hundred-and-twenty years, making the Celtic lands into a mythical golden-age utopia located on the northern edge of the world (Pseudo-Plutarch, \textit{Placita philosophorum} 5.30 a-e; Tacitus, \textit{Dialogus} 17).\textsuperscript{102}

Priscian, again essentially following Herodotus, wrote in the third century that the Rhipean Mountains were located to the north of the Black Sea, but taking Pindar into account, he thought the Hyperboreans in previous times had been neighbors of the Ethiopians (Priscian 307, 570–575).\textsuperscript{103} Avienus, also following Aristeas of Proconnesus in Herodotus, located the Rhipean Mountains to the north of the Borysthenes (Avienus, \textit{Descriptio} 451).\textsuperscript{104} Marcian entered the Sea of Azov and the Sarmatic Ocean and located the Hyperboreans to the east of the Vistula (Marcian, \textit{Periplus} 2.39).\textsuperscript{105} He also located the Hyperborean Ocean north of the sacred isle as Ptolemy had done (Marcian, \textit{Periplus} 2.42).\textsuperscript{106} Eustathius, also using Herodotus and Damastes of Sigeum as sources, wrote that the Rhipean Mountains were actually Scythian. He placed them near the Borysthenes River. The Scythian lands continued to be identified as the limit between the real world of humankind and the start of the mythical parallel world of the gods and of god-like beings such as the Hyperboreans. The Hyperboreans lived beyond the Rhipean Mountains and their territory stretched down to the sea (Eustathius, \textit{Commentary on Dionysius Periegeta} 663). The Caucasus Mountains were thought of as going as far as India, on one hand, and the Urals on the other. They were northerly and reported to hold
the cave of the North Wind, transplanted from its original location of Mount Haemus in Thrace.107

Iamblichus (circa 250–325 A.D.) was born in Chalcis in Syria and studied under Porphyry in Rome or Sicily. He later founded his own school, possibly at Apamea. Iamblichus, then, was from the eastern theater of Greek colonization and was educated in the western theater. It would have been natural for him to transpose the myths, stories and legends with which he grew up from his home in the east to his place of education in the west. He wrote a book entitled On the Pythagorean Way of Life, which contains some elements concerning the relation between Pythagorean beliefs and the Hyperborean myth.108 To do this, he mentioned many of the elements cited in previous sources. Iamblichus drew heavily on the works of Porphyry, Heraclides Ponticus and Hermippus. He mentioned Abaris, but calls him a Scythian who came from the land of the Hyperboreans.109 This is new information, as it is implied the Scythians had access to the land of the Hyperboreans, while previous tradition states that, first, only the chosen few could go there, then only the Delians and Athenians had access, but by the fourth century, non-Greek peoples could also enter the Hyperborean lands. Abaris was a priest of Apollo, according to Iamblichus, in the Hyperborean lands. He was old and most wise in sacred matters. Abaris was returning from Greece to the Hyperborean lands so he could deposit the gold which had been gathered for Apollo in the temple of the Hyperboreans (Iamblichus, On the Pythagorean Way of Life 90–91).110 It is not terribly clear if this gold came from the offerings made to Apollo in the human world, or if it came from another source. As discussed in section one, gold is a metal that binds both the real world of the Greeks and their mythical parallel world of gods and superheroes together.

When he was passing through Italy, Pythagoras’ land of adoption, Abaris saw Pythagoras and believed he was his master in human form (On the Pythagorean Way of Life 91). In recognition of this, he gave Pythagoras an arrow, or Pythagoras took it from him, which he had when he left Apollo’s temple in the land of the Hyperboreans (On the Pythagorean Way of Life 91, 140–141). Abaris, according to the story reported by Herodotus, rode all around the world on this arrow without eating a bite (Herodotus 4.36). According to Iamblichus, he rode on it to cross impassable places, such as rivers, lakes, swamps, mountains. He also used it to perform purifications and to drive off plagues and winds from the cities when asked for assistance. When Pythagoras was in possession of the arrow, he took Abaris aside and showed him his golden thigh.111

In a further passage, similar to Herodotus’ account of Aristeas journeying to the land of the Issedones, Pythagoras was present on one and the same day in Metapontum and in Tauromenium, and conversed with followers in many both places (On the Pythagorean Way of Life 134–135). As we have seen, Metapontum was an important place for the Apolline cult, Apollo, Aristeas and the Hyperborean myth (Herodotus 4.13–15). Iamblichus transferred all the attributes of Apollo onto Pythagoras: infallible predictions of earthquakes, speedy prevention of plagues and violent winds, immediate cessation of hailstorms and calmings of river and sea waves. Pythagoras said he had been initiated in Thrace, one of the homes of the Hyperboreans and the origin of the Orphic cult (On the Pythagorean Way of Life 146). Iamblichus also wrote that in only one lecture, which Pythagoras gave to the general public when he arrived in Italy, more than two thousand individuals were captivated by his words. They no longer returned home, but built a great school and community which they named “Magna Graecia” (On the Pythagorean Way of
Life 30). The colonizing aspect of Apollo is preserved here, as it was in the Hyperborean myth. Some spread the report that Pythagoras was Pythian Apollo, others that he was Apollo from the land of the Hyperboreans (Aristotle Frag. 191 Rose/Frag. 1 Ross). As in the text of Pseudo-Plato, the Hyperborean myth has become a part of Pythagorean beliefs, used to illustrate their philosophy.

In Greek literary tradition, the Hyperboreans were a mythical people who lived in the extreme north of the world known to the Greeks. The earliest sources which have come down to us stressed the mountain aspect in the Hyperborean myth, as the Hyperboreans were reputed to live far to the north, above a range of lofty mountains which were thickly wooded, eternally covered in snow and shrouded in black night. It is also clear the name Hyperboreans has something to do with Boreas, the god of the North Wind, above whom, or at the back of whom, the Hyperboreans were thought to have resided. One may infer in some sources that Boreas lived on the northern side of the Rhipean Mountains, as the Hyperborean were thought to live “at the back of the North Wind” or “behind the North Wind” (Pindar, Olympian 3.31–35). In other sources, however, such as Hesiod and Callimachus, Boreas was thought of as living in or around Mount Haemus in Thrace, thus, the Hyperboreans may have been situated to the north of Thrace, at the sources of the Danube River.

The Rhipean Mountains formed an immense barrier between the world of humans and their mythical parallel world of Greek gods and mythical utopias which mortals of the Greek world could only traverse in certain circumstances determined by Apollo or Zeus. Yet, the Hyperboreans were mortal themselves and did not live with the gods, unless the gods went to visit them, as Apollo did. Beyond the Rhipean Mountains was the Other Sea in some sources, down to which the Hyperborean homeland stretched. The Rhipean Mountains protected the Hyperborean lands, a mythical golden-age paradise, from the pain and suffering of the human world. They were also of extremely difficult access, even to individuals such as Perseus. Yet, according to some traditions, the Hyperboreans ventured forth from their remote homeland to help found Delos, Delphi and Olympia, all important religious centers of mainland Greece. The Hyperboreans were thought to have traversed Greece during its mythical prehistory and to have left their mark on some of its innermost and sanctified places. These events allowed the Greeks the luxury of believing they had been chosen above all peoples by Zeus, Leto, Artemis, Apollo and Ilithyia, to house Apollo’s sacred shrines. The gods had chosen Delphi to house the navel of the world, Delos as the birth-place of the sacred twins and Olympia as the site of the sacred games in honor of Zeus. This argument is supported by the idea of a perfect climatic zone in which the Hyperboreans lived. They again picked Greece as a zone which resembled it imperfectly, as humans did Hyperboreans, as a reference to their own climatic zone (Herodotus 1.142, 3.106.16; Hippocratic Corpus, De aere aquis et locis 13, 15).

According to Herodotus’ account of Aristeas of Proconnesus (4.13), the Arimaspi pushed the Issedones out of their territory, the Issedones pushed the Scythians out of theirs and the Scythians in turn pushed the Cimmerians out of their lands, which caused them to invade Greek lands in the south. Aristeas presented a climatically structured ethnographic map in which concentric rings of humanity and mythical peoples press in on one another in competition for the temperate zone at the center, but the Hyperboreans do not participate in this struggle, as they are a peaceful people, devoted to the worship of
Apollo and as they could go to the center at any time. Indeed, they helped create the center. The Hyperboreans, then, represented a human ideal that Greek religious and philosophical communities aspired to attain, but could never. The present author does not agree with Romm’s interpretation: “In terms of their climatic insularity and their special relationship with Apollo, then, the Hyperboreans exemplify the scheme of inverse ethnocentrism.” The Hyperboreans represent direct ethnocentrism, as the Greeks felt the Hyperboreans had chosen them and their lands, above all other peoples, to house the Hyperborean shrines of Apollo, to travel to and to receive visitors from. Thus, the Greeks considered themselves as the center of the world and the center of their lands was the Omphalos at Delphi. Heracles visited the Hyperborean lands in pursuit of the doe with the golden antlers, a symbol of Artemis, and persuaded them to give the olive tree to him which he brought back to Greece and planted at Olympia, where he initiated games in honor of Zeus. Four Hyperborean maidens were actually reported to have been buried on Delos and an olive branch grew on one of their graves. It may have been symbolic of the tradition reported by Pindar. The Hyperboreans, then, had a significant role to play in the founding of three important centers of Greek religion. Because of this, they helped to create, and sometimes to maintain, important values in Greek thought, such as Justice, Right, moral purity and religiosity. In this way, they cannot be seen as simple northern geographical mirror-image counterparts of the southern Ethiopians. It is true there are similarities: the gods retired to the land of the Ethiopians for recreation and to enjoy being adored by them. Only one god, however, consistently went to the land of the Hyperboreans: Apollo. One could argue, based on the story of the doe with the golden antlers, that Artemis would also have found herself in the land of the Hyperboreans, but we do not know how or exactly what her role there is. Furthermore, based on Aristotle’s account, Leto came from the land of the Hyperboreans to Delos to give birth to the divine twins. The latter two traditions, however, do not seem to be generalizable and do not relate to the core of the myth.

The Hyperborean myth may date from as early as the eighth century, and possibly even earlier, as it may originally have been connected with the cult of Demeter at Anthela. Herodotus’ Hyperborean offerings do seem to fit more into an agrarian cult than into Apollo’s (Callimachus, Demeter 17–22). Why the sanctuary was moved and how the Hyperboreans became associated with the Apolline cult are not clear, but it is clear, however, that the Hyperboreans are consistently associated with Apollo throughout Greek literary history. The myth also appears to have been used in part to explain Greek territorial expansion and conquest by moving the Hyperborean homeland about Europe, Asia and western northern Africa, thereby pushing the edges of the world further afield as Greek colonization progressed. Mythology and religion seem to have been all important to the Greeks, as what they did and the conquests they made, they saw as having to be justified by them. The cult of Apollo was important to many of the colonies involved, as many of them were founded with the approval of Delphi. The individuals who populated them may have sent sacred offerings and gifts to the island of Delos and to Delphi. When the Greeks were colonizing the west, the Hyperboreans appeared in the Celtic lands to the north of the Greek colonies in the western Mediterranean theater. Moreover, the Hyperborean homeland was moved about to accommodate changes in Greek geographical knowledge, trade and colonization, using the divine justification of Apollo as a basis. Given this framework, it is not surprising that
the Scythians knew nothing about the Hyperboreans or their myth, as they were only a part of Greek mythology, not a part of Scythian legends, and, consequently, functioned solely within a Greek framework (Herodotus 4.13).

Literary sources attest a golden-age utopian existence as one of the features of the Hyperborean myth. Similar to Hesiod’s golden race, the Hyperboreans were not subject to aging, although they did die, sometimes for reasons stated, other times for unknown ones. They were not obliged to work for a living, but all good things sprang from the earth without great effort. The Hyperboreans were innocent of city life or complex organization. They were free from grief, anxiety, toil; they lived in peace with no knowledge of war. Their world seems to have been like gold to the ancients, which had a connotation of “eternal,” “imperishable,” as gold seemed practically indestructible despite the passage of time (Aeschylus, *Choepori* 372–374; Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 260–263). The Hyperboreans were portrayed most of the time as feasting and happy in an eternally opulent environment. The Hyperborean myth, however, is not a hero utopia, similar to the paradise prescribed for Menelaus (Homer, *Odyssey* 4.563–569). The Hyperboreans represented an intermediary stage between the world of the gods and that of humankind. Consequently, they may be a remnant of an earlier time when humans and gods dined and sat in council together, and when humans did not have to worry about old age taking them (Hesiod, *Catalogues of Women* Frag. 1 Merk.-West, *Works and Days* 110–120). Later on in Greek literary history, the “golden-age utopia” became a contemporary political, social or philosophical one which was described to follow a certain school of thought or to criticize Greek society. These stories of a northern paradise were grafted onto the original myth often to satisfy Alexandrian romantic tastes, especially during the third century. They also comprise Athenian propaganda which had as its goal the control of two major religious sanctuaries in the Greek world: Delos and Delphi.

During the fourth century, Theopompus invented a land called Meropis, a vast continent situated beyond the stream of Ocean. He populated it with idealized peoples, including the Eusebians or “Pietists,” who enjoyed a life much like that of the Hyperboreans. According to Theopompus, one day, the Meropians decided to pay a visit to the Greek world where they reached and met with the Hyperboreans. When they learned that the Hyperboreans were the most blessed of human peoples, they still looked with contempt on their base and wretched lot. They disdained to go any further (Aelian, *Varia Historia* 3.18). Theopompus evidently believed the Meropian reaction to the Hyperboreans was a comic extrapolation of the way the Hyperboreans regarded the Greeks from their privileged niche at the world’s edge. This is a vivid demonstration of how the Hyperborean myth was altered to criticize contemporary Greek society.

The land of the Hyperboreans was then a paradise located between the earthly world known to the Greeks and the world of the gods. It was sealed off to the north by an immense barrier of mountains which created both a special climate and atmosphere. The Hyperborean lands were the part-time residence of Apollo, and that was for the winter months. Access was give to Perseus and Croesus, but denied to Aristeas. With the Alexandrian concept of a utopia, access to the Hyperborean lands became easier. The Hyperboreans were reported to have long life, but did, in the end, die. Their society was based on an ideal of justice, law, purity and peace, things which the human world of the Greeks experienced as difficult to attain and which became philosophical ideals to groups
such as the Neo-Pythagoreans. Hyperborean society was not characterized by harsh poverty, but by comfortable opulence. These characteristics may correspond to a Greek aristocratic ideal of opulence, good living, freedom from sickness, justice, purity, social responsibility, correct moral values and longevity.

It is clear that Aristeas’ account in Herodotus is a composite one. The Hyperboreans themselves appear to be Greek, unless they were originally brought from Thrace by Orpheus or someone like him. They could be a holdover from earlier, possibly Mycenaean or dark-age, trading contacts with wealthy northern peoples, whose lands were uncharted, dangerous and little known to the Greeks of the ninth/eighth centuries. Apollo himself may be symbolic of Greek trading voyages to the north of which the source for Avenius’ *Ora Maritima*, Pytheas’ voyage and Pseudo-Scymnus’ tales represent the latest examples, but these are the only traditions which have come down to us. The sacred offerings may originally have represented northern goods sent to the Mediterranean basin. It may have been that Greek merchants, travelling north to trade their wares, took their cult of Apollo and the readymade Hyperborean myth with them. Alternatively, the Hyperborean paradise could have also been conditioned by the opulence they experienced and saw in the north in the Hallstatt power centers of central and Western Europe. Many of the Greek cities on the Adriatic, in Italy and on the shores of the Black Sea had important Apolline cults. Cyzicus, for example, was named after a son of Apollo and the god was particularly closely connected with the city (Strabo 12.3.22–23 C551). Trading routes south may have become the routes taken by the sacred Hyperborean offerings. The above is a working hypothesis for which there is little concrete evidence, but it seems at least reasonable given the context, especially as we know from archaeology that some Greek colonies in southern Italy, Sicily and in southern France did a thriving business with the Celtic Hallstatt palaces of the north and that diplomatic gifts were also involved. These factors could explain in part why certain texts, which we will examine in section three of the present work, identify the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones and the Hyperboreans with Celts. Based on our enquiry in this section, we may now assert that the Hyperborean myth has specific features and a specific history within Greek literary tradition. Some of these features fit the Celtic context when certain authors transposed the Hyperboreans from east to west. Our task in section three is to in part examine how closely these Hyperborean features fit the Celtic context in order to try to determine why our authors and texts identified the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones and the Hyperboreans with Celts.
Section Three
The Hyperboreans and the Celts: A Case of Mistaken Identity?
Chapter Five
Antimachus of Colophon

Stephanus of Byzantium grouped Protarchus’ and Antimachus’ fragments together, as they were referring to the same myth. They both involve the transposition of the Hyperboreans, the Arimaspi and the Rhipean Mountains from east to west. The key question here is to explore possible reasons why Protarchus and Antimachus identified the Rhipean Mountains with the Alps. Including the Arimaspi makes one think of Aristeas of Proconnesus (Herodotus 4.13) as an ultimate source which was then transposed from east to west. Damastes of Sigeum’s account is nearer to the fragments of Protarchus and Antimachus though, as he gives the Arimaspi as living directly below the Rhipean Mountains and the Hyperboreans themselves. Protarchus’ and Antimachus’ fragments are, to the knowledge of the present author, the only texts in extant Greek literature which assert that the Arimaspi live to the north of the Rhipean Mountains. Moreover, Stephanus of Byzantium (118.6 Meineke) adds the Arimaspi were a Hyperborean people. The transposition of the Hyperborean legend from east to west may simply have been a question of poetic license, or perhaps Antimachus made the reference to satisfy a patron located in Sicily or Italy, as their power was on the rise. No concrete evidence, however, has come to light that he ever composed for a Sicilian tyrant as for example Pindar did. Moreover, I believe other factors make the identification of the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones a mythical parallel of a historical process. If we consider Antimachus of Colophon as a product of his times and the world in which he lived, these factors are to be found not only in what we know of his life and poetry, but also in the Greek presence and history of their colonization in the west. Certain details concerning Antimachus’ life are particularly important and will help us to understand how and why he transposed the Hyperborean myth from east to west.

The Suda reports Antimachus was born before Plato (circa 429–347) (Suda 1.237 Adler). Apollodoris places his floruit about 404. These two sources imply a birthdate about the middle of the fifth century. He would then have been between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-five years old when the Celts started their migrations in the last quarter of the fifth century and approximately between the ages of forty and sixty years old when the Celts sacked Rome. Antimachus grew up in a town which had a rich poetic tradition: such poets as Mimnermus and Xenophanes had come before Antimachus and other poets such as Hermesianax, Phoenix and Nicander were to follow him. The Suda that informs us Antimachus was a pupil of both Panyassis and Stesimbrotus. Wilamowitz suggested Antimachus studied under Panyassil because he became an epic poet and a pupil of Stesimbrotus because he was a Homeric scholar (Xenophon, Symposium 3.5, 4.6; Jacoby, FGrH 107 T4). Pfeiffer stresses that Antimachus is the only pre-Hellenistic author of an edition of Homer, possibly including a commentary, of which we can be
It was through this editorial work of Homer that he earned his reputation as *doctus poeta*.

Antimachus seems to have written in a severe, rather obscure, involved style. He had a penchant for rare archaic terms. He was also a determined eccentric who impressed both the wayward and the pedantic. His manner was less spontaneous, more allusive and even deliberately pedantic in relation to previous authors. Antimachus is sometimes claimed by modern scholars to be a precursor of the Hellenistic poets. Moreover, and similarly to Pindar, he showed he could adapt the tradition he had inherited and studied to invent new pieces for his own purposes. Antimachus’ most famous work appears to have been the *Thebaid*, as he was admitted to the Alexandrian canon of epic poets and is often mentioned with other poets. He seems to have treated the wanderings of Leto and perhaps the birth story of the divine twins Artemis and Apollo in his poem entitled the *Lyde* (Frag. 78 Schober, Frag. 783 Pfeiffer, Frag. 94 Matthews). If Antimachus knew this part of the story, we may safely assume he also knew about the Hyperborean involvement in the legend of the birth of the sacred twins and about the Hyperborean gift routes given by Herodotus and Callimachus. Antimachus may well have even penned an intermediary version of the gift route himself that was different from both those of Herodotus and Callimachus. If he did, however, no such fragment has come down to us. In addition, Ovid refers to Antimachus as the *Clarian Bard* (Ovid, *Tristia* 1.6.1–4, 5 Wyss, 29 Gentili-Prato, 6 Matthews). As Apollo’s sanctuary and grove at Clarus had fallen under Colophonian control by the middle of the fourth century, Matthews postulates Ovid was adding luster to Antimachus, and, thus, to his comparison by associating him with the famous god of Clarus, a god with an interest in poetry and music. While not denying Matthews’ suggestion, Ovid’s reference may also be stressing that Antimachus grew up with and was somehow involved in, or at least knew the tenets of, the Apolline cult practised at Clarus. By calling Antimachus the *Clarian Bard*, Ovid is showing his awareness that Colophon and Clarus shared a political, cultural and religious identity, but he may well have been hinting at some deeper involvement on the part of Antimachus, at least at some time during his life. This argument is further supported by Antimachus’ poem concerning the goddess Artemis, worshipped next to Apollo in his native city of Colophon.

To sum up, Antimachus was brought up in a city that had an outstandingly rich poetic tradition, that he inherited. He was known in antiquity as both an epic and elegiac poet, but more importantly for our purposes, as a poet who knew how to transform this tradition according to his own needs and wants. This is not enough, however, to explain why Antimachus transposed the Hyperborean legend from east to west: he did so because he was mythologizing a specific historical process that had been taking place for centuries and that was continuing to take place during his own lifetime. Italy had no Greek prehistory, therefore, one needed to be created.

Greek colonization on the shores of the western Mediterranean is well documented and forms an essential part of any history of the Greek world. The Greek cities in the west were prosperous *nouveaux riches*, their temples were that little bit bigger than those in mainland Greece, their art a little bit more ornate. Artists and philosophers could readily be enticed from Greece by commissions or lecture tours and their work did not always suffer. The western lands were fertile, their prosperous soils helped create great cities. Sybaris grew so rich that its name remains a synonym for voluptuous luxury.
Furthermore, the western Greeks flaunted their success. They embarked upon sizable building projects whose architecture rivaled or outshone similar complexes at home. Passionate about athletics, they dominated the Olympic Games for many years. They also commissioned a number of great artworks in antiquity.

During the eighth century, when the Greeks started to migrate west, they took with them their civilization, language, culture, identities, mentalities and their way of life, including their beliefs, myths, legends and literature. They did more, however, than just transport their literature from east to west in their hearts and minds, they modified it to make it seem as if it had originated in the west. They named new islands and territories after places and individuals in epic stories and myths they already knew so well, especially the Odyssey. The so-called “Nestor Cup” discovered on the site of the ancient Pithecussae, founded near the Bay of Naples in the first half of the eighth century, tells us the Greek colonists who lived there were cultivated, well aware of Greek culture and literature, and must have known the Homeric poems, or versions of them. Furthermore, they were eager to justify their claim to these new islands and territories either by transposing existing Greek myths, sagas and legends from east to west or by creating new ones to fit the context. Hesiod mentions the mythical Eridanus River, identified with either the Rhone or the Po, and later used in the Hyperborean myth (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 4.592–626), in the western theater of Greek colonization and in patently Celtic territory (Hesiod Frag. 153.23 Merk-West). The real Eridanus river flowed under the northwest corner of the Agora at Athens (Hesiod, Theogony 338; Strabo 9.1.19 C397; Pausanias 1.195). It would seem the Eridanus was transposed from mainland Greece to Italy at some point before Hesiod was writing, or at least that the mythical Eridanus river in the west was named for the real river in Athens. To support this hypothesis, one need only think of the Ilius sited next to the Eridanus in Athens which we know was used in the Greek myth of Boreas’ kidnapping of Orithyia (Plato, Phaedrus 229a-e; Strabo 7.3.1 C295). Moreover, the Nostoi of individuals who were traditionally believed to have had fought in the Trojan War and who had “returned” to Italy proved in the minds of some authors that the Greeks had been in Italy during the Heroic Age. In addition, the western Greeks believed that when their families had colonized Italy, their forebears were actually returning to a region that had been known to the Greeks during the Golden Age. The transposition of everything Greek to the lands of the western Mediterranean was so successful that Pompeius Trogus, himself of Celtic origin, wrote during the Augustian period that “Greece had not emigrated to Gaul, but Gaul was seen to have been transformed into Greece” (in Justinus 43.3.4–16). Given the historical process of Greek colonization in the western Mediterranean, as well as the examples cited above, it does not seem so strange that both Protarchus and Antimachus would have wanted to transpose the Hyperborean myth from east to west in order to help create a mythical past for Italy and Sicily.

Another reason for this identification may be found in the religious aspects of the process of colonization itself: Greek colonization during the archaic and classical periods usually meant the establishment of independent city-states (poleis) in distant lands. Religion was of central importance in the foundation of Greek colonies. It provided both the concrete and symbolic framework of “foundation” through the creation of sanctuaries, the establishment of cults, the transfer of sacred fire, the regulation of the sacred calendars, the setting up of altars and so forth. While the cult of Apollo was certainly
not the only one rendered in the Greek colonies of Italy, Sicily and southern France, Apollo as a god and his oracle at Delphi played a key role in their foundation and subsequent history from the shores of the Black Sea to the western Mediterranean. Furthermore, it is logical to suggest that Greek colonists brought the Hyperborean legend with them to the west as part of the Apolline cult. While the subsequent history of each colony is particular, the foundations and the foundation processes contain practices common to most.

Given this context of transposing myths, legends, sagas and stories from east to west, as well as the role of the Apolline cult in the Greek colonization of the western Mediterranean, the identification of the mythical Rhipean Mountains and the real Alps seems both logical and reasonable. Both conjure up the same image: a huge mass of lofty, impenetrable mountains which were impossible to traverse and which were always covered in snow. Furthermore, both were thought of as having harsh, cold northern winds blowing from them, or from above them. It is quite possible that early on in the period of the Greek colonization of the west, the Alps constituted a real barrier to the access of the lands to the north, or that perhaps this access was controlled by Celtic middlemen who wished to protect their markets from foreign intrusion.

The earliest of the Greek colonies in the west had been deliberately planted in a position which was particularly favorable for trade with Etruria at Pithecusae and Cumae. During the eighth century, relations between the Etruscans and areas north of the Po intensified. The Golasecca peoples, Celts themselves, had acted as a bridge between the Mediterranean and central European worlds, controlling the routes to important Alpine passes, such as the Saint Gotthard and Saint Bernard, since at least the Bronze Age (Map 5.1). During the seventh century, Vetulonia was the leading center of Etruscan trade with the north and Bologna was the heart of a network of relations which included the upper Po valley, Alpine and northern Alpine territories. Imports from Etruria to the western Hallstatt and Golasecca areas were significant in both quality and quantity. The Greeks had already been involved in extensive overseas trading enterprises in the east and in Egypt, and it would be idle to pretend that considerations of trade did not provide some part of the motive in founding many colonies, and the major part in a few. This presupposes knowledge of possible sites for colonial development which could have been brought back by Greek merchants who had already explored the shores of the western Mediterranean. There is evidence for their activity in the pre-colonial vases found in Etruria (at Veii), Campania (at Capua and Pontecagnano) and in Sicily (at Villasmundo). The earliest Greek colonies in the west were founded by Euboeans not on the nearest good farmland, but in a position which gave the most immediate opportunities for trade with Etruria, as the Etruscans were conducting a thriving commerce with the northern peoples on both sides of the Alps. These Greek establishments were then supported by foundations safeguarding the passage to them through the Straits of Messina. There also exists evidence to suggest that the Greeks did the same in southern France and northern Africa. As in the east, the commodities most sought after were metals: iron, copper and tin. These commodities were in part at least procured from sources to the north of the Alps, in the Celtic lands. Massalia, the modern Marseille in southern France, was founded primarily as a port for trade with these lands via the Rhone River and points north, and also the maritime tin route from the
northwestern European Islands. Once her routes were closed to further trading, new towns on the North Adriatic took her place.

![Map 5.1 The Golasecca world](image)

Tin reached the Mediterranean in two ways: first, overland through France, whence it could be supplied to the metal-working centers of Etruria. This necessitated taking the imported materials over the Alps from the Celtic lands and into Etruria. This route was the one the Greeks first tapped into through the Euboean foundations of Pithecussae and Cumae, safeguarded by their colonies on the Straits of Messina and later pursued by their colonies in the south of France. The other tin route was by sea to the south of Spain, where there were other important natural resources to be obtained, notably silver. Once the trading routes via Etruria had been secured by the Greeks, well before the end of the eighth century, only the Spanish routes were open, and this the Phoenicians secured by their foundations at Carthage, the coasts of southern Spain, northern Africa, western Sicily and probably Sardinia, before the end of the eighth century.

The area of the Alps, north and south, east and west, as a whole, constituted an important trading mart for Phoenicians, Etruscans, Cathaginians and Greeks. Since the Bronze Age, well-known north-south trading routes went to the head of the Adriatic and into northern Italy. Amber, salt, gold, silver, textiles and agricultural produce were traded north, south and west. There was little tin, but luxuries and the Iris flower were also traded. Celts paid for Greek imports in perishable goods, cattle, slaves, timber and dogs. The Celtic lands were already well-known for being extremely rich in gold and silver (Strabo 7.2.2 C293). Etruscans, Greeks, and Celts all used an orientalizing griffin motif in their art in Italy, which would have also fit with Herodotus’ account of gold-guarding griffins in the context of the transposition of the Hyperborean myth from east to west (Herodotus 4.33). To access this essentially Etruscan mart, the Greeks established trading posts and colonies on both sides of the Adriatic. At the head of the Adriatic, a
The direct route from Greece was in use already by 600 and its effect can be seen on the “situla art” bronzes of the eastern Alps and Este in the Po Valley. These offer an intriguing mixture of Greek and Etruscan styles adapted to serve the representations of local life. The influence persisted, and on a bronze of the early fifth century, an individual who could well be interpreted as a Celt, wearing a tartan garment, typical celtic dress, has climbed onto a couch for a feast, like any Greek or Etruscan (Figure 5.1).

During the sixth century, Etruscan expansion to the south was being contained by the Greeks thus they looked toward the northeast. The Etruscans founded a group of cities here with their center at Felsina (Bologna). The attraction was probably two-fold: excellent farmland and the trade routes from the north via Switzerland and the Alps. During the second half of the sixth century, Felsina and other sites began to receive a great quantity of Athenian vases.

Adria was founded about this time as a coastal city in the north of the Po delta. From the sixth century on, it was an important entrepot for Greek and Etruscan trade with the Po valley and Europe. Epigraphy suggests that the city was originally an Aeginetan foundation which came under Etruscan control in the fifth century (cf. Livy 5.33.8). Colonna suggests there were Aeginetans, Athenians and Milesians who inhabited Adria and that their commerce with the north was indeed great. He further suggests that it was in this context that the dedication to Apollo Aiginatas from the end of the sixth century by the wealthy Sostrus of Aegina must be understood at Gravisca, as well as the Greek pottery which dominates at Felsina. Herodotus knew of a successful Aeginetan trader in the west of this name. Moreover, the SO graffiti and dipinti found on many Athenian vases exported to Etruria have also been associated with him (Herodotus 4.152). Archaeological evidence shows Celts, Etruscans and Greeks mixed in this area and that both the

Figure 5.1 Bronze Plaque from Carceri, Italy. Drawing by Marion Cox. From The Greeks Overseas: Their Early Colonies and Trade by John Boardman, published by Thames and Hudson, London and New York, 1988
Etruscans and the Greeks had an abundant commerce with the Hallstatt palace economies of middle and northern Europe before the commerce from Massalia began to dominate the sector (Herodotus 4.49; Livy 39.55; Justinus 20.1.11; Pseudo-Scylax 16–18). Rich archaeological evidence suggests diplomatic gifts, trading agreements and perhaps even military co-operation with both Etruscans and Greeks during the sixth and fifth centuries, exactly at the time the Greeks were expanding their northern commerce and making great progress at dominating the Etruscans.

In the town of Mont Lassois overlooking the Seine, a little over one hundred miles south-east of Paris, lies a crucial point where the river becomes no longer easy to navigate and goods had to be unloaded for the journey south to the Saone, the Rhone and Marseilles, or to the native cities of the east, or through the Swiss passes into northern Italy. Some have held it was by this last route that the Greek finds in central and eastern France arrived, but during the sixth century, the Marseilles route is vouched for by the Massaliot pottery found at Mont Lassois, while strong Greek interest in northern Italy and the Po Valley comes only later. In 1953 a burial mound of a Celtic woman was excavated at Vix, the cemetery of Mont Lassois, and yielded the largest and finest Greek bronze crater yet known (Figure 5.2). Its neck was decorated in relief with warriors and chariots, its handle with gorgons, all its moldings exquisitely cast and chased (Figure 5.3). It stood nearly 1.64m high with its lid which was a dish with a superb statuette of a woman in its center as a handle. It had traveled in pieces, some of them lettered with Greek script to facilitate its reassembly on arrival. While there is no general agreement among specialists as to where this item was produced exactly, Sparta, Tarentum, Corinth or Rhegium, it is thought that it reached the Celtic lands via Magna Graecia. Accompanying it were three Etruscan bronze vases, two clay Athenian cups, one of the 520’s, which dates the burial to the end of the sixth century, as well as other bronzes, ornaments and jewelry, including the gold diadem on the young woman’s head.

In 1863, another tumulus about two miles away had been excavated and found to contain a Greek bronze vessel of a very different type. It was a cauldron having four griffin protomes below its rim, complete with its tripod stand. This is a late example of an orientalizing cauldron of the first half of the sixth century and it has been postulated it was made in the west, at Cumae or Tarentum, but it may also have been from another western city or even an eastern Greek city as so many of the others. A griffin from another such cauldron was found in the Loire near Angers. This has taken us far to the west to one of the other possible tin routes from the English Channel and Brittany, which passed along the Loire to the Rhone.
Figure 5.2 Volute Mixing Bowl Found at the Vix Tomb (Côte d’Or, France), about 530. Hellenic Workmanship, Châtillon sur Seine, Musée Archéologique. From Greek Bronzes by Claude Rolley, published by Sotheby’s Publications/Chesterman Publications, London, 1986 146 Photo 129.

Far to the east of Mont Lassois, the spread of Greek goods during the sixth century is marked by other east Greek bronze vases and Athenian pottery. A notable find is the bronze vase from Sparta/Tarentum made about 600 from Grächwil, Switzerland. At
Asperg, near Stuttgart, is a Hallstatt burial of the early sixth century which recalls Mount Lassois as it contained a Greek tripod stand and Greek ivory sphinxes with amber faces from Italy.

**Figure 5.3** Frieze of the Figures on the Volute Mixing Bowl found at the Vix Tomb (Côte d’Or, France), about 530. Assembled on site in the Celtic lands following an order set out in Greek letters. Châtillon sur Seine, Musée Archéologique. From *Greek Bronzes* by Claude Rolley, published by Sotheby’s Publications/Chesterman Publications, London, 1986 145 Photo 128

Furthermore, not far away at Hochdorf, another Hallstatt grave found in 1978, includes a bronze cauldron with three loop handles and lions on the shoulder, as well as other works said to be of Mediterranean, probably Italian and Etruscan manufacture. Greek pottery has also been unearthed at the fortress town of Heuneberg overlooking the Schwabian Danube, just south-west of Munich.

For evidence of Greeks actually living and working in Etruria, the literary record shows one Demaratus, a Corinthian noble, who emigrated about the middle of the seventh century at a time of political crisis at home, and settled in Etruria, at Tarquinii,
where he married a local lady, sired the fifth king of Rome (Tarquinius Priscus) and carried on a prosperous business. Gravisca, port of the Etruscan Tarquinii, had a rich Greek quarter from the early sixth century on, including Greek temples. The archaic imported pottery includes an unusually high proportion of eastern Greek wares and a bronze griffin of Samian type.

Literary evidence also suggests that Celts were working in Rome at this time. Pliny (Naturalis Historia 12.2.5) refers to a certain Helicus, a Celt from the Alps of what is today is called Switzerland, who was working in Rome as an artisan. Even if this passage refers to a later time than the sixth/fifth centuries, it may represent a long-standing tradition and a metaphor for what had been happening on a larger scale: Rome, as an Etruscan and Greek city, was being included with the Celts in the north-south trade. Archaeology also tells us of a Celt working in Etruria during the end of the sixth/beginning of the fifth centuries with the Catacina tomb of Orvieto. Other archaeological and epigraphical evidence dating from the sixth century testifies to the fact that Celtic dignitaries frequented at least Orvieto in Etruria and certainly their Celtic compatriots on the southern side of the Alps.

Spina was established about 520/510 on what was the mouth of the southern arm of the Po delta, not far north of Ravenna. It seems to have been established by the Etruscans to compete with the Aeginetan foundation of Adria. Like the latter, it supplied Felsina and Etruria Padana, and ultimately Europe to the north of the Alps with both fine Etruscan bronzes and the products of the rich fifth-century Greek commerce. A great quantity of Attic red-figure and other Greek pottery has been recovered from the Valle Trebbia and Valle Pega cemeteries. These cemeteries of Spina have proved to be one of the greatest single sources of fine Athenian vases in the Greek world or outside it. Of the more than four-thousand vases discovered, the earliest date from about 520. Nearly all the imported vases are Athenian and many are of the highest quality. A Greek trading colony seems to have been established in a city founded by the Etruscans, or perhaps even a wholly Greek foundation which admitted Etruscan families from the neighboring cities. The Greeks, like the Etruscans and the Celts, were attracted by the croplands of the Po Valley and the routes to the north. Spina also had a sanctuary to Apollo, exercised a considerable naval influence in the Adriatic and maintained a treasury at Delphi (Strabo 5.1.7 C314).

Control of the eastern Adriatic was possibly gained by the Greeks during the fifth century, between 480 and 400, the years during which the trade with Athens reached its greatest expansion. Thus, by Antimachus’ and Herodotus’ time, the Adriatic mart was in full use (Herodotus 3.115).

About the time Antimachus was living and writing, this long tradition of Celtic, Etruscan and Greek trade was drawing to a close. About the middle of the fifth century, Hallstatt society appears to have suffered a crisis. Rapid decline set in. A phase of major Celtic population movements across Europe ensued. The Celts traveled to Italy, Greece, Asia Minor and deep into Europe as far east as the Carpathian mountains and as far as Ireland in the west (Livy 5.34). It was just such early movements which brought early Rome to its knees, led to the sack of Delphi and generally shook the Mediterranean world.

Hallstatt fortress-towns were abandoned and there was a general shift of wealth and power towards the east and the north. Inland, the imported bronzes and pottery are no
longer Greek, but Etruscan. Bronze-age routes south through the Alps and Switzerland to northern Italy continued to be used. Within a single generation the western Greeks had lost their routes through the Strait of Gibraltar and France, but their cities were wealthy and well-established, strong enough to resist the Carthaginians, the Etruscans and the Celts. Already, other Greeks had moved up the Adriatic to meet these routes into northern Italy.

Because of the rich trade with the north and religious beliefs, some Greeks may have mythologized the northern Celtic lands, those above the Alps, as a place from where abundant products of all types and descriptions came, as a place where the inhabitants lived in eternal happiness on the edge of the known world. Some Greek merchants may even have already penetrated northwards into the Hallstatt lands, where they may have seen with their own eyes that the Hallstatt aristocracy lived in an eternal symposium, joyously feasting and singing in the same manner as the legendary Hyperboreans. The opulence of Greek diplomatic gifts to Celtic chieftains and of the orders of Celtic chieftains from Greek workshops in Magna Graecia, such as the Vix crater, may have contributed to this idea.

Stephanus of Byzantium presented Protarchus’ and Antimachus’ fragments together in his *Ethnica*, as they were both referring to the transposition of the Hyperborean myth from east to west, from Antimachus’ native Asia Minor to the western theater of Greek colonization. This transposition may be viewed as a part of an ongoing process creating a mythical tradition to explain and justify Greek colonization of these lands. A poet such as Antimachus could adapt Greek myth and legend to create a world in which the Greek presence in the west had always existed. Within this transposition from east to west, both Protarchus and Antimachus identified the Alps with the mythical Rhipean Mountains and tacitly Celts with the Hyperboreans. It still remains unclear as to why precisely Protarchus and Antimachus did this, as we find no evidence of either one of them composing poetry for a western patron, although Greek colonization and presence in the west clearly act as a backdrop for this transposition. Although nothing has come down to us concerning Protarchus and little is known about Antimachus’ life circumstances, we do know Antimachus was from Colophon. We also know Colophon had a short-lived colonial experience in Italy. Siris is supposed to have been founded before 650 by settlers from Colophon who had been driven out of their homes by Lydians. Although Siris was then an isolated Ionian colony on a coast otherwise dominated by Dorian settlers, it did prosper for a while. It shared in the overland trade west to the Tyrrhenian Sea. Siris, however, was destroyed before Antimachus was born by its non-Ionian neighbors Metapontum, Sybaris and Croton. If the foundation of Siris had something to do with Antimachus’ transposition of the Hyperborean myth from east to west, we have no evidence as to how it fits into his thinking.

This transposition was further reinforced by Greek colonists who themselves had brought both the cult of Apollo and the Hyperborean myth with them to Italy and Sicily. Epigraphic and archaeological sources support this hypothesis in so far as the cult of Apollo is concerned, but the situation regarding the Hyperborean myth is not as clear. If we suppose, however, that the Hyperborean myth was part and parcel of the Apolline cult and that Apollo’s oracle at Delphi was a key factor in the Greek colonization of the west, we may then safely assume the Hyperborean myth was brought by Greek settlers to Italy and Sicily.
We have seen in section two and in the present chapter that the Greeks were engaged in active trading in the Adriatic from the time the first Greek colonies were founded in Italy and Sicily. According to Herodotus, who was conducting his research a few years before Antimachus was writing, the Hyperboreans passed their sacred offerings, wrapped in wheat straw, to their neighbors, the Scythians. They were then taken by neighboring peoples in succession until they got as far west as the Adriatic (Herodotus 4.33). Herodotus’ report may already be viewed as an intermediate stage in the transposition of Hyperborean myth from east to west. Another fact in this transposition may have been the use of griffins in the west by the Greeks, Etruscans and Celts. As the lands of the Celts to the north were known to be rich in gold, the gold-guarding griffins in Herodotus’ account may have become associated by Protarchus and Antimachus with those used as an artistic motif in the west.

Finally, the sizable and extremely profitable trading mart north and south of the Alps, facilitated by Golasecca Celts may have contributed to the mythologizing of the opulence of the Hallstatt ruling elite as individuals who lived life in an eternal symposium, praising the Celtic equivalent of Apollo, the god Borvo.

While it remains unclear how much of the context of the northern Italian trading mart Antimachus of Colophon and Protarchus would have been aware of, it seems plausible that these fragments were written at a time when the Greek colonization of Sicily and Italy was expanding and the Greeks were getting more powerful in their western theater of operations. This, coupled with their efforts to show they were just as Greek, or even more so, as the Greeks of the mainland, and the tradition of Apollo and his oracle at Delphi as founders of the the Greek colonies of Magna Graecia and Sicily, made an ideal context for the transposition of the Hyperborean myth from east to west. If we knew more about Antimachus’ life circumstances, we could perhaps elaborate on these themes, but as we do not, we must confine ourselves to the written evidence: Protarchus and Antimachus identified the Alps with the mythical Rhipean Mountains and by extension Celts with the mythical Hyperboreans as part of the creation of a mythical Greek past for Italy and Sicily. They seem to have provided us with a mythical parallel of a historical process, a hybrid of fact and fiction.
Chapter Six

Heraclides Ponticus

The fragment of Heraclides Ponticus which concerns us in this chapter is recorded in Plutarch (*Camillus* 22). Plutarch reports that Heraclides, who lived not long after the sack of Rome, wrote in his treatise *On the Soul*, based on an unnamed source in the west, about how an army of the Hyperboreans had come afar and captured a Greek city called Rome situated somewhere on the shores of the Great Sea. This fragment seems curious as both Aristotle and Theopompus, writing about the same time, also mentioned the sack of Rome, but both correctly identified the invaders as Celts, rather than Hyperboreans. Plutarch then promptly dismisses Heraclides as a fabulous and fictitious writer who decked out the true story of the capture of Rome with his “Hyperboreans” and his “Great Sea.” The treatise, unfortunately for us, is now lost. Only minimal fragments have come down to us. The problem which preoccupies us here is the question of why Heraclides Ponticus identified the Hyperboreans with Celts and the mythical Rhipean Mountains with the real Alps. As with Antimachus of Colophon, some details concerning Heraclides’ life and work are most important for understanding why he made this identification.

Heraclides Ponticus was also born in Asia Minor in Heraclea Pontica on the Black Sea coast, hence the name Ponticus. He came from a wealthy family and one which claimed descent from Damis, one of the founders of the city, originally a Boeotian colony (Frag. 2 Wehrli). Thus, mythologizing and the creation of a mythical prehistory for his city were part of his own family context. The date of his birth has been the subject of much dispute, but Heraclides seems to have been born about the same time the Celts sacked Rome (Frags. 1, 2, 46a and 102 Wehrli; *Suda* Volume 2 No. 463 p. 582 Adler). Wehrli believes he left his home city about 364/363 to go to Athens, where he joined the Academy and received his philosophical education (Diogenes Laertius 5.86).

Like Antimachus of Colophon, Heraclides of Ponticus was somewhat unusual, pedantic and even eccentric (Frag. 3 Wehrli). While he was a member of the Academy, Heraclides was known to have a fundamentally religious cast of mind. He was active in Homeric scholarship and had a great respect for Greek traditional beliefs, as well as the Olympian gods. Heraclides also took part in the philosophical controversies of his day and shared the interest in the history of philosophy which was to be developed systematically in Aristotle’s school. It is also a well-known fact that Plato sent Heraclides to Colophon to collect the writings of Antimachus, as Heraclides indicates this himself (Frag. 6 Wehrli). Therefore, Heraclides may have known the full text of the fragment examined in chapter five, and may have elected to continue this particular form of historical mythologizing or may simply have agreed with it and used Antimachus as a source. Heraclides also believed in divine intervention in human affairs and had a
moralizing view of history. In the *Abaris*, a daemon in the shape of a young man is made to announce that the gods exist and feel concern for mankind (Frag. 75 Wehrli). In his work *On Justice*, Heraclides again referred to Abaris by at least mentioning the immense arrow with which Apollo had killed the Cyclops after the death of Asklepios on which he was supposed to ride over the earth. Pindar mentions Abaris as a servant of Apollo and a Hyperborean missionary (Fraggs. 270, 283 Bowra). Abaris was also known to have carried or ridden on an arrow all around the world without eating a bite (Herodotus 4.13). The arrow would be consistent with his role as a Hyperborean missionary and his not needing food may refer to his status as an otherworldly being. The arrow is clearly a symbol of Apollo or Artemis. Apollo was traditionally the god to whom the Hyperboreans were devoted. Artemis, however, does also appear in the land of the Hyperboreans in the form of the doe with the golden antlers, but her precise role in that land is not known (Pindar, *Olympian* 3.23–34).

Plato called Abaris a purveyor of spells (Plato, *Charmides* 158b). Lycurgus tells us that as a result of a famine among the Hyperboreans, Abaris came and served Apollo. When he had obtained mantic power from him, he went around Greece prophesying and making sacrifices to Apollo in response to an oracle which bore his name having as an attribute the god’s arrow (Frag. 85 Conomis). Abaris also wrote down the oracles called the *Chresmoi* of Abaris and sometimes *Chresmoi Skythinoi*, which were probably mostly ritual prescriptives. Iamblichus, who drew heavily on the works of Porphyry, Heraclides Ponticus and Hermippus, also mentioned Abaris. He calls him a Scythian from the land of the Hyperboreans, who was a priest of Apollo (Porphyry, *Vita plotini* 28–29; Iamblichus, *On the Pythagorean Way of Life* 90–91). He was old and most wise in sacred matters. Abaris was returning from Greece to the land of the Hyperboreans so he could deposit the gold which had been gathered for Apollo in the temple of the Hyperboreans. Still according to Iamblichus, Abaris rode on his arrow to cross impassable places. He also used it to perform purifications and to drive off plagues and winds from the cities when asked for assistance. Given the above information, it is reasonable to suggest that Heraclides at least considered Abaris as a Hyperborean missionary who went around the earth, and specifically Greece, bringing Justice and Right, and prophesying to its people. This would fit well into a work on divine justice (Fraggs. 51 a-c Wehrli). It is generally believed today that later sources which connect Abaris with Pythagoras were using Heraclides, but Heraclides appears not to have subscribed to the popular identification of Pythagoras with the Hyperborean Apollo (Arist, *Περὶ τῶν Πυθαγορέων* Frag. 1 Ross).

Moral precepts were enforced by the threat of divine vengeance in this world and the next. In addition, Heraclides used a high level of myth and mystification in his writings. His love for everything exotic could be indulged by giving his writings settings remote in time and space, as well as characters not only from history, but mythology. He had a love for the events of a shadowy, mythical Greek past and late writers referred to him frequently as an authority for the prehistoric period of Greek literature. For Plato, myths had been peripheral, though not necessarily unimportant. They were not meant to be a substitute for philosophical argument, but its complement, setting its conclusions in the context of truths which were beyond the power of reasoning to apprehend. Heraclides allowed this element to play a much more central role in his works, changing both the character of the myths themselves and the teaching they conveyed. In our fragment,
Heraclides Ponticus changed the essence of the Hyperborean myth by transforming the Hyperboreans from a peaceful, joyous, idealized people who did not engage in war (Herodotus 4.13) into a violent aggressive people similar to the stereotypical Greek view of the Celts. This fundamental change in the Hyperborean myth seems to be characteristic of the writings of Heraclides. The myths Heraclides used were no longer provisional statements, lightly sketched and claiming to give a “probable account,” hence the identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts in this fragment. What had been metaphors became dogmas, and every detail took on the character of revealed truth. The tendency to moralize and invoke the intervention of the gods in human affairs is no less prominent in his philosophical than in his later historical fragments, hence the story of an army from the land of the Hyperboreans attacking Rome. The anecdotal element is prominent in Heraclides and tends to become and end in itself. Many of his descriptive details are irrelevant to the argument at hand. 12 It always remains a possibility that our fragment could constitute one of these.

Furthermore, it is debatable as to whether our fragment concerning the Hyperboreans and their conquest of Rome may be regarded as belonging to the prehistoric period of Roman history, as we do know when the sack of Rome took place. It is possible, however, that this fragment does not refer to the Celtic sack of Rome at all, but to another attack far in the mythical past. Callimachus furnishes us with an example of such a context: he compared the Celts to the Titans, but of a later date, who would take up their swords and make war on the Greeks (Delian [4] 174–175). It is reasonable to suggest that the Titans/Celts would have been worthy adversaries who would have lost against the superior might of the Greeks, thereby making them into a superpower. This scenario, or one like it, seems to fit partially, as Heraclides often gave his writings settings remote in time and space, and used characters not only from history, but also from mythology such as the Hyperboreans in our fragment. 13 If our fragment does refer to the theme of divine retribution or vengeance, however, we still find ourselves at sea with respect to the context.

Another simple explanation for such a fragment does exist: it could well have been that Heraclides Ponticus would have referred to any people living to the north of the Mediterranean basin as “Hyperboreans” and that the ethnic name had changed its sense to include anyone from the north. Little evidence exists, however, to substantiate this claim. 14 Furthermore, the Celts were not only a northern people; they also lived in the Mediterranean basin.

It is important here to mention once again that Heraclides Ponticus is the third author of six ancient authors that identified the Hyperboreans with Celts. Moreover, Heraclides wrote that the Hyperboreans lived above the Alps, identifying the Alps with the mythical Rhipean Mountains and the Celts, who had lived in and around the Alps since at least the Bronze Age, with the Hyperboreans of myth. Heraclides’ unnamed source out of the west seems to have transposed the Hyperborean myth from the eastern theater of Greek colonization, where the Hyperborean myth was well known and where some ancient authors located the Hyperborean lands, to the west.

Part of Heraclides’ mythologizing tendencies concerned the Greek presence in Italy and Sicily as a whole, including Rome. We know from archaeology that Rome’s early culture shared the history of the Villanovians, Etruscans and other Italic peoples, but these were years during which its identity as a state became established and the Republic
was born. Just as its Etruscan neighbors, Rome received Euboean and Corinthian pottery from the end of the eighth century and there was a continuous flow of Greek goods through the Archaic period. Excavations in Rome by the later Forum Boarium (the S. Omobono area) have furthered the story with an important sequence of finds from the later Geometric period. In the late Archaic temple at S.Omobono, a clay group of Heracles and Athena displays that subtle blend of Greek and Etruscan styles, devoted to a Greek theme, which served as a model for the art of the young Republic. During the fifth century, Greek artists decorated the temple of Ceres in the Circus Maximus (Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 35.154).

While it is certainly clear Heraclides would have known very little if anything of the context of these archaeological discoveries, traditions may have persisted which detailed the Greek role in early Rome. Rome was also clearly having contacts with the Celts in the north and their extensive markets via their Etruscan connections. The Celts were therefore most probably well-known to those engaged in commercial activities in Rome. On the other hand, the Etruscans were dominating the market, sometimes themselves distributing Greek goods to their customers in the north. It may have been in this sense that Heraclides considered the Alps as a barrier and equated it with the mythical Rhipean Mountains, as La Tène Celts had already moved into northern Italy and sacked Rome before or just before Heraclides was born.

While it was too early during the fifth century for Romans to be concerned with establishing their Trojan Origins, it seems Greek writers were already eager to establish a Greek claim to the site of Rome. Hellanicus of Lesbos, for example, brought Aeneas to Rome and made him and Odysseus co-founders of the city (Jacob, *FGrH* 1 No. 4 Frags. 31, 84; Dionysius of Halicarnassus 1.45–48, 72.73). Another tradition said the Arcadian Evander established himself on the Palatine and the historian Coelius stated that Greek rites pertaining to the cult of Hercules were performed at Rome (Varro, *De Lingua Latina* 5.21). A later myth said that Aeneas of Troy had founded Rome after the Trojan War. Yet another tradition says that when the Phocaeans were on their way to founding Massalia, they stopped in the Rome of Tarquin the Elder (658–578), where they made an agreement with the Roman people which was to remain valid for five and a half centuries (Pompeius Trogus in Justinus 43.3.7). This agreement had political implications, but also religious ones, as the Romans may have borrowed the Greek wooden statue (xoanon) of the Ephesian Artemis, which was to be worshipped at Massalia, for the goddess Diana on the Aventine Hill (Strabo 5.1.4 C180). There is no reason to doubt that the cult of Diana was founded by Servius Tullius, although the original sixth century shrine was probably not a temple, but an open-air sanctuary with an altar. The inscription which recorded the founding of the cult still survived in the time of Augustus (Dionysius of Halicarnassus 4.26.5; *CIL* 22.4333). The Aventine cult, as many of the cults founded at this time, was influenced by Greek ideas. The cult image of the goddess was modeled on that of the Ephesian Artemis, or, rather a copy of it which had been set up shortly after the one at Massalia. Artemis' likeness appeared on the reverse side of the drachma minted by the city. The other most important cult was that of Delphian Apollo. For some authors at least, early Rome appears to be included in this, as Greek culture and religion were heavily impacting peoples of the Italian peninsula from the establishment of the first permanent Greek colonies in Italy on. Rome seems to have been a crossroads of Etruscan, Greek, Celtic and Roman commercial activities and cultures. Thus, due to one
or more of these phenomena, or to myths and legends which have not come down to us, Heraclides may have considered Rome a Greek city and may have well considered all of Italy as Greek, except for the extreme north, where he believed the Hyperboreans resided. This is intensified by him as he called Rome “a Greek city, situated somewhere near the Mediterranean.”

As in the case of Antimachus’ home town of Colophon, Heraclides Ponticus’ city of Heraclea Pontica may have been connected with a failed colonial attempt in the western Mediterranean: Heraclea Pontica was a Megarian colony and so was Megara Hyblaea in Sicily. The latter was founded at the end of the eighth, beginning of the seventh centuries and may have been part of the Greek via Etruscan commerce with northern Celtic peoples in northern Italy and central Europe. Megara Hyblaea flourished for some two-hundred-and-fifty years and colonized Selinus which then in turn founded Heraclea Minoa on the southwestern coast of Sicily. Like Siris, Megara Hyblaea was destroyed, but in 483 by Syracuse. There are no other finds on the site until its reoccupation in the fourth century. If the Romans had destroyed it, we could then fit the mythical conquest of Rome by the Hyperboreans into a context of divine retribution, but this was not the case. Wehrli also reports Heraclides Ponticus was hostile to any form of tyranny (Frags. 65, 132 Wehrli). Although Gelon was responsible for the destruction of Megara Hyblaea, sources do not establish any sort of link with the mythical destruction of Rome by the Hyperboreans. There does not seem to be any evidence either that Gelon employed Celtic mercenaries at this time.

Finally, the question remains of just how our fragment would have into fit Heraclides’ work On the Soul. As well as examining the minimal fragments of this work which have come down to us, it would also be natural to turn to Heraclides’ master Plato and his contemporary Aristotle to gain some insight into what in fact Heraclides’ De Anima contained. It appears that Plato, however, never set about writing a treatise called De Anima. Arguably, the most comprehensive view of Plato’s psychology is to be found in the Timaeus. He commences with reason or with the operation of the intellect. Thus, the soul thinks. In Plato, body is opposed to soul. The body could be trained to obey the soul by gymnastic and music. Although Hicks maintains that we find nothing in Aristotle but the development in systematic form of the Platonic heritage and that it was the disciple’s task to maintain on independent grounds the essentials of the master’s doctrine on the subject of the soul in the face of widely conflicting views as well as the general uncertainty which was prevalent at the time, there are small differences between the two. In Aristotle, the body is the instrument of the soul. Thus, a body into which a particular soul enters must be adapted to its use. Moreover, Aristotle says that the Timaeus involves an absurdity that afflicts most discourses on the soul: it speaks as though the soul in some way stands on its own and can be attached to or inserted in a body separate from and independent of it or even migrates from one body to another (Aristotle, De Anima 407b 13–17, 20–26). In 1.3.23 Aristotle states that he finds the idea absurd, as though it were possible, as the Pythagorean stories suggest, for a soul to find its way into any body for one can see that every body has its own peculiar shape or form. He also uses a metaphor involving a sailor and a boat to illustrate this absurdity. For Aristotle, soul is both the final and efficient cause of the body (415b 8ff). It is the final cause because the soul is merely a means to vital power and life. It is the efficient cause not only in the obvious case of progressive motion, but also in all the various changes
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which the body undergoes in the exercise of vital functions, including nutrition, growth and sensation. It seems, however, that Heraclides’ *Abaris* was closer to Plato’s original thoughts on the subject, as it appears to have included a divine epiphany and apparently a story about a soul leaving the body (Frgs. 73–75 Wehrli). But even when Aristotle declares the unity of the soul and the body most emphatically, likening it to that of an eye and its seeing or an axe in its cutting, he does reserve the possibility that something in the soul might be altogether independent of the body (*De Anima* 413a 6–7). Finally, he concludes explicitly in book 3 chapter 5 that there is a separate deathless everlasting intellect (430a 22–23). It would seem that there are only two possibilities: either there is nothing at all other than bodies, or there are distinct and detachable non-bodily entities that can be the souls of these bodies.27

For Heraclides, the soul was not something incorporeal, but permanently attached to and identified with a material substrate described as light or light-like stuff (Frg. 98 Wehrli. Aetius, *Plac.* 4.3, 6 p. 388 Diels) or aether’ (Frg. 99 Wehrli).28 This constitutes a fundamental difference from Plato’s teaching. Dillon emphasizes that Plato never really addresses what interaction there can be between the material and the totally immaterial.29 In this connection, Dillon comments on a passage of *Laws* (10 898e–899a) in which the Athenian stranger actually addresses the problem of how the soul might be supposed to interact with the body (in this case, that of the sun) for the only time in the Platonic corpus.30 He mentions three possibilities of which the middle one is that it might take to itself a body ‘of fire, or air of some sort.’ Dillon believes that Plato is rather grumpily perhaps taking account of problems concerning soul-body interaction which may have been raised by younger colleagues such as Heraclides and Aristotle.

In the *Timaeus* (41d–42e), newly created souls were implanted in stars, one to each star, before the process leading to incarnation began, and if they lived their earthly lives well, each would return to its appointed star after death. This would imply the existence of a special relationship between the soul and the star, but one which did not attain substantial unity. Heraclides identified the soul with its star-vehicles. He may have been influenced by the *Phaedrus* in which the soul is described as a chariot (246a 7, 247b 2). This, however, is a simile and there is no reference to a material vehicle or astral body.31 According to Heraclides, the soul itself became a luminous body. Discarnate souls were no longer lodged in the ordinary stars, but formed as a distinct category of luminaries in the sky. Thus, it was natural to collect them all in one region and the Milky Way must have been an appropriate place, as its real nature was a puzzle to astronomers of the time and had long been regarded as a pathway or dwelling-place of the dead in popular belief.32 This summary of the other extant fragments of Heraclides’ *De Anima* seems to bear no relation to our fragment. Moreover, there also seems to have been some question as to whether these fragments were indeed included in Heraclides’ *De Anima*.33

A sentence found in Clement of Alexandria, however, implies that Heraclides recognized a class of divine beings who gave rise to, or who were somehow identified with, effluences capable of producing sensory impressions in humans (Frg. 123 Wehrli).34 These effluences would have consisted of streams of elementary particles (Frg. 122 Wehrli). If this is correct, Zeller’s view that they were *daimones* living in the sublunary world and acting as intermediates between humans and the high gods becomes more attractive. Such beings played an important part in the religious beliefs of the early Academy, as one of their main characteristics was to communicate with men, often in
visible shape. In the *Abaris*, a divinity of this kind has taken the form of a young man. They would also have caused prophetic dreams in whose reality Heraclides seems to have firmly believed.\textsuperscript{35} Wehrli supposed that the prophetic powers of the soul were given prominence in Heraclides’ *On the Soul*.\textsuperscript{36} If this is true and if we may relate these prophetic dreams to Heraclides’ predilection for giving his writings settings remote in time and space, as well as characters from mythology and his own family’s mythical history, our fragment about an army from the land of the Hyperboreans attacking a Greek city named Rome somewhere near the Great Sea may refer to some sort of mythical prehistory of Rome, but we have absolutely nothing with which to substantiate this hypothesis. This would, however, agree with Frag. 103 Wehrli in which Roma, the founder of Rome, was in fact returning from the Trojan War (cf. Hesiod, *Theogony* 101 1ff; Jacoby, *FGrH* No. 4 Frag. 84).

Our fragment in which Heraclides Ponticus identified the Hyperboreans with Celts is at least consistent with some of his writings that have come down to us and with what we can surmise of his mentality. He knew the Hyperborean myth well and combined it with the Homeric idea of divine intervention of the gods in the human world. Heraclides may also have combined the Hyperborean myth with a possible story of divine vengeance, such as his interpretation of the destruction of Helice, a small town on the north coast of the Peloponnesus overwhelmed by a tidal wave.\textsuperscript{37} If this was the case, we ignore the full context and are unable to fit this fragment and fragment 103 Wehrli into the context of the other fragments listed as having been included in the *De Anima*.

Heraclides did, however, change the Hyperborean legend to make it seem as if the Hyperboreans were an aggressive warlike people similar to the Greek stereotypical image of the Celts. This would support the idea of divine retribution, but we do not understand its context or implications. Finally, I have also suggested that this fragment may refer to a mythical attack on Rome which happened far in the distant past. This suggestion also fits with the creation of a mythical prehistory for Rome, as substantiated by Frag. 103 Wehrli. Heraclides could have been envisaging a story including Roma and the capture of a city named Rome situated somewhere on the shores of the Great Sea from its original inhabitants which then became a Greek city. If, indeed, Heraclides was creating a mythical prehistory for Rome, he did not disclose more of it in other fragments which have come down to us. Also, Plutarch (Camillus 22.2 C140) would have to be wrong. Finally, it is still difficult to understand how Fragments 102 and 103 Wehrli would fit into the context of the other fragments which have been classified as belonging to Heraclides’ *De Anima*. 
Chapter Seven
Hecataeus of Abdera

It is generally assumed Hecataeus was born in Abdera, as his name indicates, but Strabo informs us he was in fact from Abdera’s mother-city Teos (Strabo 14.1.30 C644). He was, therefore, as were Antimachus of Colophon and Heraclides Ponticus, from Asia Minor, the eastern theater of Greek colonization. Hecataeus of Abdera is referred to as a contemporary of Alexander the Great (356–323) and Ptolemy I of Egypt (306–285). He is also given as a pupil of Aristotle and Pyrrho the Sceptic.

Ancient sources and the Suda Lexicon inform us that Hecataeus of Abdera was a philosopher, historian, a man well versed in letters, a scholar of Homer and Hesiod, and a highly competent man of affairs who rose to fame under King Alexander and was associated with Ptolemy, son of Lagus. Clement of Alexandria added he was a storyteller. Jacoby emphasizes we know nothing of his philosophical viewpoint, as no complete work has come down to us, only minimal fragments. He did, however, have a tendency, just as Antimachus of Colophon and Heraclides Ponticus did, to be extremely traditional in his beliefs and writings, save for his ethnographic utopias. The style and content of his writings have also been compared to those of Megasthenes and Ctesias.

Hecataeus of Abdera was also writing at an extremely sensitive time in the relations between the Greeks of the west and the Celts. The northern Hallstatt palace economies had collapsed and the Celts were progressively evolving a new phase of their civilization. Celtic civilization was becoming far less centralized, less autocratic and less aristocratic. It depended much more on mobile bands of elite warriors who migrated all over Europe and engaged in military service in the Greek and Hellenistic armies to obtain booty and social advancement in their own societies at home. Gone were the large Hallstatt centralized mining operations for salt, gold, silver, tin, copper, lead, etc. Gone was the all encompassing opulence of the greedy Hallstatt elite. Gone were the markets for Etruscan and Greek luxury products in the north, as the economic structure had been replaced by a system of decentralized fortified farms around which small villages clustered.

To regain these lost markets, the Greeks sent expeditions north, both probably out of curiosity and to negotiate trade agreements with Celtic peoples who had by this time been long-standing trading partners. These were sent by sea, as the land routes were shut off because of the political chaos which characterized the end of the Hallstatt period. Midacritus, whose name may be a corruption of Midas Phrgx or Midas of Phrygia, was reputedly the first to import “whitelead” (tin) from the Tin Islands (Brittany or Cornwall) about 500 (Hellanicus in Pliny, Historia Naturalis 7.56, 197). The voyages of Colaeus of Samos and Euphorus of Caria were regarded as accidents and explained away as such, but to merchants, sailors and explorers, they were in all probability anything but mishaps. The Phocaeans founded commercial bases such as Massalia, Alalia, Ampurias
in the west and pushed their explorations west to the kingdom of Tartessus, ruled by a Celtic king Arganthonius (Herodotus 1.163). The Carthaginians had been bringing both gold and tin into the Mediterranean from Iberia and the Cassiterides Islands. Massalia had been receiving tin from the north and west by Celtic intermediaries along river routes such as the Seine, Saone, Loire, Allier, Rhone, Garonne and the Languedoc. Continental routes, however, had always been fraught with difficulty due to passage tolls and zones of influence managed and maintained by their Celtic inhabitants. Greek merchants knew there were other ways of getting to the sources of the materials they required without dealing with these Celts, but the problem then became the Carthaginians who, while they dominated the Phoenician commercial empire, endeavored to blockade the Pillars of Heracles. Commercial needs may have spurred Euthymenes on in the sixth century. Not much is known to date about Euthymenes other than the anonymous text of Florence and Seneca, who gave a short passage attributed to him which says he sailed the Atlantic. He may have even written a book about his voyage.

In his Geryoneis, Stesichorus told of Heracles’ quest for the cattle of the winged monster Geryon. He indicates Geryon was born “about opposite Erytheia, beside the unlimited silver-rooted springs of Tartessus, in a cavern of a cliff” and there were many islands at the ends of the earth, some of them in the stream of Ocean itself. Heracles killed the monster, Orthus the watchdog and Eurytion the cowherd, and drove the wide-browed oxen to Tiryns (Hesiod, Theogony 287–294, 979–983). Stesichorus wrote the ends of the earth were shrouded in the depths of dark and awful night as Alcman had also written. Heracles borrowed the sun’s magic cup for his voyage. While recounting this myth, Stesichorus also makes reference to the silvermines of Tartessus, an extremely lucrative commerce which was functioning in his day. It was perhaps in the context of economic expansion and the search for new and more profitable markets that the original Massaliot Periplus, which may date from at least the sixth century and which Avienus is thought to have used as a source document for his poem Ora Maritima, was written. Sailors and traders from Massalia may have learned from the Celts who surrounded them in southern France that there were more Celtic markets to be explored in the north, or the Greeks may have heard of these markets from the ongoing overland trade with the northern Hallstatt Celts, or, still, they may have learned about them from the Tartessians, Phoenicians and Carthaginians who sailed northward to Brittany and the Northwestern European Islands in search of high value trading goods.

This troubled atmosphere perhaps prompted Pytheas of Massilia to sail from Massalia to the southwestern, northwestern and northern coasts of Europe, most probably to find new sources of metals and amber, and to cement direct links with older sources (Map 7.1). The book Pytheas is reported to have written, containing the results of his explorations and discoveries, is now lost, but later authors such as Strabo and Pliny have preserved some fragments of his which contain fascinating information. While recording such Celtic names as Pretani, Gutones, Abalus, Teutoni and Morimarusa during his travels in the north, Pytheas also mentioned the Hyperboreans (Pliny, Historia Naturalis 6.219). While there appears to have been no identification of Celts with the Hyperboreans on his part, he did obviously believe they both lived in the north.

Hecataeus of Abdera has been credited with three works, but it is his first, entitled On the Hyperboreans, that concerns us (Schol on Apollonius Rhodius 2.675 Wendel). Hawkes has dated this work to about 315. Croiset writes that under cover of history,
Hecataeus gave free course to the expression of philosophical, religious and moral fantasies, while Meister refers to this work as “a fictitious travelogue on a northern people dwelling on an island on the utmost borders of the world.” Hawkes postulates Hecataeus of Abdera used Heraclides Ponticus as a source. While there is no direct evidence for this, it at least seems plausible given the type of writing and the subject matter. Lesky adds that *On the Hyperboreans* is staged entirely in the realm of fantasy.

A fragment which has been much disputed, but which most modern scholars now attribute to Hecataeus of Abdera, is preserved in Diodorus of Sicily (2.47–48). It comes in all probability from his work *On the Hyperboreans*. An author named Hecataeus, as well as other authors who are not mentioned by name, say that in the lands beyond the Celtic territories known to the Greeks, a exists in the ocean that is no smaller than Sicily. He continues by saying that this is situated in the north and is inhabited by Hyperboreans who are so named because they live beyond where the North Wind blows.

According to Stephanus of Byzantium (267 Meineke), this was called Elixoea and was situated above the river Carambyca. The inhabitants of the island were named Carambycians and got their name from the river which bounded their lands. Meineke suggests that it is not improbable that Elixoea was in fact a peninsula/promontory of Jutland. Furthermore, Hecataeus mentioned the frozen sea of Amalcius, a river which flowed into the northern Ocean called Parapanisus and the city of Cimmeris. Yet, the island is fertile and produces every crop. Its climate is so temperate it produces two harvests a year.

Map 7.1 Pytheas of Massalia’s voyage.
Jacoby examines the question of the Carambycae being a Celtic people and Lythaemes being a Celtic mountain. While we know the Celts frequented, if not lived in, parts of Jutland, it is not entirely clear if the fragment found in Diodorus is referring to the same island as the fragments found in Stephanus of Byzantium and Jacoby. Both Meineke and Jacoby believe they do, probably because of the words νησον ουκ ἐλάττω ἐλάσσων τῆς Σικελίας. This, however, is not conclusive. The fragments in Stephanus of Byzantium do clearly state that the Carambycae were “a people of the Hyperboreans” (Jacoby, FGrH 3A No. 264 Frag. 1 1b) and that Elioxoa was a νησος of the Hyperboreans. Meineke translates νησος as peninsula/promontory and identifies Elioxoa with the Jutland peninsula on the basis of a similarity in form of the river name Carambycam and the modern Eideram. This does not seem to be a productive analogy and he has not demonstrated conclusively how the two forms are connected. On the other hand, Carambycam does sound similar to the Carambis headland opposite Helice, the Bear, steep on all sides about whose crests blasts of the North Wind are sundered, but this again is not sure (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 2.360–363). This headland sounds rather like it was considered as part of the Rhipean Mountains and would be located in the Black Sea/Sea of Azov area. LSJ, Oldfather, Bolton and Hawkes all translate νησος as island. If Meineke was thinking of the north-south amber route, he should also have thought that the Jutland peninsula was not the only place from which amber came in Europe. On the other hand, Pytheas of Massalia’s voyage not only involved Britain and Ireland, but possibly Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the Baltic, a major source of amber in antiquity. Even if we accept Meineke’s identification, there are other reasons for thinking that Hecataeus of Abdera conceptualized Elioxoa as an island.

In the Iliad and the Odyssey, much of Odysseus’ wanderings seem to take the form of island-hopping. Powerful individuals live on these islands who are more or less connected with the Greek parallel mythical world and who live in a world between that of normal, everyday Greeks and the realm of the gods. For example, Odysseus’ home is the island of Ithaca and although the Ithaca in the Odyssey has been identified with the real Ithaca on the Greek map, a case can be made that Homer’s description of the island does not correspond to its geographical reality. One could also make a similar case for Odysseus being portrayed as not quite like any other normal Greek. He is a powerful aristocrat from an old and important family. Odysseus is sometimes in communication directly with Athena and has the sympathy or the wrath of the other gods as well. He survives dangers and death, while all of his comrades in arms perish. One of the themes of Odysseus’ return is to re-establish his own power over ever-diminishing assets and over the other individuals in his family who are seemingly powerless to do so. Aeolus lives on a floating island and is master over the winds. Circe’s residence is on the island of Aea; the Sirens also live on an island. Helios’ cattle are located on an island. Calypso lives on an island, where Odysseus stays for seven years. The Isles of the Blessed are also islands located on the edge of the world. Thus, the theme of the mythical island is extremely strong in Greek tradition, but the Hyperboreans were never associated with one. The literary evidence examined in section two indicates that they were always firmly attached to, or embedded in, a continent of some kind: Mount Haemus, Thrace, the sources of the Danube on the Black Sea, above the Caspian Sea. Hecataeus may have
been conflating two themes which were not usually put together, i.e. the Hyperborean homeland and a utopian island existence, as like Antimachus of Colophon and Heraclides Ponticus, he was known to change traditional myth to suit his purposes. This changed the Hyperborean myth into a hybrid place on the edge of the Greek earth-disk.

Diels classifies Elixoea with other inventions, myths and fables: he relates it to Theopompus’ Meropis, a vast continent located beyond the stream of Ocean and Hecataeus of Miletus’ Cimmerian city, which is ultimately of Homeric origin. While this seems to be a valid comparison, Hecataeus of Abdera seems to have clearly compared Elixoea to another island, Sicily. From this point of view, it would seem rather odd to compare an island with a promontory or a peninsula, unless he actually thought the Jutland peninsula was an island. We cannot exclude this, as some geological evidence suggests that the Eider was separated from the Schlei (Mid-Jutland) only by bog, marsh and a narrow neck of land in the early Iron Age, and that large portions of eastern Jutland were under water. On the other hand, it is unclear how aware of this Hecataeus of Abdera could have been and it is more likely he was using the traditional Greek mythologizing approach and not the new knowledge provided by Pytheas of Massalia.

While we cannot be absolutely sure of the dating of this text, it is at least possible that it was written after Pytheas of Massalia’s journey to the great unknown and uncharted north. There is nothing in the text to make us think one way or the other, except the mention of lands beyond the Celtic countries. If one takes this to be beyond the land of the Celts using Hecataeus of Miletus’ framework in the extant fragments which have come down to us, the author could be referring to Sardinia or Corsica, which would probably have been known to the Greeks from Mycenaean times or at least as early as the eighth century because of trade and colonization in southern Italy, as well as the foundation of Massalia in southern France. In this case “beyond” would mean “to the south.” The text uses the term ἄντιπέρασ meaning “over,” “against,” “opposite.” Thus, no concrete direction or landmark is given here. The author could also have been talking about the Baleares Islands off the coast of Spain in the Mediterranean, but he used κατὰ τὸν ὦκεανοῦ which does not usually refer to the Mediterranean, but rather to the edges of the earth known to the Greeks. Such vocabulary may date from the period during which the Greeks thought Italy was the edge of the earth-disk. Ocean may also have indicated the extreme north, and an edge of the earth-disk. If the text is referring to the Northwestern European Islands, specifically to Britain or Ireland, or to the Jutland peninsula in Denmark, it would in all probability be later in date than Hecataeus of Miletus, as Greek geographical knowledge had not progressed that far during the sixth century.

The text then states Elixoea is under the constellation of the Great Bear, far to the north of the Mediterranean basin. It was fertile and produced every type of crop. The climate was so temperate it produced two harvests a year. Britain traditionally had two harvests a year and was, during Celtic times, extremely fertile (Caesar, De Bello Gallico 5.12.6). This may be too clear-cut, as these characteristics also qualify as “golden-age utopian island” ones. Thus, Hecataeus may not have been thinking of any particular place save an imaginary one. If we can suppose, with Hawkes, however, that this text was written after Pytheas of Massalia’s voyage to the north about 325, Elixoea may well be a parody of Pytheas’ Britain (Map 7.2). It would fit in well with the other ridiculing Pytheas got when he communicated what he had discovered to others.
Pytheas’ work *On the Ocean* has not come down to us. What we do have is evidence of how different authors considered his information and how credible he was. Dicaearchus (fl. 326–296), who had been Aristotle’s pupil, seems to have started the reviling of Pytheas’ work and information, while the issuing of his findings and indeed his book would have been extremely recent.\(^{38}\) It was revived during the second century as a subject of open scorn, expressed by Polybius and continued by Strabo. Hawkes believed it was the rejection by serious men such as Dicaearchus which led to Hecataeus of Abdera’s writing such a parody on Pytheas’ voyage.\(^{39}\) While this idea, coupled with a “utopian island setting,” seems reasonable, other authors such as Timaeus, Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, Pliny and Mela took Pytheas seriously and used his information in their own works. This included a mention of the Hyperboreans by Pytheas, but his use of the name seems to be limited only to the directional sense north and does not constitute a reference to the traditional myth (Pytheas in Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 6.39.219). If Pliny’s report is accurate, he also located the Hyperboreans and the Rhipean Mountains in Scythia, as Herodotus had done before him (Herodotus 4.13).

Hecataeus continued his account by saying that Leto, mother of Artemis and Apollo, consort of Zeus, was a Hyperborean herself and was born on the island. This sounds like he was using Aristotle or Aristotle’s source, who had said that Leto came from the land of the Hyperboreans to give birth to the divine twins on Delos. Apollo was honored on Elioxea above all other gods. Since the Hyperborean inhabitants daily praised Apollo with song, they were looked upon as priests of Apollo. On the island there was a sacred precinct of Apollo and a spherical temple adorned with many votive offerings. A city was nearby which was sacred to Apollo and the majority of its Hyperborean inhabitants played the cithara. Still, according to the account, the Hyperboreans had their own language and were friendly towards the Athenians and Delians, who inherited this
relationship from ancient times. The text also recounts a visit certain Greeks, who are not
mentioned, paid the Hyperboreans and how they deposited on the island costly votive
offerings, including inscriptions in the Greek alphabet. In the same way, Abaris, a
Hyperborean, visited Greece in ancient times and renewed the goodwill and kinship of
the Hyperboreans to the Delians. The moon, when viewed from this location, seemed
close to the earth and the viewer could see the lunar landscape. Apollo visited the island
every nineteen years, according to the Metonic calendar. When Apollo appeared to the
Hyperboreans on Elixoea, he played the cithara and danced continuously throughout the
night. The Kings of the city and caretakers of Apollo’s precinct were called Boreades, as
they were descendants of Boreas, and their succession to these posts was always kept in
their family.

There is a striking parallel here between Elixoea and Delos that makes the reader feel
he/she is in fact in an island atmosphere, as, like Delos, Elixoea was consecrated to the
cult of Apollo. There is a precedent for Leto coming from the land of the Hyperboreans
and such a fanciful description of the Hyperborean homeland suggests a fourth-century
golden-age utopian setting using the Delian strand of the Hyperborean myth.
Furthermore, no mention is made in this text of the Rhipean Mountains, Other Sea,
Arimaspi, Issedones, griffins or gold. One could argue that the Breton Sea was the Other
Sea in this context, but this is extrapolation.40

This is also the first account that informs the audience/reader the Hyperboreans spoke
a specific language which was different from Greek.41 Hecataeus specified the
Hyperboreans were friendly to the Delians. This comes as no surprise as previous texts
have stated this, but what is different and which helps to date this fragment to after the
period of Hecataeus of Miletus, is the mention of the Athenians. This may well have been
written in the fifth century when Athens had power over Delos as a city which controlled
the Delian League. Another new feature of this story is that certain Greeks, possibly the
Delians and Athenians, visited the Hyperboreans on this island and deposited costly
votive offerings bearing inscriptions in the Greek alphabet. One wonders if Hecataeus is
using Callimachus’ “sacred planks” here as a source.42 The Hyperborean islands had
become accessible to the chosen Greeks, Delians and Athenians, thus, open to Athenian
control. One may again note the parallelism with the historical reality of Delos.

Previous extant texts mention Abaris as a travelling missionary who represented
Apollo and his cult, but they do not say Abaris visited Delos. On the contrary, they say
that Abaris flew all around the world on an arrow, symbol of Apollo and Artemis, the two
archer gods, without eating a bite (Herodotus 4.34–35).43

The new feature which specifically dates this text to after the fifth century is the
mention of the year of Meton. The Metonic cycle was introduced in Athens in 432 and
was designed to reconcile solar and lunar years.44 The text cannot be the work of
Hecataeus of Miletus, then, but must be Hecataeus of Abdera’s.

Another new feature is the meaning of the term “Boreades.” In previous extant texts,
the Boreadæ were the two sons of Boreas and Orithyia, Calais and Zetes, and not
Hyperboreans.45 Aelian, however, does transmit a text by Hecataeus of Abdera, whom he
specifically mentions, which says that Boreas and Chione had three sons (Hecataeus of
Abdera in Aelian, De Natura Animalium 11.1).

All of these new features suggest that either the author was drawing on texts that are
no longer extant, or that this text was a literary fabrication on the part of Hecataeus of
Abdera. What is interesting for our enquiry is the probable choice of Britain as his Hyperborean island, identifying Celtic lands with Hyperborean ones. A case has been argued that Apollo would in fact be the sungod Borvo and the sacred precinct of Apollo would correspond to the remains of Stonehenge on Salisbury plain.\(^46\) While this seems too close a parallel, as it presupposes too much geographical knowledge on the part of Hecataeus of Abdera at a comparatively early date, it does seem possible that he had identified Celts with the Hyperboreans, either because he wished to continue and embellish the literary tradition of Protarchus, Antimachus and Heraclides Ponticus, or he wished to create a totally new tradition from texts he consulted in the library at Alexandria and recent geographical discoveries made by the Greeks. This text may have been written at a time when little was known about the Northwestern European Islands and, thus, Hecataeus of Abdera may have been trying to integrate new information, that of Pytheas, into the old fabric of Greek mythology. The Greeks probably already knew the Celts lived on those islands, situated far to the north under Arctus. Pytheas of Massalia had referred to them as Pretani (Strabo 1.4.3, 2.4.1, 2.5.7–8, 4.2.1, 4.4.1).\(^47\) They may have recognized similarities in the Celts of the Mediterranean, or this could refer to trade relations they had with the Celts of Britain at an early date.\(^48\)

In the fragment found in Aelian, Hecataeus seems to have known what the Rhidean Mountains were (Hecataeus in Aelian, De Natura Animalium 11.1). He says when the three sons of Boreas and Chione perform the established ritual of Apollo, swans in clouds, past numbering, swoop down from the Rhidean Mountains. After they have circled the temple, as though they were purifying it by their flight, they descend into the precinct of the temple, an area of immense size and incredible beauty. Whenever the singers sing their hymns to the god and the harpers accompany the chorus with their music, the swans with one accord join in the chant and never do they sing a discordant note or out of tune, but as though they had been given the key by the conductor, they chant in unison with the natives who are skilled in the sacred melodies. Then when the hymn is finished, they depart. Hecataeus may have been using Alcaeus’ fragment and the Homeric Hymn to Apollo here.\(^49\) It seems probable that both the temple in Diodorus 2.47–48 and the temple and precinct in Aelian’s text are mythical doubles of Delos, although the latter seems to refer to the Delphian strand of the Hyperborean myth. Hecateus in Aelian does not say exactly where this temple is, but the story meshes quite nicely with Alcaeus’ fragment, as the Rhidean Mountains were never located on an island. Again the two strands of the Hyperborean myth seem to have been dealt with by Hecataeus of Abdera, as they were by previous authors. Or were the Rhidean Mountains being located on the peninsula/promontory of Jutland? Whichever location it was, Hecataeus was still identifying the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones and the Hyperboreans with Celts.

Another possibility does exist though, which Robbins has raised.\(^50\) Hecataeus of Abdera could have used in part at least Pindar. Pindar’s second and third Olympians celebrate, on two occasions, the same victory. In the second, as we have seen in section two chapter one, Pindar sets out a doctrine which is not to be found elsewhere in the odes.\(^51\) We find a description of the hereafter as it will be experienced by the just, of whom Theron is one (Olympian 2.6). This is a doctrine which was in all probability current in Sicily, especially at the court of the Ememids, for it is conspicuously unlike the theology in other epinicians. We hear of a place where light and dark alternate and also of an island to which the justified make their final escape from the cycle of
reincarnation. Except for the fact Pindar is referring to an island which has no Rhipean Mountains, this place is remarkably like the land of the Hyperboreans: the flora is golden, the winds are gentle and the inhabitants weave wreaths for their hair (Olympian 2.74, Pythian 10.40). All this in a land which mortals do not normally reach, though Theron might well have believed, hearing the second Olympian, it was the road he would travel after death. This was an arcane doctrine, to be heard by intimates, unquestionably strange for normal adherents to the religion of the Olympian gods (85–86). Thus, Hecataeus of Abdera may have been using either Orphic or Neo-Pythagorean doctrine or both.

Hecataeus of Abdera, like Antimachus of Colophon and Heraclides Ponticus, hailed from the eastern theater of Greek colonization. As Antimachus and Heraclides, he seems to have had a traditional Greek education including intensive and extensive study of philosophy and literature. This undoubtedly included Homer and Hesiod (Suda Volume 2 No. 359 page 213 Adler 1928). As did Antimachus and Heraclides, Hecataeus had a tendency to be extremely traditional, if not down right pedantic, in his beliefs and writings. He also had a tendency, like Antimachus and Heraclides, to change the Greek tradition to suit his own orientation which seems to have been strongly geared to Neo-Pythagoreanism within which there was a strong element of Apolline worship to which the Hyperborean legend was linked. Clement of Alexandria called him a story-teller. He seems to have grafted onto this base the idea of ethnographic utopias of the golden-age type in which he gave free course to the expression of philosophical, religious and moral fantasies to substantiate the existence of the Hyperboreans and of the Neo-Pythagorean view of Apollo. It is true that ethnographic and philosophical utopias were part of the zeitgeist of his times, but so were the mythologizing tendencies of the Greek literary tradition of which both Antimachus and Heraclides had availed themselves while creating a Greek mythological past for Italy and Sicily. Had we more than minimal fragments with which to work, we might have been in a position to formulate a clearer idea of exactly what he was trying to achieve.

One thing does remain clear: Hecataeus of Abdera, like Antimachus and Heraclides’ unnamed western source, was engaged in the transposition of Greek myths from the eastern theater of Greek colonization to the western one. In his work On the Egyptians, he used the traditional Greek idea that Egypt was the source of civilization, revealing a particular type of ethnographic utopia which connects historical and ethnographic material with mythology and free invention in a manner that makes a lively expression of certain ideas about state and society. It appears, just as was the island of Elixoea, to have been an idealizing account of its country and people which describes the exemplary nature of the Egyptian way of life and form of government. Hecataeus’ enthusiasm borders on egyptomania writes Jacoby, but one wonders if this approach was simply to please his benefactor Ptolemy I who ruled in the southern theater of Greek colonization. There is no indication of any patron attached to the story of Elixoea, but we may conjecture he invented this to please himself in his own beliefs about Neo-Pythagoreanism, and also those of his associates and contacts. If we accept the identification of the island of Elixoea with Britain, we may then accept a tacit identification of the Hyperboreans with the real inhabitants of Britain, the Celts.

Hecataeus may also have done some research into his subject and been able to consult the complete texts of Protarchus, Antimachus and Heraclides Ponticus: Hawkes took this as a given. To this end, he may have simply been mythologizing one of the major
sources of tin, gold and silver during the archaic period, as well as the north itself, where the Hyperboreans and the Rhipecan Mountains were reported to have been located. Moreover, if we accept that the temples and precincts in both of the fragments examined above are mythical doubles of Delos, this reinforces the idea of mythologizing the northwestern European islands to fit the beliefs of Neo-Pythagoreanism.

If Hawkes was correct in suggesting that the first fragment dated to about 315, it could well have been a mythologizing of western Greek efforts to send expeditions to the north, or a parody of Pytheas’ voyage northward in particular. Greek geographical knowledge was expanding greatly at this time, in particular, for our purposes Greek knowledge of Celtic lands. This is exemplified in the idea that Hecataeus was mythologizing an island located in the far northwest of Europe, rather than the Alps which seem to have become passé. Hecataeus of Abdera may have been endeavoring to mythologize the new discoveries of Ireland and Britain in order to give at least one of them a Greek mythical past rooted deeply in the Apolline cult and the Hyperborean myth. This may be why he tacitly identified the Celts living in Britain with the Hyperboreans, as it also gave them a mythical Greek past which would be explored later by Irish monks in the Book of Invasions during the early Middle Ages when they asserted the Irish were descended from Trojans who had escaped the destruction of their city and fled west to Ireland, much the same way as Trojans had been reported to have fled to Rome. Hecataeus was just carrying the mythical history of the western theater of colonization one step further to the north.
Chapter Eight
Apollonius of Rhodes

We learn from two lives transmitted with the manuscripts of the *Argonautica* that Apollonius of Rhodes lived at the time of the Ptolemies and was a pupil of Callimachus.\(^1\) *POxy 1241* (Col. 2), a second century A.D. list of librarians of the Royal Library at Alexandria, the two lives and an entry in the *Suda Lexicon* (No. 3419 Adler Vol. 1 1928 307) say Apollonius was from Alexandria itself, although two second-century A.D. notices indicate Naucratis. Apollonius’ origins are further complicated in that he composed and recited the *Argonautica* in public in his youth, but it was condemned. The first life says he went to Rhodes where he revised his poem and recited it again, but this time to great applause. Apollonius then called himself a Rhodian. The second life adds he returned to Alexandria where he again recited his poem, but this time, with great success. He was, therefore, honored with the libraries of the Museum and was buried with Callimachus. If it is not entirely certain whether Apollonius came from Alexandria, Naucratis or Rhodes, just as the previous authors who identified the Hyperboreans with Celts, or the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, he did come from outside mainland Greece, from one or more areas whose Greek speaking population considered themselves to be the true heirs of classical Greek culture.

The story of the Argonauts had often been told before in both verse and prose. As it has come down to us, the motive of the voyage is the command of Pelias to bring back the golden fleece, and this command is based on Pelias’ desire to destroy Jason, while the divine aid given to Jason results from the intention of Hera to punish Pelias for his neglect of the honor due to her. The story of Jason’s journey in the first ship, the Argo, with his heroic companions, the Argonauts, to the outer reaches of the world known to the Greeks in quest of the golden fleece was of ancient origin. According to Parke, the Argonautic legend was originally an epic of Thessaly, dating back to the Mycenean period.\(^2\) The *Argonautica* is simultaneously a written account of a bronze-age adventure story and the adventures of the Argonauts themselves, but not always set in the archaic age.\(^3\) In the course of time, however, the primitive epic traveled to southern Greece and ultimately probably to Miletus. It was then infiltrated by Apolline influences.\(^4\) The story was known in some form to the poet of the *Iliad* and the *Odyssey*. The core of the *Odyssey*, as it has come down to us, is the *Nostos*, or return of Odysseus homewards to Ithaca after the sacking of Troy. Folktales, such as the story of the Lotus-eaters and of Polyphemus were then added on to the story. Many of the hero’s wanderings, however and some of the detail come from the epic of the *Argonautica*.\(^5\) Huxley contends that Homer may have added these features to his poem, as he reminds us of his source when
he describes the wandering rocks, between which, before Odysseus came, only the Argo had passed, having Hera’s help because she loved Jason. The Argo, Homer stresses, is known to all (12.70). Circe, a daughter of the Sun and a sister of Aetes, from whose kingdom the Argo sailed homewards, also belongs to the saga of the Argo (Homer, Odyssey 10.137–139). The fountain of Artacia, which flowed in the country close to where Cyzicus, the Propontic city, was later founded, is at home in the epic of Jason and the Argonauts, from which it may well have been transferred to the Odyssey (10.108). The story of Jason and the Argonauts does not seem to have had any impact on the plot of Homer’s Iliad, but in that poem as well, Homer glances at the essential part of the epic: the visit of Jason to Lemnos, where he begat a son, Euenus of Hypsipyle.6 Euenus has dealings in the Iliad with the Achaeans before Troy, sending them wine (7.467–469) and ransoming a Trojan captive (23.747–748).

The epic of Jason and the Argonauts, a tale that told of courageous navigation through hazardous unknown seas, would have been naturally popular among Greek sailors and seamen, as well as among the citizens of maritime cities during the first stages of the Greek colonial expansion in the eighth century. The epic seems to have found special favor in Corinth, whose ruling nobility deplored the insignificant place of their city in heroic legend and saga. Indeed, it was a Bacchiad, Eumelus, son of Amphylitus, who set out to create an epic past for his city.7 As Homer had added Argonautic features to the Odyssey, Eumelus also linked Corinthian local cult with the story of Jason.

The story was also known to Hesiod (Theogony 992ff). We can also cite Pindar’s account of the Argonauts (Pindar, Pythian 4) and Euripides, Medea. The earliest complete work on the Argonautic expedition of which we hear is a sixth-century poem ascribed to Epimonides of Crete. It dates from the same period as the Naupactia, a catalogue of Heroines of disputed authorship, which covered much of the same material as the Argonautica and may have served as a source for Apollonius.8 Several other early authors, poets and prose writers, wrote on the Argonauts, but we cannot date these with any certainty. Strabo (1.2.40 C46) wrote that Homer’s Circe was derived from Medea, who must have been an extremely early subject for epic poetry. During the sixth and fifth centuries, many authors such as Herodorus of Heraclea, Pherecydes of Syros, Simonides of Ceos and Herodotus of Halicarnassus wrote on or about the Argonauts, and are frequently cited in ancient scholia. Tragedians wrote many dramas using the Argonautic legend. During the fourth century, Antimachus of Colophon seems to have dealt with the love of Jason and Medea in his elegy the Lyde.

Therefore, when Apollonius of Rhodes wrote his Argonautica, he could count on the story and its sequel (Jason’s desertion of Medea) being extremely well-known to his audience. Perhaps as a consequence, the central poetic technique of Apollonius is the creative reworking of Homer, and, for all its Alexandrian qualities, the Argonautica is a full-scale epic in the traditional mode.9 The Argonauts represent the flower of the Greek mythical past embedded in the Greek parallel world of myth, legend and saga, that early generation of men that included Heracles, Jason, Orpheus and Peleus. Their quest and the labors they have to endure are of heroic proportions. Their journey takes them through the major part of the world known to the Greeks in archaic times and, much of the time, into the unknown with its collection of strange monsters and menacing places. Magic and the supernatural play no small, part in the poem.10 The Argonauts live in the Greek parallel mythical world, where gods participate in the action, notably Apollo, Athena,
Hera and Aphrodite. The language is that of conventional epic: Apollonius seems to have carefully studied Homeric glosses to which he must have had access in the library in Alexandria, but his choice of words is by no means limited to Homer. He freely uses Alexandrian words and late uses of Homeric words. He constantly extended and varied the language of Homer by analogy and new formation. Apollonius also draws upon the vocabulary of the whole high epic tradition.11

Apollonius’ narrative is deliberately archaizing and dips into the common stock of Greek myth, legends and sagas from the archaic period. From almost every detail of the Argonautica, it is obvious that Apollonius conceived the poem as being fundamentally Homeric and it marks an attempt to construct a Homeric epic for the Alexandrian world.12 Indeed, part of what makes Apollonius’ Argonautica so different from the works of previous authors is the time period during which he was writing. In common with other Alexandrian poetry, the aetiology of cult and ritual is important in the Argonautica. Apollonius’ scholarly learning, visible also in his skilled manipulation of earlier texts, emphasizes how the Argonatic voyage is in part an acculturation establishing Greek tradition. The repeatedly positive evaluation of Greek culture should be connected with the Ptolemaic context of the work. The Ptolemies promoted themselves as the true heirs and champions of classical Greek culture and this should not be overlooked in the epic. It is plausible that the characters of King Alcinous and Queen Arete owe quite a lot to Ptolemy II Philadelphus and his sister/wife. Ptolemaic ideas are also inscribed into Greek mythical prehistory. Hellenistic science is reflected within the mythical material in the poem: Aphrodite bribes her son with a ball which is also a cosmic globe of a kind familiar in Apollonius’ time (Apollonius, Argonautica 3.131–141). Medea’s suffering reflects contemporary physiological theories (Apollonius, Argonautica 3.762–763). Mopsus’ death from a snake bite is a typical mixture of Alexandrian medicine and myth (Apollonius, Argonautica 4.1502–1506).13

In the mass of material upon which Apollonius had to draw then, the question must have arisen as to what to leave out and how to respect the different traditions of certain myths and legends. He shows enormous skill in fusing conflicting mythological and historical details into a whole. So it was with his treatment of the Hyperborean myth: Apollonius, as Homer and Hesiod had done before him, identified Boreas’ home in Thrace (Apollonius, Argonautica 1.211ff). He also mentions the myth of Boreas kidnapping Orithyia, daughter of King Erechtheus of Athens, as she was dancing by Illissus and carrying her off far away to the Sarpedon rock in wintry Thrace, where he wrapped her in dark clouds and forced her to so his will (Apollonius, Argonautica 1.216ff).14 Out of this union came Zetes and Calais, the Boreadae. Apollonius also mentioned Orpheus whom he associates with Thrace, home of Boreas, although he did not make any direct connection between Orpheus and the Hyperborean myth, following previous source material (Apollonius, Argonautica 1.25–34). Apollonius also used Pindar as a source (Pindar, Olympian 3.23–24): he wrote there was a river, the uttermost horn of Ocean, which was broad and exceedingly deep, that a merchant ship may traverse, called the Ister (Apollonius, Argonautica 4.282–287). It takes its sources in the Rhipean Mountains. When it enters the boundaries of Thrace and Scythia, however, it divides its stream into two (Apollonius, Argonautica 4.288–289). On this point, the manuscript reading is not clear, as the Ister sends its waters partly into the Ionian Sea, or into the Mediterranean (Apollonius, Argonautica 4.289).15 If either of these two readings is
correct, Apollonius could have been consulting and using the writings of Hecataeus of Miletus (Jacoby, *FGrH* 1A No. 1 Frags. 54–56). If the Euxine is meant, Apollonius would have been consistent with Pindar.

He then refers to another tradition which is quite different from this one: this myth states that Apollo went to the land of the Hyperboreans, whom Apollonius calls a sacred people (Apollonius, *Argonautica* 4.614). Apollo had taken refuge in the land of the Hyperboreans after leaving shining heaven at the chiding of his father Zeus who was angry because of Apollo’s son whom divine Coronis bore to him in bright Laceria at the mouth of Amyrus. Zeus had shot Phaethon down from the chariot of Helios into the opening of a lake deep in the streams of the Eridanus River, which continues to belch up heavy steam clouds and noisome stench from the smoldering wound. No bird spreading its light wings could cross the water, but would plunge into the flame in mid-course fluttering. All around this site, the daughters of Helios, enclosed in tall poplars, wretchedly wail a piteous plaint, and, from their eyes, they shed on the ground, bright drops of amber. These are dried by the sun upon the sand, but whenever the waters of the dark lake flow over the strand before the blasts of the wailing wind (Boreas?), then they roll in on a mass into Eridanus with swelling tide. The Celts recount, however, that these are the tears of Leto’s son Apollo, which he shed after he had left shining heaven and while he was in the land of the Hyperboreans (Apollonius Rhodius, *Argonautica* 4.592–626).

It is not known when the myth of Phaethon, son of Helios, was first used in Greek literature. The legend is not found in Homer, but the participle φαέθων (shining) is several times attached as an epithet to Helios (Homer, *Iliad* 11.735, *Odyssey* 5.479, 11.16, 19.441, 22.338). The name Phaethon is applied to a horse of Eos (Homer, *Odyssey* 23.246). One wonders if there is any association with Boreas and the far north here. A daughter of Helios is called Phaethousa (Homer, *Odyssey* 12.132). Diggle conjectures that just as ἀκρωτήριον was used in early poetry, both as an epithet of Helios and as a name of Helios’ father, so the epithet φαέθων found in Homer evolved and became a name used for a son of Helios, Phaethon.

Hesiod refers to a son of Eos and Cephalus named Phaethon, a favorite of Aphrodite (Hesiod, *Theogony* 984–991). Diggle writes this figure is unconnected with our Phaethon, as well as several local Phaethons, attested in various regions throughout Greece and the Aegean. It remains doubtful, however, if Hesiod even mentioned a version of the myth which concerns us. It is possible that Hesiod alluded to the Heliades weeping amber beside the Eridanus, though, if he did, no Phaethon was mentioned here (cf. Hesiod Frag. 150 Merk.-West=P.Oxy 1358). Whether in this passage the amber was associated with the tears of the Heliades remains uncertain, as is the mention of the name Heliades in the final line. Pliny (*Naturalis Historia* 37.2.31) does not mention Hesiod in the list of the earlier poets who spoke of amber tears.

This myth goes back to at least Aeschylus (Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 37.31), but only minimal fragments survive. The dithyrambic poet Philoxenus (436–380) also dealt with the legend (Graf. 21 Page). So did Nicander whose name is uncertain (Frag. 63 Schneider). His *Hetereumena* may have been used by Ovid in the *Metamorphoses* 1.75ff, 2.19–400. It is possible that Nicander was one of Ovid’s sources for the episode of the Heliades. The unknown Satyrus, who wrote about precious stones, we know nothing
about (Pliny, *Naturalis Historia* 37.6.91 and 37.7.94). Even if amber tears appeared in Aeschylus’ play, the Eridanus did not. We cannot tell from where Aeschylus took the story of Phaethon. Euripides wrote a tragedy entitled *Phaethon* (Nauck TGF 2 Euripides Frags, 771–786), of which sizable passages survive. He also refers to amber in the *Hippolytus* (737–741), citing the tradition according to which Phaethon’s sisters, the Heliades, or daughters of the Sun, metamorphosed into poplars, wept amber tears, into the Eridanus river, out of grief at their brother’s fall and fiery death. The earliest reference to the myth after the tragedians is an uninformative allusion by Plato (*Timaeus* 22C). Aristotle reports that according to Pythagorean doctrine, the Milky Way had been formed by the course of a star dislodged from its place during Phaethon’s ride (Aristotle, *Meteorologica* 1.8.345a; cf. Diodorus of Sicily 5.23.2). Aratus speaks of the constellation involving the name Eridanus (*Phenomena* 360). The epithet suggests the lamentations of the Heliades. Panocles (Frag. 6 Powell) mentions a story which may have dealt with the association between Phaethon and a comrade Cyncus (swan) in his *Love Affairs*. A fragmentary epigram on Phaethon’s death also survives from the Alexandrian period (Pap. Tebt. 3 1–10; Virgil, *Eclogues* 7). The connection between Boeotian, or Thracian nymphs, however, and Phaethon is not obvious and Diggle writes they are hardly compatible with the Eridanus. They become more compatible of one thinks of the Eridanus River being in Athens, not in the far west. If this is true, and it remains simple conjecture for the present time, one could hypothesize that the Phaethon myth got its start in mainland Greece and was then transposed to the western theater of Greek colonization. Lines 3–4 allude to the broken chariot and lines 7 and 8 say he will be lamented by his sisters. It would seem then that Apollonius Rhodius added the Celtic version of the origins of amber wherein the amber tears are shed not by the Heliades, but by Apollo. Apollonius may have invented this story out of whole cloth.

We may, even from the literary evidence, assume that the myth is quite old, perhaps dating back to Mycenaean times. It is interesting for us, as it details a north-south trade which has also been well documented in excavations. Amber was traded from the Jutland coast in Denmark to the head of the Adriatic, passing through some of the richest areas in central Europe. Celts may have served as middlemen between Mycenaean and later Greek buyers and northern amber harvesters and/or levied a considerable toll for using the land over which it was transported. Ahl suggested two trading routes for the commerce in amber and perhaps other merchandise: first, the Black Sea-Dniestr-Vistula-Baltic, the return journey would have been made via the Oder-Elbe-Rhine-Saone-Po-Adriatic.

During the Late Helladic I and II, imported amber, with the exception of Thebes, was restricted to the Peloponnesus, and may have arrived in Greece by a system of gift exchange. The possibility of gift exchange permits us to draw an interesting parallel with the Hyperborean gift route as recorded by Herodotus, Callimachus and Pausanias (Herodotus 4.13–14, 33–34; Callimachus, *Delian* [4] 283ff; Pausanias 1.32.1). Although gift exchange is not stated in the literary sources, it would explain why the authors reported that so many peoples joined peacefully into such a long-range endeavor, over such a long distance, when they were reported to engage in continuous warfare against each other. The transfer of the offering from the north could have been accompanied by gift exchange. The Hyperborean gift route, then, may constitute a hazy memory of Mycenaean trade routes and dealings with northern peoples that was passed down to the
historical Greeks through the Greek Dark Age in the form of this myth which Apollonius of Rhodes reports in his *Argonautica*.

What is remarkable about Apollonius’ version is his ingenious insertion of realistic physical detail into a traditional myth. The heavy vapor that rises from Phaethon’s smoldering wound may have been used by Apollonius to explain the old tradition concerning “birdless lakes,” as the birds were asphyxiated. The vile unbearable stench of charred flesh (4.622) forces Apollonius’ readers into an all-too-human and extremely concrete appraisal of Phaethon’s fall that might otherwise simply seem a mere symbolic allegory. The Heliades’ tears as oil drops on the surface of the river (4.625–626) come across to the reader equally vividly, as one finds a tactile specificity about this image which anchors it in the here and now of quotidian existence. This, again, is interesting for us as Apollonius is endeavoring to cross the threshold between the parallel mythical world of the Greeks and the real one. Their nocturnal wailing (4.624–625), just remote enough to avoid a confusing direct encounter, similarly suggests real women, rather than poplar trees. Indeed, in the Celtic countries, the tradition of keening is too well known to be overlooked. At the same time, however, there is no other ancient source for Apollonius’ striking assignment of the amber tears, Hyperborean or not, to Apollo (4.611–618). He is in fact conflating two versions of the myth here, as Apollo’s son can also be Asclepius, who was being supplied with thunderbolts by the Cyclopes, so he could bring mortals back to life (Pindar, *Pythian* 3.47–58). Furthermore, Apollo’s exile by Zeus is elsewhere associated with a spell of servitude to Thessalian Admetus (Apollodorus 3.10.4). The mythical Eridanus River, as we saw in chapter five, possibly transposed from mainland Greece to the western theater of Greek colonization, was itself catasterized in the constellation of Orion (Aratus, *Phenomena* 359–360).

On the other hand, as we saw in chapter two, Pindar reports that Heracles brought the olive tree back from the land of the Hyperboreans and planted it at Olympia through loyalty to Zeus (*Olympian* 3.17). The scholiast on Theocritus 2.121 (Wendel 290) says Heracles garlanded himself in the underworld with the white poplar which was growing on the banks of the Archeron. The tree grew in the precinct at Olympia. Pausanias (5.14.2) has Heracles bring it there from the Archeron in Thesprotia. The white poplar or abele (bicolor...populus, Virgil, *Aeneid* 8.276) symbolizes with the silver underside and upperside to its leaf light and darkness. The importation of the poplar to Olympia, like that of the olive, establishes there a symbol of light and dark which characterize the human condition. Apollonius may not have been thinking of the Eridanus at Athens, but rather the Archeron in Thesprotia.

Apollonius differentiates the Hyperboreans from the Celts, but we are not at all clear as to where the land of the Hyperboreans is exactly. He continues by saying the Argonauts entered the Rhone (Rhodanus), which flows into the Eridanus, and where they meet is a roar of mingling waters (Apollonius Rhodius, *Argonautica* 4.627–629). Apollonius then says that the Eridanus, rising from the ending of the earth, where are the portals and mansions of the night (the west), on one side bursts forth upon the beach of Ocean, thus on the westernmost rim of the archaic Greek earth-disk, and at the other pours into the Ionian Sea, and, on the third, sends its stream to the Sardinian Sea and its limitless bay in the west (*Argonautica* 4.629–634). He seems to have thought that the Po, Rhone, and Rhine were all connected. If the mythical Eridanus were the Po or the Rhine, the Hyperborean lands would be located in prime Celtic territory, either northern Italy,
eastern France or western Germany. This myth may be a remnant of early trading contacts between Greeks and Celts during Hallstatt times (800–450/425). It could refer to the known state of affairs in Greek cities in Magna Graecia and southern France whose inhabitants traded intensively and extensively with northern Celts. The Argonauts entered stormy lakes that spread throughout the Celtic mainland of wondrous size (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 4.634–639). They also entered a gulf of Ocean in ignorance, as they could perhaps have gone over the side of the earth-disk, but Hera saved them by leaping forth from the Hercynian rock, also in Celtic territory, and they turned back again (4.640–644). Then after a long time, they came to the beach of a surging sea under the protection of Hera, passing unharmed through countless tribes of Celts and Ligyans, as the goddess poured dread mist all around them day by day as they fared on (4.645–650). This sounds like the region of Massalia, where they would have found safety in Greek colonies.

The whole passage may be based on tales of merchants who traded far to the north with Celtic people, and a return to the Mediterranean basin. If ensnaring someone in mist to protect them is a Homeric feature (Homer, Odyssey 7.13–17), this passage also says that the Argonauts could only traverse such lands with the help of Hera’s powers, suggesting the Celts had been, in the past, and perhaps were still in the present, a dangerous and formidable foe. This would agree with the extant foundation stories of Massalia. It is also a tacit confirmation of the Celtic expansion that was still probably going on in Apollonius’ day.

The geography in this passage, while ultimately mythical and part of the Greek parallel world, nevertheless, in part, at least, makes sense on its own terms. Fränkel is surely correct to see in Apollonius’ thinking of three rivers and a Celtic lake, an Alpine northern system with its branch discharging into Ocean (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 4.631, 637–638) as the earliest classical reference to the Rhine. This makes considerably more sense than Vian’s attempt, like Aeschylus (Frag. 107 Mette), to make Apollonius locate the Rhine’s source in the Pyrenees, largely on the basis of 4.629–630. The Po, Rhone, and Rhine all do, in fact, though unconnected, take their sources in the Alps. There may have been more than a vague awareness of this, probably on the part of traders and merchants working far to the north, or by information obtained by word of mouth around Massalia, in antiquity, which Apollonius appears elsewhere to share, and which militates against Vian’s argument. Green writes that the Rhone flows through Lake Geneva on its way to Lyons, and has its outfall near Marseille. He feels that Apollonius, whom he feels was relying on Timaeetus, could quite logically send the Argo up the Po, then bring her back into the western Mediterranean down the Rhone, from which point she would be well-placed to sail along the Tyrrenhenian coast of Italy. Green feels the “portals and mansions of Night” need not, for Apollonius’ purposes, lie in the west: the long winter darkness of the remote and unknown north could equally be meant here. This would agree with the first literary sources we have for the Hyperborean myth, discussed in section two. Moreover, the Rhone does flow through Lake Geneva; the Po does discharge into the Adriatic. We can safely assume it was a natural temptation to have their headwaters all converge, and where better than an inland lake?

The Sardinian Sea is the western Mediterranean and the vast gulf could well correspond to the Golfe du Lion, crediting the Rhone with seven mouths (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 4.633). Strabo (4.1.8 C183–184) notes that Timaeus argued for
five mouths, Artemidorus for three, and Polybius for two, noting the progressive silting up of the delta. Apollonius imagined a lake system of interchanging waterways to let the Argonauts set off, by mistake, down the Rhine (4.633–634), only to be turned back by Hera, just as Athena had earlier thrust them forward through the clashing rocks. Apollonius then has the Argo circumnavigate Europe westward, presumably from the Rhone to the Pillars of Heracles, perhaps using material from early Greek stories of voyages westward to Tartessus and beyond. The Hercynian promontory, or forest, formed part of an originally vague chain of northern mountains, later identified more closely as ranges between the headwaters of the Danube and Transylvania, including the Harz Mountains. Vian, Livrea and Delage all identify the region with the Celtic Black Forest.

Apollonius has clearly continued the Greek tradition of mythologizing both little known geographical places and their peoples. Like Homer and Callimachus with non-Greek peoples, he has incorporated the Celts and their lands into Greek mythology and made it seem as if they had adopted Greek myth as their own. Why Apollonius chose the Celts to tell this myth is not known, but it does fit with the Hyperborean myth to have northern peoples worship Apollo. It seems clear Apollonius was using earlier Greek texts concerning the western Mediterranean which he had obtained during his research and studies in the library at Alexandria. He may also have found the texts already mentioned in sections two and three of the present work, and possibly others which have not come down to us, that identify the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones and the Hyperboreans with Celts. Again, if the ethnic name Hyperboreans had meant simply someone who lives to the north of the Mediterranean basin to Apollonius, he would have called the Ligyans Hyperboreans too, as they are identified as a separate people from the Celts. He would also have located the Rhipean Mountains for the reader which he has not done in this scenario. One wonders if it is safe to assume that the Rhipean Mountains are the Alps here, as he did locate them within the first tradition he reported in Scythia (Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 4.287). If this is the case, Apollonius’ text would agree broadly with the tradition studied in the present section.
Chapter Nine
Posidonius of Apamea

Similarly to Antimachus, Heraclides, Hecataeus of Abdera and possibly Apollonius before him, Posidonius was born in the eastern theater of Greek colonization about 135 in Apamea in northern Syria on the Orontes. He came from a wealthy Apamean family and grew up in a Greek milieu. Just as the previous authors who identified the Hyperboreans with the Celts or the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, he went to mainland Greece as a young man for his higher education. Under the tutelage of the eminent Rhodian Panaetius, Head of the Stoic School of Philosophy in Athens, he became a convinced adherent to the system and was deeply influenced by Platonic and Aristotelian theories. After 100, when Panaetius died, the headship of the school passed to Mnesarchus and Posidonius founded a school in Rhodes in the eastern theater of Greek colonization.

Posidonius was reputed to have traveled widely. About 87/86, he served as a member of at least one embassy to Rome in the dangerous year of Marius’ last consulship and terminal illness (Plutarch, *Marius* 45.4). During the nineties, Posidonius probably embarked upon long tours of research to the west, visiting Spain, the southern Celtic lands and Italy. He was thought to know what was to be known, but he also sought to know more and brought a vivid individuality to bear on all things. His interests range over the whole spectrum of intellectual enquiries and disciplines in the ancient world. Thirty titles are known, but only minimal fragments survive. The most substantial material comes from the *History*, consisting of fifty-two books and from a work entitled *On the Affections*, quoted and discussed at length by Galen in *De placitis Hippocratis ex Platonis* 4 and 5.

Although Posidonius believed the world could only be understood by reason, he was also clearly a product of his upbringing, milieu, education and culture. To the average Stoic, the gods of poetry and art were familiar from early childhood. Greek education bred a competence in early forms of literature and a knowledge of the Greek mythical parallel world. Posidonius professed to vehemently renounce these inherited tendencies and put rationalization, scientific reasoning and logic in their place, but it comes as no surprise he was not able to divest himself of his whole culture, tradition and national custom (Posidonius, *On the Gods* in Diogenes Laertius 7.138). Diogenes Laertius (7.151) reports a Stoic belief in daemones who watch over human affairs as in Hesiod and in heroes, that is the souls of the righteous which have survived their bodies. Posidonius is also reputed to be the first Stoic known to have written *On Heroes and Daemones* (Hesiod, *Works and Days* 121ff; Macrobius, *Saturnalia* 1.23.7 [Cornificius]). For Posidonius, both Greek and non-Greek society alike, is based on a
generally binding ordinance, and in Greek culture, it commonly rested on divine
authority, hence the esteem accorded to oracles and prophets. He described the universe
as a system of heaven and earth, and the natures in them, or, again, as a system composed
of gods and men, and all that is created for their sake (Posidonius, *Celestial Phenomena*
in Diogenes Laertius 7.138). This could be interpreted as a holdover from the mythical
parallel world of the early Greeks. He seems to have recognized the Golden Age, at least
as a concept, during which everything was much better (Seneca, *Epistle* 90.5). Posidonius
believed he had discovered in Homer the knowledge of the tide of the Ocean by which he
felt his own theories confirmed.14

Apart from his philosophical and scientific studies, Posidonius also collected evidence
of all sorts in the Peripatetic way from books. One may feel he was too hospitable to
assertions, however ill-founded, which appeared to confirm convictions of his own. Yet,
when verification was not possible, there was still value in recording all that could be
recorded.15 This included information found in the vast volumes of literature and writings
of the Greek tradition. History, with its descriptive framework of social behavior, was
Posidonius’ necessary tool for moral philosophy. His *History* was a major work in its
own right, taking up where Polybius left off about 146 and continuing the history of
Roman expansion as far as the dictatorship of Sulla (Jacoby, *FGrH* No. 87). Its scope was
all-embracing of the Mediterranean-centered world, from the histories of Asia Minor to
Spain, Egypt and Africa to France and the northwestern peoples, Rome and Greece. It
was full to the brim of formidable detail of facts and events, major and minor, global and
local, and of social and environmental phenomena.16 He is of course noted for his
ethnographic information about the Celts, the study of whom he had inherited from
previous authors. Posidonius had a keen eye for things, however remote from his
theoretical concerns: he remarked on the peculiarities of Libyan monkeys (Frag. 73) and
on the Celtic habit of nailing on their portals the skulls of their enemies (Frag. 55). The
unifying factor in this huge work was a moralist’s view of historical explanation, perhaps
similar to Heraclides Ponticus.17

The tendencies mentioned above may account for why Posidonius appears to have
continued the mythologizing tradition which we examined in chapter five. He wrote, in a
similar fashion to Hecataeus of Abdera, that the Hyperboreans did exist and used to
inhabit the Alps.18 One could well interpret this fragment as a holdover from an earlier
time when the Hyperborean homeland was transposed from Thrace, or to the north of the
Caspian Sea area, to the western theater of Greek colonization, as part of their traditional
mythical parallel world. Jacoby (*FGrH* 2C No. 87 Frag. 103 page 205) says this fragment
does not come from the period of Roman expansion and geographical knowledge, but
from an earlier period. He also says the Hyperboreans and the Rhipean Mountains go
together and are part of the same myth. Jacoby may be implying that this tradition has
come down to Posidonius from earlier texts, such as those of Protarchus and Antimachus.
Kidd refers to other fragments which mention the Rhaopia Mountains.

Athenaeus preserves a fragment of Posidonius in which he says that the Rhaopia
Mountains were later named Olbian and now are called the Alps in Galatia.19 When forest
fires broke out, these mountains flowed with silver. One can readily see how the Rhaopia
Mountains would have been called Olbian (Herodotus 4.13–14) and we know a tradition
which identifies the Alps in northern Italy with the Hyperboreans, but this is the first time
we encounter the Rhaopia Mountains being located in Galatia. Given the date of the
author, and his origins in Asia Minor, it may refer to the great Celtic migrations across Europe which took place during the La Tène period. What is interesting here is also the sequencing of the text: Posidonius makes reference to the Helvetians whose rivers and brooks bring down grains of gold that women and infirm men rub with sand, sift and bring to the smelting pot. There could again be a hint of identification of the Hyperboreans with the Celts here, as gold is also a Hyperborean feature (Aeschylus, *Choephori* 372–374). The Hyperboreans then might have qualified as a “golden race,” but this is not actually stated in the source material. The only difficulty here is that the Rhipean Mountains flow with silver and not gold, but the idea of felicity being connected with a great quantity of precious metals is preserved here. The Hyperboreans, who lived in the far north of the mythical Greek world, were the happiest of all peoples because they had great quantities of gold. The Celts, some of whom lived in the far north of the real world, also had great quantities of gold, and so, were like the Hyperboreans. The story of silver flowing from the Rhipean Mountains is also rather like the story Posidonius used in the context of the Spanish mines in which gold is also washed down the rivers and streams. Thus, Posidonius may have been transposing earlier material about Tartessus from writers such as Stesichorus (*SLG* 7) and Herodotus (1.163) to the east, where some Celts had migrated.

The Spanish mines even outdo the continental Celtic ones in the Cevennes and the Pyrenees. Posidonius says he does not disbelieve the story about the abundance of precious metals in Spain; it is a legend, not science. Posidonius also records, still according to Athenaeus (6.233F=Jacoby, *FGrH* No. 87 Frag. 48) that Spartans, forbidden by their social customs to import into Sparta or to acquire gold and silver, acquired them none the less and deposited them with their neighbors, the Arcadians. They, then, made enemies of the Arcadians, instead of friends, so that their disobedience should be unaccountable for scrutiny through hostility. It is also recorded that the gold and silver previously in Sparta was deposited with Apollo and Delphi, but Lysander brought it to Sparta for public use and, thereby, was the cause of much misfortune. The account continues that Gylippus, the liberator of Syracuse, committed suicide through starvation when convicted by the ephors of embezzling some of the funds brought in by Lysander (Plutarch, *Lysander* 16). It was no matter for a mere human to treat lightly what had been dedicated to the god and acknowledged, it would appear, as his honor and possession. This approach seems extremely traditional, even if the concept of god is different from the archaic one, and, again, part of the traditional mythical parallel world of the Greeks, where gold is sacred and so is Apollo.

He then continues by telling the story of the Scordistae who do not have any gold in their country, but who do not object in the least to plundering and defrauding other countries for silver. Their people comprise the remnants of the Celts that attacked the Delphic oracle, having Brennus as their leader in 279. After a commander of theirs named as Bathannattus settled them along the Danube, they foreswore gold as an abomination, and would not have it in their country because of all the terrible things they had suffered after their sack of Delphi, but silver, they did use. Posidonius emphasizes that it was a question of impiety and sacrilege they had committed. This is most interesting as Posidonius does not call the Celts Hyperboreans here and says that they have no gold in their native land. Thus, in his mind, there seems to be a vague pairing of the Celts and the Hyperboreans, as long as the Celts stay in the north and as long as they...
have gold in their country. Otherwise, the natural order of things becomes destroyed and the Celts attack Apollo’s sanctuaries, where there is gold, and take it by force. This would also fit in with Posidonius’ philosophy that if one has too much gold or if one is too greedy, all sorts of unpleasant things could happen. Here, there seems to be a balanced system set up which works provided the Celts do not come down and attack Greek sanctuaries from the north. In both fragments (240a-b and 270 Kidd), Posidonius recognizes the character of ancient legend, but argues for a factual basis without totally disregarding it.23

In fragment 270, Kidd puts forward the explanation that the Greeks could actually mean that Posidonius said the Hyperboreans still existed in his time and lived in the Alps. This would agree with Hecateaus of Abdera.24 The Delphic offerings prove the existence of the Hyperboreans, but while others placed them in various remote and legendary locations, Posidonius dismissed such fancies and put them in a known territory where the Celts had lived since the Bronze Age.25 Kidd continues by saying that Posidonius was not assigning present location, but offering a historical explanation for the origin and subsequent legend. Even if he was not assigning present location, Posidonius still recognized that there had been a tradition which tacitly identified the Hyperboreans with Celts, or that placed the Hyperboreans in patently Celtic geographical locations that Posidonius must have known about. In doing so, he had confirmed the main aim of the present work: to establish that there was a tradition in Greek literature which held that the Hyperboreans were identified with Celts and that the Hyperborean homeland was identified with Celtic lands.

Posidonius, as most of the other authors who identified the Hyperboreans with Celts or the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, was from the eastern theater of Greek colonization. Unlike the other authors, however, he was not a poet, but a man of science and philosophy. Posidonius believed reason and scientific explanation could explain life and if these failed, philosophy would, but he could not renounce the Greek parallel mythical world which was so deeply embedded in the Greek collective consciousness and culture. By the time Posidonius was writing, the colonization of Italy and Sicily had long been completed. It is not at all clear when he died or as an old man if he survived into the period of Caesar’s conquest of the northern Celtic lands and his invasion of Britain. It seems likely here Posidonius was using a long established tradition of transposing Greek myth and legend from east to west, but sometimes he also transposed western archaic material into a much later eastern context of Celtic lands. He may have been using an idea he encountered in his own education and research, and tried to give a factual basis to it in order to explain it, as it no longer corresponded to the reality of his own time. If he subscribed in part at least to Neo-Pythagorean belief and philosophy, it would only have been natural for him to have knowledge of the Hyperboreans and their myth, as well as of the texts which pertain to it. This may have been part of it which Posidonius may have been repeating along with the historical context of the mines of precious metals in the Celtic lands.
Fantastic stories, myths and legends became so embedded in Greek culture and collective consciousness that even within the domains of scientific research and logical enquiry, the Greek mythical parallel world never disappeared. During the archaic age, poets and storytellers could communicate with the gods and were inspired by them. Later, when the poets were questioned and called liars, many of these stories, myths and legends remained part and parcel of Greek literary tradition. The Greek parallel mythical world was also transmitted to the Romans and their writers, though frequently in a somewhat altered form.

From the beginning of our extant source material, myths, legends and sagas were used to articulate themes of exploration, geographical expansion and contacts with non-Greek peoples. Greek superheroes such as Jason and the Argonauts, and Heracles were leading personages in creating a Greek mythical past, as they were said to have gone into far-away lands to explore and pave the way for a more lasting Greek presence in the form of colonization. The Hyperborean lands also figured as part of this ongoing evolution. They were moved about the Greek world and its extensions as the edges of that world were pushed back and became more far-reaching. As geographical knowledge expanded, so did the use of myths, legends and stories. The Hyperborean lands, for example, were transposed from one part of the Greek world to a chosen theater of colonization to mark the new world with Greekness. It is not to be underestimated how much the Greeks believed in their parallel mythical world of gods, mythical golden-age utopias and superheroes: these beliefs permeated their culture and world view. Even in the fourth century, during a time of general upheaval and change, writers marked out their school of thought/philosophy by how they considered the Golden Age. Mythical utopian paradises were revamped or created using archaic themes to illustrate philosophical and political points. The Hyperborean lands were again one of these.

As myth, legend and tall stories were so embedded in the Greek mentality and way of looking at things, they were often paired with historical processes and events such as the Greek advance up the Adriatic towards northern Italy and Greek commerce with the Hallstatt economies of central and northern Europe. In the case of the Hyperboreans, the mythical Rheipean Mountains were identified with the Alps of northern Italy in the western theater of Greek colonization, where Celts had lived since the Bronze Age, in order to explain how and why this commerce had come about. The Greeks of the archaic age had the impression their gods were controlling everything that came to pass around them. As they were themselves the favored of the gods, they believed they would come out on top in whatever endeavor they were attempting. The Greeks integrated other
peoples, the Celts among them, into their myths, legends and stories for the same reason: if the Greek gods controlled the situation, the Greeks would, at least in the end, dominate the outcome. Many Greek colonial enterprises were sanctioned by their god Apollo at Delphi. Within the Greek parallel world of myth, legend and belief, the Hyperboreans were transposed into the western theater of Greek colonization by authors who came from other theaters of Greek colonization to create a Greek mythical past for that particular area. If such a past existed, it was only natural for the Greeks to take possession of what was rightfully theirs and to set up trade with the peoples who inhabited the particular area. The Hyperboreans were thought to live at the back of the North Wind, consequently, on the other side of the Rheipec Mountains from where Boreas blew. Hence, consciously or unconsciously, the Celts who lived in, around, and at the back of the Alps, were identified with the Hyperboreans who traditionally lived there. This identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts probably preserves a hazy memory of trading and possibly diplomatic relations which went on between the Greeks and Celts.

In addition, there seems to be a vague association involving gold. The Hyperboreans were considered the happiest of all peoples. Apollo went to their land for recreation and also to hide from his father when there was a problem. Their felicity was associated with gold, as gold did not perish and was thought to be indestructible. The identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts was perhaps reinforced as the Celts were known to both the Greeks and Romans for wild feasting and drinking from Hallstatt C and D times on, and, also, for having great quantities of gold. The Celts were even said by one author to live for 125 years (Pseudo-Plutarch, Placita philosophorum 5.30 a-e; Tacitus, Dialogues 17), which is not as long as the thousand years ascribed to the Hyperboreans by Simonides, but which must have had the psychological effect on the audience/reader of identifying the Celtic lands to the north of the Mediterranean basin with the mythical golden-age utopian land of the Hyperboreans. Furthermore, the Rheipec Mountains may also have been identified with the Alps because they stood at the edge of the world, thickly wooded and shrouded in black night. The Alps may at one time have been viewed as a northern barrier to the Greeks, or indeed someone else from whom the Greeks would have heard this information at an early date. They were thickly wooded, a cold wind blew from them and they were often covered in snow. Nights perhaps even fell earlier on them than in the Mediterranean basin. Moreover, Greek colonists and traders brought the ready-made Hyperborean myth with them to their new homes in the west. In all probability, any town or village that had a cult to Apollo knew also of the Hyperborean myth. We may even be in a position to conjecture that the identification of the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, or the Hyperboreans with Celts, paralleled a much wider tableau of Greek trading and colonization in Celtic lands. The Greeks of Massalia were used to dealing with Celts, as they were among their closest neighbors. Archaeological evidence strongly suggests that Greek traders in the south of France went to live, either temporarily or permanently in Celtic settlements to have firsthand access to these markets. One wonders if the Greeks from Italy and Sicily were doing the same thing in the extreme north, going to live on Hallstatt palace sites, and later on in La Tène aristocratic sites. It would be logical as we know of a Celt living in Etruria and another one living in Rome. Gold was one of the most frequently traded items north-south, along with amber, salt, lead, tin, slaves, hides, honey and perishable goods. Finally, Apollo’s swans which he rode, or which pulled his chariot to the land of the Hyperboreans, are also paralleled in Celtic civilization and
archaeology. In Greek mythology, the swans of Apollo unified north and south, the mythical parallel world with the real one. The motif of the swan in Celtic tradition and art could correspond to the stories and legends of Greek mythology concerning swans. On the other hand, both are probably ultimately derived from a common Indo-European mythology about swans.

We have learned from our investigation there is a tradition in Greek literature which identifies the Hyperboreans, a mythical race of sacred people, living in a “golden-age” existence of eternal feasting and joy, with a very real people the Celts, one of the northern neighbors of the Greeks in their western theater of colonization. While this tradition is far from being a mainstream one in the Greek literary tradition, it does slot into the general tendency of Greek authors to transpose Greek myths, legends and sagas from mainland Greece or their eastern theater of colonization to the west in order to create a mythical prehistory/history for those lands which were frequented by them for trade and/or colonized by them. This theme fits into the broader framework of contacts between two great European peoples and civilizations of the Mediterranean basin and northern Europe, contacts which appear to have been continuous from the time when the two civilizations first evolved in Europe. The singer who performed stories, myths and legends in the Greek world had his counterpart in the northern Celtic bard (bardos). In their respective worlds, they did not sing of history, but created it using myths, legends, sagas and stories to parallel what we call history in the modern sense of the term. Thus, a hybrid of history and myth, of fact and fiction shaped their ideas of a living and ever-present past, and present, and molded a degree of certainty, or at least an expectation for the future, which intimated that certain things would never change.

This identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts broke down, however, when Heraclides Ponticus wrote that the Hyperboreans had come down from the north and sacked Rome. This was not within the tradition of the Hyperboreans who were otherwise considered as peaceful and who did not make war on their neighbors. In all probability, Heraclides was doing the same thing as the archaic singer, arranging myth to fit a fictional history which contained the theme of divine retribution and paralleling a historical event, its origins and consequences by using myth as an overlay (Strabo 1.2.38–39 C46–47). In the parallel mythical world of the Greeks, for example, Apollo was known to have gone to the land of the Hyperboreans and was also known to have a temple there, where Abaris deposited costly offerings to him. These offerings could have been of gold or other precious metals. In the real world of the Celts, there were huge lake sanctuaries, where the Celts made costly offerings of gold and other precious objects to their gods, one of whom was the Celtic sungod Borvo. It is not known exactly when the Greeks discovered the Celts had such sanctuaries, but it is clear that certainly by Roman times, an author, or authors, could invent a mythologizing and moralizing story, which included the theme of divine retribution, about Celtic soldiers who had laid siege to Delphi and who took the spoils in the form of gold treasure back to Toulouse where it is said they had originally come from, to deposit them in a lake.1 Later on, a conquering Roman general would have recaptured the treasure from Delphi when he conquered Toulouse. It is not certain, however, whether the authors who wrote the texts which identify the Hyperboreans with Celts had this level of knowledge about the Celtic world. The exception, of course, would have been Posidonius. What is sure is the mythical claim would have justified the Romans taking Celtic gold from their sacred lake sanctuaries,
just as the transposition of the Hyperborean myth from east to west and the identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts, or the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, would have helped to justify and enhance Greek presence and colonization in the western Mediterranean.

Malkin believes the Greeks regarded the seizure of someone else’s land and resources as a crime and knew it involved a certain amount of *hybris* (Mimnermus Frag. 9 West 1992 87; Strabo 14.1.4 C634). Therefore, in order to make it acceptable, the act of colonization had to be authorized and guided by a divine force which espoused both Justice and Right. These were characteristics of both Apollo and the Hyperboreans. If the act of colonization was authorized by Justice and Right, characteristics of the world of the gods, they would eliminate, at least in part, the *hybris* associated with the setting up of colonies. This may account for the heavily religious aspect of Greek colonization. If native peoples could be endowed with a mythical Greek prehistory and could be shown to be descendants of Heracles or those who returned from Troy, or yet again, if they could be identified with a mythical people the Greeks had created and evolved, the act of colonization, and, indeed, a continued foreign presence, would be strengthened by Justice and Right. This seems to be, at least in part, why the Hyperborean myth was transposed from east to west in the texts we have studied. In addition though, the identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts, or the Hyperborean lands with Celtic ones, constituted a hybrid of fact and fiction, and demonstrated how some authors used the imaginary space common to both the world of humankind, with its darkness and *hybris*, and the world of the gods, characterized by Light, Justice and Right. Seen in this way, the identification of the Hyperboreans with Celts is symptomatic of the process of Greek colonization and the justification of the continued Greek presence in their western theater of colonization.
Appendix

Aelian Herodian, *De Prosodia Catholica* 1.114–115 Lentz:

Protarchus said he called the Alps the Rhipean Mountains and all those peoples who were living to the north of them Hyperboreans. Damastes (of Sigeum) wrote the Issedones lived beyond the Scythians and Arimaspi and the Arimaspi lived beyond the Issedones, but beyond the Issedones stood the Rhipean Mountains from where the North Wind blew and which were never free of snow. On the other side of the mountains lived the Hyperboreans whose territory extended down to the Other Sea. Callimachus said they were Arimaspi.

Stephanus of Byzantium 650.3 Meineke:

The Hyperborean people. Protarchus said he called the Alps the Rhipean Mountains and all those peoples who were living to the north of them Hyperboreans. Antimachus called them all Arimaspi.

Stephanus of Byzantium 118.16 Meineke:
Arimaspi, a Hyperborean people.

Heraclides Ponticus in Plutarch, *Camillus* 22.2–3 (LCL 47 [1997] Perrin 146–147:

22.2.3 Ἡρακλείδης γὰρ ὁ Ποντικὸς οὐ πολὺ τῶν χρῶν ἐκείνων ἀπολειπόμενος ἐν τῷ Περὶ ψυχῆς συγγράμματι φησιν ἀπὸ τῆς ἐσπέρας λόγον κατασχεῖν, ὡς στρατὸς ἐξ ὑπερβορέων ἐλθὼν ἐξωθεὶς ἡρήκοι πόλιν Ἑλληνίδα Ῥώμην, ἐκεῖ ποὺ κατωκημένην περὶ 3. τὴν μεγάλην θάλασσάν, οὐκ ἂν οὐν θαυμάσαι ὑποδῆ καὶ πλασμάτιαν διὰ τὸν Ἡρακλείδην ἀληθεία λόγῳ τῷ περὶ τῆς ἀλώσεως ἐπικομίσασα τοὺς ὑπερβορέους καὶ τὴν μεγάλην ἐλατταν. Ἀριστοτέλης δὲ ὁ φιλόσοφος τὸ μὲν ἀλῶν τὴν πόλιν ὑπὸ Κελτῶν ἀκριβῶς δῆλος ἐστὶν ἀκήκους, τὸν δὲ σώσαντα Λεύκον εἶναι φησιν· ἦν δὲ Μάρκος, οἰς Λεύκος, ὁ Κάμιλλος. ἀλλὰ ταύτα μὲν εἰκασμῖ λέλεκται.

22.2.3 For Heracleides Ponticus, who lived not long after that time, in his treatise “On the Soul,” says that out of the west a story prevailed, how an army of Hyperboreans had come from afar and captured a Greek city called Rome, situated somewhere on the shores 3. of the Mediterranean. Now I cannot wonder that so fabulous and fictitious a writer as Heracleides should deck out the true story of the capture of Rome with his “Hyperboreans” and his “Great Sea.” But Aristotle the philosopher clearly had accurate tidings of the capture of the city by the Gauls, and yet he says that its savior was Lucius, although the forename of Camillus was not Lucius, but Marcus. However, these details were matters of conjecture.


Hecataeus has said the Hyperborean people existed and still existed in his time in a book he wrote called “On the Hyperboreans.” Apollo is revered by the Hyperboreans in their lands. Three Hyperborean peoples are the Epizephyrii, the Epicnemidii and the Ozolai.
47. Ἡμεῖς δὴ ἔπει τὰ πρὸς ἄρκτους κεκλιμένα μέρη τῆς Ἀσίας ἤξιοσάμεν ἀναγραφῆς, οὐκ ἀνοίκειον εἶναι νομίζομεν τὰ περὶ τῶν Ὑπερβορέων μυθολογοῦμεν διελθεῖν. τῶν γὰρ τὰς παλαιὰς μυθολογίας ἀναγεγράφωτον Ἐκαταύος καὶ τυχεῖ ἤπειροι φασιν ἐν τοῖς αὐτοῖς τὰς τούτους τῆς Κελτικῆς τόπους κατὰ τὸν ὀκεανὸν εἶναι νῆσον οὐκ ἐλάττω τῆς Σικελίας ταύτην ὑπάρχειν μὲν κατὰ τὰς ἄρκτους, κατοικεῖσθαι δὲ ὑπὸ τῶν ὄνομαζομένων Ὑπερβορέων ἀπὸ τοῦ πορρωτέρω κεῖσθαι τῆς Βορείου πιὸς- οὔταν δ' αὐτὴν εὕγειον τε καὶ πύμφορον, ἐτὶ δ' εὐκρασία διαφέρουσαν, δίποτε 2. Κατ' ἐκείνους ἀπόκρητους. μυθολογοῦσι δ' ἐν αὐτῇ τῆς Αρκτής γεγονεῖναι διὸ καὶ τὸν Ἀρχόλλα μάλιστα τῶν ἄλλων θεῶν παρ' αὐτοῖς τίμᾶσθαι. εἶναι δ' αὐτοῖς ὠσπερ ἱερείς τινὰς Ἀπόλλωνος διὰ τὸ τὸν θεόν τοῦ τοῦ καθ' ἡμέραν ὑπ' αὐτῶν ὑμινεῖσθαι μετ' ψυχῆς συνεχόμενοι καὶ τιμᾶσθαι διαφερόντως. ὑπάρχειν δὲ καὶ κατὰ τὴν νῆσον τέ- μενος τε Ἀπόλλωνος μεγαλοπρέπεις καὶ ναὸν ἐξιόλον ἀναθη- μασὶ πολλοῖς κεκοσμημένοις, σφαιρευθεὶς 3. τοῦ ὁχήματι, καὶ πόλιν μὲν ὑπάρχειν ἱερὰν τοῦ θεοῦ τοῦτου, τῶν δὲ κατοικοῦσιν αὐτὴν τοὺς πλείστους εἰναι κιβαριστάς, καὶ συνεχῶς ἐν τῷ ναῷ κιβαριζοῦσι τιμῶνις λέγειν τῷ θεῷ μετ' ψυχῆς, ἀποσμηνώνωται αὐτοῦ τὰς πράξεις.

4. Εἶχει δὲ τοὺς Ὑπερβορέους ὁδινών τινὰ διάλεκτον, καὶ πρὸς τοὺς Ἐλλήνας οἰκειότατα διακείσθαι, καὶ μάλιστα πρὸς τοὺς Ἀθηναίους καὶ Δηλίους, ἐκ παλαιῶν χρόνων παρειληφότας τὴν εὔνοιαν ταύτην, καὶ τῶν Ἐλλήνων τινὰς μυθολογίας παραβαλεῖν εἰς Ὑπερβορέους, καὶ ἀναθηματα πολυτελῆ καταλημάτων ἐγράφουσι Ελληνικῶν ἐπιγεγραμμέναι, ὡσούτως δὲ καὶ εἰκὼν Ὑπερβορέως Ἀθαρμὸν εἰς τὴν Ἑλλάδα κατατίθεσθαι τὸ παλαιὸν ἀνασώσαι τὴν πρὸς Δηλίους εὐνοούσαν τε καὶ συγ- γενεῖσαν. φαίνεται δὲ καὶ τὴν σελήνην ἐκ ταύτης τῆς νῆσος οἰνο- νεσθαι παντελῶς ὁλίγον ἀπέχουσαν τῆς γῆς καὶ ὑπαίτως ἐξολόθρεες ἔχουσιν ἐν αὐτῇ φανερά.

6. λέγεται δὲ καὶ τὸν θεὸν δι' ἑτῶν ἐνεκακαίδεκα κατατάναν εἰς τὴν νῆσον, ἐν οἷς αἱ τῶν ἄστρων ἀποκαταστάσεις ἐπὶ τέλος ἀγοῦνται: καὶ διὰ τούτο τὸν ἐνεκακακακακατοπ Χρύσων ὑπὸ τῶν Ἐλλήνων Μέτωπος ἐναυτὸν ὀνομάζοντας. κατὰ δὲ τὴν ἐπι- φάνειαν ταύτην τὸν θεὸν κιβαρίζειν τε καὶ χορεῖειν συνεχῶς τὰς νύκτας ἀπὸ ἢσπερίας ἔρινθος ὡς πλειάς ἔνατολης ἐπὶ τοὺς ἰδίους ἐυπηρεθησαίτερ τερπομένους. βασιλεύει δὲ τῆς πόλεως.
Now for our part, since we have seen fit to make mention of the regions of Asia, which lie to the north, we feel that it will not be foreign to our purpose to discuss the legendary accounts of the Hyperboreans. Of those who have written about the ancient myths, Hecataeus and certain others say that in the regions beyond the land of the Celts there lies in the Ocean an island no smaller than Sicily. This island, the account continues, is situated in the north and is inhabited by the Hyperboreans, who are called by that name because their home is beyond the point whence the North Wind (Boreas) blows; and the island is both fertile and productive of every crop, and since it has an unusually temperate climate it produces two harvests each year. Moreover, the following legend is told concerning it: Leto was born on the island, and for that reason Apollo is honored among them above all other gods; and the inhabitants are looked on as priests of Apollo, after a manner, since daily they praise this god continuously in song and honor him exceedingly. And there is also on the island both a magnificent sacred precinct of Apollo and a notable temple which is adorned with many votive offerings and is spherical in shape. Furthermore, a city is there which is sacred to this god, and the majority of its inhabitants are players on the cithara; and there continually play on this instrument in the temple and sing hymns of praise to the god, glorifying his deeds.

The Hyperboreans also have a language, we are informed, which is peculiar to them, and are most friendly disposed towards the Greeks, and especially towards the Athenians and the Delians, who have inherited this good-will from most ancient times. The myth also relates that certain Greeks visited the Hyperboreans and left behind there costly votive offerings bearing inscriptions in Greek letters. And in the same way Abaris, a Hyperborean, came to Greece in ancient times and renewed the good-will and kinship of his people to the Delians. They say also that the moon, as viewed from this island, appears to be but a little distance from the earth and to have upon it prominences, like those of the earth, which are visible to the eye. The account is also given that the god visits the island every nineteen years, the period in which the return of the stars to the same place in the heavens is accomplished; and for this reason the nineteen-year period is called by the Greeks the “year of Meton.” At the time of this appearance of the god he both plays on the cithara and dances continuously the night through from the vernal equinox until the rising of the Pleiades, expressing in this manner his delight with his successes. And the kings of the city and the supervisors of the sacred precinct are called Boreadae, since they are descendants of Boreas, and the succession to these positions is always kept in their family.
Elixoea, an island of the Hyperboreans which is no smaller than Sicily and which is situated above the river Carambyca. The inhabitants of the island were named Carambycians and got their name from the river which bounded their lands, as Hecataeus of Abdera said.

Carambycians, a Hyperborean people who got their name from the river Carambyca, as Hecataeus of Abdera said.

1. The race of the Hyperboreans and the honors there paid to Apollo are sung by the poets and are celebrated by historians, among whom is Hecataeus, not of Miletus, but of Abdera. The many other matters of importance which he narrates I think there is no need for me to bring in now, and in fact I shall postpone the full ritual to some other occasion, when it will be pleasanter for me and more convenient for my hearers. The only facts which this narrative invites me to relate are as follows: this god has as priests the sons of Boreas and Chione, three in number, brothers by birth, and six cubits in height. So, when at the customary time they perform the established ritual of the aforesaid god there swoop down from what are called the Rhipean Mountains Swans in clouds, past numbering, and after they have circled round the temple as though they were purifying it by their flight, they descend into the precinct of the temple, an area of immense size and of surpassing beauty. Now whenever the singers sing their hymns to the god and the harpers accompany the chorus with their harmonious music, thereupon the Swans also with one accord join in the chant and never once do they sing a discordant note or out of tune, but as though they had been given the key by the conductor they chant in unison with the natives who are skilled in the sacred melodies. Then when the hymn is finished the aforesaid winged choristers, so to call them, after their customary service in honor of the god and after singing and celebrating his praises all through the day, depart.

Next came Zetes and Calais, sons of Boreas, whom once Orithyia, daughter of Erechtheus, bore to Boreas on the verge of wintry Thrace; thither it was that Thracian Boreas snatched her away from Cecropia as she was whirling in the dance, hard by Ilissus’ stream. And, carrying her far off, to the spot that men called the rock of Sarpedon, near the river Erginus, he wrapped her in dark clouds and forced her to do his will.

Now when divine light has not yet come nor is it utter darkness, but a faint glimmer has spread over the night, the time when men wake and call it twilight, at that hour they ran into the harbor of the desert island Thynias and, spent by weary toil, mounted the shore. And to them the son of Leto, as he passed from Lycia far away to the countless folk of the Hyperboreans, appeared; and about his cheeks on both sides his golden locks flowed in clusters as he moved; in his left hand he held a silver bow, and on his back was slung a quiver hanging from his shoulders; and beneath his feet all the island quaked, and the waves surged high on the beach. Helpless amazement seized them as they looked; and no one dared to gaze face to face into the fair eyes of the god. And they stood with heads bowed to the ground; but, he, far off, passed on to the sea through the air; and at length Orpheus spoke as follows, addressing the chiefs:

"Come, let us call this island the sacred isle of Apollo of the Dawn since he has appeared to all, passing by at dawn; and we shall offer such sacrifices as we can, building an altar on the shore; and if hereafter he
shall grant us a safe return to the Haemonian land, then we will lay on his altar the thighs of horned goats. And now I bid you propitiate him with the steam of sacrifice and libations.

Be gracious, O king, be gracious in thy appearing.”


There is a river, the uttermost horn of Ocean, broad and exceedingly deep, that a merchant ship may traverse; they call it Ister and have marked it far off; and for a while it cleaves the boundless tilth alone in one stream; for beyond the blasts of the north wind, far off from the Rhipean Mountains, it springs forth with a roar. But when it enters the boundaries of the Thracians and Scythians, here, dividing its stream into two, it sends its waters partly into the Ionian Sea, and partly to the south into a deep gulf that bends upwards from the Trinacrian sea, that sea which lies along your land, if indeed Achelous flows forth from your land.”

εὐχόμενοι τὰ ἔκαστα κατηφείη δ’ ἔχεν ἀλλοὺς ἢρως Μινώας. η δ’ ἔσσυτο πολλῶν ἐπιπρο λαῖφεσιν, ἐς δ’ ἐβαλον μύχατον ρόον ’Ἡραδανόι. ἐνθα ποτ’ αἰθαλὸντι τυπεῖς πρὸς στέρνα κεραυνῷ ἢραδῆς Φαέθων πέσεσεν ἀρματος Ὅλειοο λίμης ἐς προχαὸς πολυμεθέος· η δ’ ἔτι νῦν ἵπ τραύματος αἰθομένου βαρύν ἀνακηκεὶ ἀτμόν. οὐδὲ τις ὑδώρ κείνο διὰ πτερὰ κούδα ταύνσεα; οἰωνὸς δύναται βαλέειν ὑπὲρ ἅλλα μεσηγὺς φλογμῷ ἐπιθρέψκει πεποτημένοις. ἀμφὶ δὲ κούραι Ἡλίας ταναφῶν ἐελμέναι αἰγειροσιν, μοῦνται κικυρὸν μέλεαι γόνον ἐκ δὲ φαενᾶς ἠλέκτρων λιβάδας βλεφάρων προχέουσιν ἔραζε, αἱ μὲν τ’ ἤλιῳ ψαμάθοις ἐπὶ τερσαίνονται· εὗτ ἄν δὲ κλύζεισα κελαιής ὑδάτα λίμης ἦμοι πνοητι πολυχέος ἐξ ἀνέμου, δὴ τότε ἐς Ἡραδανὸν προκυλλέσεαι ἀθρόα πάν’ ἴνα κυμαίνουτι ῥόω. Κελτὸι δ’ ἔτι βάζων ἔθεντο, ὡς ἄρ’ Ἀπόλλωνος τάδε δάκρυα Λητοίδαο συμφέρεται δίναις, ἀ τε μυρία χεῖν πάροιθεν, ἦμος Ὄπερθορέων ἱερῶν γένος εἰσαφίκαιεν, οὐρανοῦ αἰγιλήσεται λιπῶν ἐκ πατρῶς ένπες, χυόμενοι περὶ παιδί, τῶν ἐν ἱππαρθί Λακερείῃ διὰ Κορωνίως ἔτικτεν ἐπὶ προχῆς ’Αμύρου. καὶ τὰ μὲν ὡς κείνους μετ’ ἀνδράσι κεκλήστας. τούς δ’ οὔτε βροώμης ἰρει πόδος, οὔδὲ ποτόοι, οὔτ’ ἐπὶ γηθοῦνας τράπετο νόος. ἀλλ’ ἀρὰ το’ γε ἦματα μὲν στρεύγοντο περιβληχρὸν βαρύθουτες; ὀδὴ λευγαλῆ, τῆς ρ’ ἄσχετον ἐξανέσκον τυφομένου Φαέθουτος ἐπίρραοι ’Ἡραδανοῖ. νυκτὸς δ’ αὐ γόνον οὔχιν οὐρομένων ἔσακουν Ἡλίαδων λγέως· τὰ δὲ δάκρυα μυρομένης οἶνον ἔλαιραι στάγες ὑδασιν ἐμφορέουντο. Ἐκ δὲ τόθεν Ὀδανόοι βαθύν ῥόου εἰσαπέβησαν, ὡστ’ εἰς Ἡραδανὸν μετανίσσεται: ἀμμιγα δ’ ὑδώρ ἐν ξυνοχῇ βῆβρυχε κυκώμενον. αὐτάρ ὁ γαίης ἐκ μυχάτης, ἦν τ’ εἰσὶ πῦλαι καὶ ἐδέθαι Νυκτός, ἔθεν ἀπορρίμενος τῇ μέν τ’ ἐπερύγητα ἀκτίς ’Ὠκεανοῦ τῇ δ’ αὐτὲ μετ’ Ἰούνην ἀλα βάλλει, τῇ δ’ ἔπι Σαρδόνιον πέλαγος καὶ ἀπείρον κόλπον ἐπτὰ διὰ στομάτων οἵ ῥόου. ἐκ δ’ ἀρὰ τοῖο λίμνας εἰσδέλασαν δυσχείμονας, αἰτ’ ἀνὰ Κελτῶν ἢπειρον πέπτανται ἄθεσφατον· ἐνθα κεν ὁγε
Thus Argo cried through the darkness; and the sons of Tyndareus uprose, and lifted their hands to the immortals praying for each boon; but dejection held the rest of the Minyan heroes. And far on sped Argo under sail, and entered deep into the stream of Eridanus; where, once, smitten on the breast by the blazing bolt, Phaëthon half-consumed fell from the chariot of Helios into the opening of that deep lake; and even now it belches up heavy steam clouds from the smoldering wound. And no bird spreading its light wings can cross that water; but in mid-course it plunges into the flame, fluttering. And all around the maidens, the daughters of Helios, enclosed in tall poplars, wretchedly wail a piteous plaint; and from their eyes they shed on the ground bright drops of amber. These are dried by the sun upon the sand; but whenever the waters of the dark lake flow over the strand before the blast of the wailing wind, then they roll on in a mass into Eridanus with swelling tide. But the Celts have attached this story to them, that these are the tears of Leto’s son, Apollo, that are borne along by the eddies, the countless tears that he shed aforetime when he came to the sacred race of the Hyperboreans and left shining heaven at the chiding of his father, being in wrath, concerning his son, whom divine Coronis bore in bright Lacereia at the mouth of Amyrus. And such is the
story told among these men. But no desire for food or drink seized the heroes, nor were their thoughts turned to joy. But they were sorely afflicted all day, heavy and faint at heart, with the noisome stench, hard to endure, which the stream of Eridanus sent forth from Phaëthon still burning; and at night, they heard the piercing lament of the daughters of Helios, wailing with shrill voice; and, as they lamented, their tears were borne on the water like drops of oil.

Thence they entered the deep stream of Rhodanus which flows into Eridanus; and where they meet, there is a roar of mingling waters. Now that river, rising from the ends of the earth, where are the portals and mansions of Night, on one side bursts forth upon the beach of Ocean, at another pours into the Ionian Sea, and on the third through seven mouths send its stream to the Sardinian sea and its limitless bay. And from Rhodanus they entered stormy lakes, which spread throughout the Celtic mainland of wondrous size; and there they would have met with an inglorious calamity; for a certain branch of the river was bearing them towards a gulf of Ocean which in ignorance they were about to enter, and never would they have returned from there in safety. But Hera leaping forth from heaven pealed her cry from the Hercynian rock; and all together were shaken with fear of her cry; for terribly crashed the mighty firmament. And backward they turned by reason of the goddess, and noted the path by which their return was ordained. And after a long while they came to the beach of the surging sea by the devising of Hera, passing unharmed through countless tribes of the Celts and Ligyans. For round them the goddess poured a dread mist day by day as they fared on. And so, sailing through the midmost mouth, they reached the Stoechades islands in safety by the aid of the sons of Zeus; wherefore altars and sacred rites are established in their honor for ever; and not that sea-faring alone did they attend to succor; but Zeus granted to them the ships of future sailors too. The, leaving the Steochades they passed on to the island of Aethalia, where after their toil they wiped away with pebbles sweat in abundance; and pebbles like skin in color are strewn on the beach; and there are the quoits and their wondrous armor; and there is the Argoan harbor called after them.

Posidonius of Apamea in Schol. Apoll. Rhod. II 675 Wendel, Jacoby, FGrH 2A No. 87 Frag. 103 p. 282:

Ποσειδώνιος δὲ εἶναι φησι τοὺς ῞yperboreοὺς, κατοικεῖν δὲ περὶ τὰς Ἁλπεῖς τῆς Ἰταλίας.

Posidonius said the Hyperboreans live beyond the Alps of Italy.
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Python, 34, 39, 41, 72

R
Raven, 68, 71
Reincarnation, 19, 20
Rha river, 90,
see also Volga
Rhadamanthus, 5, 9, 14, 81
Rhea, 14
Rhegium, 109, 207
Rhine river, xviii, 147–150
Rhipe, 27
Rhipean Mountains, 4, 16, 27–29, 31, 32, 36, 37, 44, 45, 47, 48, 61–63, 69, 73, 75–77, 79, 82, 84, 85, 90, 91, 93, 101, 105, 113, 115, 117, 120, 121, 131, 135–139, 144, 150, 153, 158, 159, 163, 168, 170
Rhodes, 141, 151
Rhone river, xviii, 104, 107, 109, 128, 147–150, 173
Right, 11–13, 20, 33, 51, 95, 161
Roma, mythical founder of Rome, 125
Roman conquest, xix, 155, 208
S
Sacred isle, 90, 91,
  *see also* Ireland
Sacred road, 15, 16, 40
Salt, xviii, 107, 127, 159
Sandrocottus, 197,
  *see also* Chandragupta
Saone river, xviii, 109, 128, 147
Sardinia, 107, 133
Sardinian Sea, 148, 149, 173
Sarmatae, 90
Sarmatic Ocean, 91
Sarpidon rock, 43, 79, 144, 169
Satyrus, 146
Sauromatae, 79, 82
Scheria, 9
Schlei, 132
Scordistae, 154
Scylax, 211
Sea of Azov, 29, 31, 32, 43, 55, 60, 64, 72, 82, 84, 85, 87, 91, 131
Seine, xviii, 109, 128
Selene, 69
Selinus, 122
Seneca, 128, 152, 210, 217
Septerium festival, 39
Servius, 68
Servius Tullius, 121
Sicily, xviii, xix, 33, 64, 80, 91, 97, 101, 104, 105, 107, 114, 115, 120, 122, 132, 138, 139, 155, 159, 166, 167
Silvanus, 68
Silver, xviii, 33, 70, 107, 127–129, 139, 153, 154
Simmias, 77, 86, 87, 198, 200
Simonides, 35, 36, 61, 72, 79, 143, 158, 185
Singers, 3, 160, 168
Sinope, 87, 89, 200
Sirens, 132
Siris, 113, 114, 122
Slaves, 107, 159
Snow, 27, 48, 62, 64, 73, 77, 82, 90, 159, 163
Socrates, 11, 80, 81
Sophocles of Colonus, 43, 44, 56, 187, 190
Sostrus of Aegina, 108
Spain, 79, 107, 133, 151–154
Sparta, 52, 109, 110, 154, 207
Spina, 112
Stephanus of Byzantium, 27, 61, 63, 76, 86, 101, 113, 131, 163, 167, 203
Stesichorus, 37, 128, 129, 154, 206, 210
Stesimbrotus, 102
Stoichades Islands, 173
Stoic, School of Philosophy, 151
Stonehenge, 137
Strymon river, 72, 73
Sulla, dictatorship of, 152
Swans, 32, 33, 40, 48, 76, 82, 90, 137, 159, 168, 184, see also Cyncus
Swans’ eggs, 55
Sweden, 131
Sybaris, 103, 114
Syracusans, 34, 122, 154, 204
Syria, 79, 91, 151

T
Tacitus, 91, 158, 201, 216
Tanais river, 45, 79, 82, 90, see also Don river
Tarcunaei, 86
Tarentum, 109, 110, 207
Tarquin the Elder, 121
Tarquinius, 111
Tarquinius Priscus, 111
Tartarus, 44, 81
Tartessus, 37, 128, 129, 150, 154
Tauromenium, 92
Teiresias, 27
Tempe, 39, 41
La Tène period of Celtic civilization, xix, 121, 153, 159
Tenos, 42, 49, 57–59, 75
Teos, 127
Teutoni, 129
Textiles, 107
Thargelia, festival of, 53, 73
Thargelion, 53
Thargelos, 53
Thebes, 70, 147
Themis, 35
Theocritus, 11, 38, 148
Theopompos, 70–72, 96, 117, 132, 186, 190, 197, 202, 203, 208
Thermopylae, pass of, 57
Theron, 18–20, 38, 39, 138, 181
Thesprotia, 11, 38, 148
Thessaly, 17, 41, 56, 57, 70, 141
Thebes, 6
Thrace, 28, 29, 31, 32, 35, 36, 39, 43, 60, 72, 73, 75, 91, 93, 97, 132, 144, 153, 169, 170, 194
Thucydides, 52, 203
Thule, 211
Thurii, 193
Thynias, desert island of, 169
Timaeus, 135, 150, 216
Timagenes, 217
Timagetus, 149, 190
Timber, 107
Tim, xviii, 107, 128, 139, 159
Tin Islands, 128,
    see also Cassiterides Islands
Tiryns, 128
Titans, 77, 120
Tityus, 27
Tolosa/Toulouse, 160
Transposition, xx, 64, 92, 98, 101, 104, 105, 107, 113–115, 120, 139, 146, 148, 155, 159
Transylvania, 150
Trapezus, 89
Trinacrian Sea, 170
Tripods, 33, 35
Trogus, Pompeius, 104, 121
Trojan origins, 121, 140
Trojan War 104, 125
Trophonus, 40
Troy, 7, 142, 161, 188
Tyrrenian Sea, 114, 149
Tzetzes, 77

U
Upis, 76, 89
Ural Mountains, 47, 91
Utopias, 4–6, 8–15, 17, 20, 22, 23, 33, 35, 37, 38, 51, 61, 63, 69, 77, 81, 84–86, 91, 93, 95–97, 127, 132, 133, 136, 138, 139, 157, 159, 176, 193, 212

V
Vale of Tempe, 39, 41
Valona, Bay of, 56
Valle Pega cemetery, 112
Valle Trebbia cemetery, 112
Varro, 121
Vegetarian diet, 13, 61
Veii, 105
Villanovians, 120
Vetulonia, 105, 208
Virgil, 41, 146, 148, 196, 208
Villas mundo, 105
Vistula, 91, 147
Vix, 109–111, 207
Vix Crater, xix, 110, 113, 207
Volga, 90,
    see also Rha

W
Wandering rocks, 142
West Wind, 5, 6
Wings, 39, 40, 42
Wreaths, 17, 70, 71

X
Xanthus river, 69
Xenophanes, 102
Xenophon, 102, 188

Z
Zaleucus, 33
Zephyrus, 68
Zetes, 36, 58, 136, 144, 168–169
Zeus, 5, 6, 9–13, 15, 16, 21, 22, 27, 28, 32, 34, 35, 37, 42, 43, 49, 55, 56, 60, 67, 70, 72, 78, 80, 86, 93, 94, 135, 145, 148, 173, 193, 197
Zoster, town of, 87